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Abstract 
 

The area of research of this thesis is built around advanced waveguide filter structures. 

Waveguide filters and the waveguide technology in general are renowned for high power 

capacity, low losses and excellent electromagnetic shielding. Waveguide filters are important 

components in fixed wireless communications as well as in satellite and radar systems. 

Furthermore, their advantages and utilization become even greater with increase in frequency, 

which is a trend in modern communication systems because upper frequency bands offer 

larger channel capacities. 

However, waveguide filters are relatively bulky and expensive. To comply with more and 

more demanding miniaturization and cost-cutting requirements, compactness and economical 

design represent some of the main contemporary focuses of interest. Approaches that are used 

to achieve this include use of planar inserts to build waveguide discontinuities, additive 

manufacturing and substrate integration. At the same time, waveguide filters still need to 

satisfy opposed stringent requirements like small insertion loss, high selectivity and multiband 

operation. Another difficulty that metal waveguide components face is integration with other 

circuitry, especially important when solid-state active devices are included. Thus, 

improvements of interconnections between waveguide and other transmission interfaces are 

addressed too. 

The thesis elaborates the following aspects of work: 

 Further analysis and improved explanations regarding advanced waveguide filters with 

E-plane inserts developed by the Wireless Communications Research Group, using 

both cross coupled resonators and extracted pole sections (Experiments with higher 

filter orders, use of tuning screws, degrees of freedom in design, etc. Thorough 

performance comparison with competing filter technologies) 

 Proposing novel E-plane filter sections with I-shaped insets 

 Extension of the E-plane filtering structures with metal fins to new compact dual band 

filters with high frequency selectivity and miniaturized diplexers. 

 Introduction of easy-to-build waveguide filters with polymer insert frames and high-

performance low-profile cavity filters, taking advantage of enhanced fabrication 

capabilities when using additive manufacturing 

 Developing new substrate integrated filters, as well as circuits used to transfer signals 

between different interfaces 

Namely, these are substrate integrated waveguide to metal waveguide planar 

transitions that do not require any modifications of the metal waveguides. Such novel 

transitions have been designed both for single and orthogonal signal polarizations. 
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1. Introduction 

Many different types of filters are used in practice to remove unwanted components from 

a compound input entity (ex. water, air, optical and email filters). As such, electronic filters 

are typically used to pass input signals at frequencies of interest and to reject the signals at 

undesirable frequencies. Electronic filters are very common components in electronic circuits, 

such as those used after nonlinear modules in RF chains. For example, anti-aliasing filters 

(AAFs) are used to avoid distortion (aliasing) in sampling process of analog-to-digital 

converters (ADCs) as the result of not satisfying the sampling theorem. They are not easily 

recognizable from the outside, although prevalent in equipment like computers, telephones, 

video, audio and photography gear. Some frequently found and more visible electronic filters 

include those in microfilters for ADSL Internet and audio equalizers. 

According to the relation between frequency bands they pass or reject, electronic filters 

are categorized as lowpass, highpass, bandpass and bandstop filters. (E.g. AAFs are lowpass 

filters that supress analog input signal before AD conversion at frequencies greater than the 

Nyquist frequency, which is half of the sampling rate; Microfilters have a simple lowpass LC 

filter on the telephone side of a splitter, as telephones preceded the Internet and originally 

there had not been need for their filtering; In audio equalizers, decreasing bass is done by 

highpass filtering and decreasing highs by lowpass filtering.) Although additional processes 

like phase corrections and equalization using allpass networks to reverse phase and amplitude 

signal distortions sustained through communication channel are feasible, they come at the cost 

of increased insertion loss. Similar penalty occurs with predistorted microwave filters
1
, which 

compensate for dissipation effects inside the filter - frequency responses having more rounded 

look and be less selective. Since for realizable systems holds the fundamental property of 

causality, which means that the output depends on the past and current inputs but not on 

future ones, it should be noted that real-time filters with zero-width frequency transition 

between passband and stopband (infinite selectivity) do not exist. 

Filters considered in this thesis are analog filters. Unlike digital filters, which are divided 

into two large groups of finite impulse response (FIR) and infinite impulse response (IIR) 

ones, analog filters are almost exclusively IIR
2
. Digital electronic circuits have had great 

success in previous decades. One of their key advantages is scalability, i.e. ability to handle 

growing amount of work, since large building blocks are not constructed from scratch, but 

rather composed of smaller building blocks. This property allows effects like rapid progress 

of microprocessor power following the Moore’s law. For analog circuits that kind of 

                                                           
1
 To account for dissipation, predistorted microwave filters have positions of their ideal transfer function poles in 

the complex plane shifted in positive real direction prior to the synthesis of filter elements. The desired lossless-

equivalent response shape is utilized after filter loss is included. However, the compensation is usually made 

only partially because of high insertion loss. Thus, resulting response looks like one of a less lossy filter, but still 

not lossless. 
2
 FIR filters have inherent characteristic of being stable, satisfying the criterion ∫|    |    , whereas IIR are 

not. In fact, analog filters that are of concern in practise are indeed stable, as it is intuitively well expected. 

However, since for their easier description are used idealised mathematical objects, they reach limiting stability 

characteristics. Moreover, we are interested in realisability analysis to determine which set of functions 

represents idealised realisable structures. For their speed, FIR filters are used in Network Analyzers (NAs) as 

intermediate frequency (IF) filters. 
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scalability is not possible and that is why we have never seen analog designs of similar 

complexity. Nevertheless, this is at the same time an advantage of analog circuit design. 

Analog microwave filters as fundamental segment of RF front ends are not endangered of 

becoming obsolete due to their close relation with the channel medium, which is inherently 

analog. They are now equally being applied to pass/reject signals initially digital in the 

baseband, as they were used before for signals initially analog in the baseband. Moreover, 

there is resurgence of analog technology in terahertz components owing to better energy 

efficiency. And due to the fact that analog circuit design is considered more demanding, 

average salaries of analog engineers are higher than those of digital engineers. Interestingly, 

with their periodical nature, filters in the form of commensurate distributed networks share 

similarities with digital filters, yet using different transformation of the (complex) frequency 

variable from the lumped filter networks. 

Here specifically, the focus of attention are microwaves, which are attractive for wide 

range of applications, offering possibilities for high channel capacities, small size structures 

and sometimes suitable propagation characteristics. The term microwave is originally more 

used by the military, whereas the term RF more by the civil community. Microwave 

technology is prevalent today, with majority of applications in communications (like 

ubiquitous cellular telephony and WLANs), radar and medical systems as well as 

environmental remote sensing, by virtue of its focus moving over time from specialised to 

commercial. For a layperson, the word microwave is probably best associated with 

microwave ovens. Using water resonances at ISM 2.4 GHz band, they can quickly and evenly 

heat food in a metal cavity fed with microwave energy produced by a magnetron. 

Interestingly, in our time even the background cosmic radiation left from the Big Bang is in 

the microwave frequency range. After it was accidently measured by a giant horn-reflector 

antenna, background cosmic radiation served as the final support for the wide acceptance of 

the Big Bang theory. 

Microwave components are typically on the order of microwave wavelengths, meaning 

that the phase of quantities like voltage, current, electric and magnetic field change 

significantly over the physical extent of the device. Hence, their analysis requires specific 

electromagnetic treatment, since standard circuit theory approximations at much lower 

frequencies or geometrical optics approximations at much higher frequencies in general fail to 

give results of sufficient accuracy. Likewise, practical designs possess distinctivenesses such 

as use of elements with distributed parameters. Fro  today’s popular IT and computer science 

viewpoint, microwave filters are part of telecommunication/network hardware and belong to 

the physical layer (layer 1) of the OSI model. 

Naturally, the literature review here starts with general books on the topic of microwave 

engineering [1-1]-[1-6]. References [1-7]-[1-9] extend the list with the books aimed to bridge 

the gap between RF/microwave and telecommunication engineers, inspired by the 

aforementioned rapid application of microwave technology in wireless and satellite systems. 

These systems are implied here as the target applications as well. 

Further on and more specifically, waveguide technology has its strengths in terms of high 

power handling capability, low losses, excellent isolation as well as for its special 

appropriateness for high frequency operation. These properties directly relate to merits of 

waveguide filters. (We are restricting ourselves to waveguide in the usual sense of the word, 
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as a hollow metallic tube, though it is also used in connection with a wider variety of wave-

guiding structures.) Standard waveguide filter applications include satellite communications, 

terrestrial point-to-point microwave links (fixed wireless communications, such as between 

different sites in mobile phone backhaul networks or between locations of programme 

production and distanced TV towers in broadcast television systems), defence navigation and 

communication systems and radar systems. 

Fro  a designer’s point of view, waveguides are distinguishable fro  trans ission lines 

for that they do not support propagation of TEM mode. In transmission lines (taken with 

certain tolerance for the effects of losses and inhomogeneous dielectric), TEM mode 

propagates from the zero frequency, is not dispersive, and usually all the phenomena of 

interest can be described exclusively considering it. By contrast, propagation in waveguides is 

represented by dispersive TE and TM modes, which emerge as propagating modes only 

starting from relatively high frequencies, called the cutoff frequencies of those modes. The 

most important one is the mode with the lowest cutoff frequency - the dominant mode. 

Generally, it is desirable to transport signals through a waveguide component and manage 

couplings with it with just one mode. For instance, in the most frequently used waveguides, 

rectangular waveguides, the dominant mode cutoff frequency is the one at which the wider 

side of the waveguide’s rectangular cross section is half wavelength wide. However, higher 

order modes are relatively close, limiting the usable bandwidth. On the other side, as it will 

soon be briefly explained, higher order modes are used in some waveguide filters to improve 

filter properties like enabling size and loss reduction at the cost of structure complexity 

(hence, they are more difficult to be fabricated). The topic of waveguides is, other than in 

general books about microwave engineering, extensively covered in a specialized book for 

guided waves [1-10] and specifically waveguides [1-11]. Furthermore, the papers [1-12]-[1-

14] cover the subject of ridged waveguides, which geometry is of special interest in this work, 

apart from the most used, rectangular and circular waveguides. Since electromagnetic wave 

theory has the central underlying position here, to the current reference list is added [1-15]. It 

deals with advanced electromagnetics for engineering problems, with topics arranged by 

mathematical techniques that are used. 

The story of waveguide filters is traced here starting with WWII years and activity of the 

MIT Radiation Laboratory, formed mainly for development of radar systems
3
. Although the 

Rad Lab lasted for just a couple of years, it hosted many of the greatest scientists and 

engineers of the time and beyond. Their abundant highly valuable results in electronics and 

telecommunications (especially for microwave engineering) were published during years after 

the laboratory closure within the MIT Radiation Laboratory Series. Its 28 volumes are now 

available online at the Jefferson Lab web address [1-16]. The chapter 10 of the volume 9 [1-

17], written by Fano and Lawson, is the first fundamental text treating waveguide filters
4
. 

Apart from electromagnetic analysis, microwave filter design relies on circuit theory, 

which had already been well developed for low-frequency passive analog filters. They 

revolutionized early years of telecommunications and were arguably the most advanced 

branch of electrical engineering at that time. Classical passive analog filter theory evolution 

                                                           
3
 Development of a long-range radio navigation system was also targeted, from which the well-known LORAN 

emerged. 
4
 Note that  arcuvitz’s Waveguide Handbook [1-11] also originates from this series. 
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had very intense period around the first half of the 20
th

 century. It was marked by works of 

scientists and engineers like Zobel, Foster, Cauer, Brune, Darlington and others
5
 with 

progression in theoretical concepts from simple filters, over image impedance filters, to 

network synthesis filters, making it, together with later development and refinements, one of 

the best studied and understood areas of electronics. Nevertheless, a simple relation between 

lumped and distributed circuits yet had to be provided by Richards [1-23], describing 

commensurate distributed networks. A new distributed-circuit element in the form of a 

transmission line (waveguide) section, without its equal in lumped circuits, appeared. More 

accurate microwave filter designs reaching wider bandwidths have started being developed 

with the use of distributed prototypes [1-24]. Further about circuit theory for electrical 

networks with filtering characteristics, especially synthesis of these networks, can be searched 

for in the books [1-25]-[1-32]. Network synthesis is reversed process to the network analysis 

in the sense that the problem now is to construct a network from a prescribed external 

behaviour bounded by realisability theory limitations and shaped by approximation theory. 

Some of Seymour Cohn’s papers were of great help in explaining principal  icrowave 

filter configurations, such as [1-33] about direct-coupled-resonator filters for narrowband 

waveguide filters. The same author introduced the often used waffle-iron filter, basically a 

low-pass design made by corrugating waveguide walls both in longitudinal and transverse 

directions, giving the filter its name. It is suitable for use when both a wide passband and a 

wide stopband free of spurious transmission modes (waveguide low-pass filters are important 

for harmonic rejection) are looked for. The first filters used to be designed applying solely all-

pole filter approximations by minimum-phase networks. It started with the employment of 

Butterworth approximation function utilizing maximally flat passband (derivatives up to the 

order of the filter are zero at the zero frequency of a low-pass prototype function), whereas 

now more popular Chebyshev approximation function appeared somewhat later. Chebyshev 

filters utilize equiripple passband with the steepest passband to stopband transition of all the 

filters without finite transmission zeros. 

Even higher selectivities than those of Chebyshev filters are possible when finite 

transmission zeros are introduced. Symmetrical response elliptic approximation function or 

more general pseudo-elliptic approximation function, also known as generalized Chebyshev, 

are used when this is expected. In the most general case of transmission zero positions in the 

complex plane, filters are implemented via non-minimum-phase networks. These networks 

with more than one signal path between the input and the output ports can be designed by 

cross-coupling filter resonators [1-34]. Cross couplings do not need to be physical, but can 

also be modal, using higher or lower order, propagating or evanescent modes as separate 

signal paths [1-35]. Another way of realizing finite real frequency transmission zeroes is by 

having extracted pole sections [1-36], containing resonators dedicated for this role. 

                                                           
5
 George A. Campbell and Otto J. Zobel had significant contributions in image method filter design (k-type 

sections, m-type sections, etc.) for frequency-division multiplexing in POTS. Ronald M. Foster and Wilhelm 

Cauer were pioneers of filter synthesis method, and canonical filter forms were named after them. Ernst 

Guillemin was professor at MIT whose explanations and dissemination of network analysis and synthesis theory 

had great impact. A number of future leading circuit theorists and electronics engineers working in other fields 

were students of his. Otto Brune in his doctoral thesis proved positive-real function being sufficient condition for 

driving-point impedance realisability using transformers. Sidney Darlington developed insertion loss synthesis 

approach, now also known as Darlington synthesis. Some prominent examples of their work are listed in [1-

18]-[1-22]. 
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Dual-mode cavities offer great potential for size reduction by cutting down the number of 

filter resonators by half. A great advancement for waveguide filters came with development 

of effective dual-mode filter designs [1-37]. These compact high-Q filters have become very 

common in satellite transponders. Filters with even more simultaneously excited modes per 

cavity are available, but are rarely used in practice because of their complexity. Certain 

unconventional waveguide modes appearing in regions of the mode chart that are not cramped 

and preferably supporting dual-mode operation are also sometimes used for having good 

Q factor to volume ratio [1-38]. Another application of distinguishable properties of wave 

propagation inside waveguide structures can be seen in evanescent mode filters [1-39], which 

operating frequencies are below the cutoff frequency of the dominant mode, leading to 

another method of size reduction. To keep wave propagating inside below-cutoff waveguide 

sections, which are of smaller cross sections than those supporting dominant mode 

propagation, they are periodically loaded with obstacles like capacitive screws or dielectric 

inserts perturbing the field. Extremely compact and high-Q filters are now being made by 

inserting dielectric resonators (called pucks) inside waveguide cavities [1-40]. Dielectric 

resonator filters could not have been immediately used in practice, but had to wait for 

emergence of low-loss and more thermally stable dielectric materials [1-41]. 

In this regard, there are several recent and ongoing investigations considering application 

of materials with enhanced properties in waveguide and other microwave filters, which have 

added a lot to research activity in these fields. Superconductivity has a potential of achieving 

immensely high Q factors [1-42], which applicability has made big advancements with 

development of London, Ginzburg-Landau and BCS theories, followed by discovery of high-

temperature superconductivity (HTS) in some ceramic materials. HTS microwave filters have 

characteristics attractive for use in satellites and cellular base stations. One of challenges is to 

implement as many superconductive components as possible within the same cooled module. 

Another popular approach concerns electromagnetic metamaterials [1-43],[1-44] – materials 

engineered to have electromagnetic properties not found in nature, with particular interest in 

media with negative values of both their permittivity and permeability. They are known as 

double-negative, left-handed or negative index metamaterials, having negative refractive 

index. Electromagnetic metamaterials are made to be effectively homogenous by repetitive 

pattern of structures like split-ring resonators (SRRs), significantly smaller than the guided 

wavelength. Metamaterials can provide greater variety of EM wave propagation possibilities, 

and one of numerous target applications is to reduce size of waveguide filters [1-45]. Carbon 

based structures have been one of the most vibrant scientific and technological areas of 

interest for a while and incredibly auspicious new horizons have opened with experimental 

verification of flat monolayer carbon allotrope [1-46], which is a basic building block for 

other graphitic allotropes including fullerenes and graphite itself in the free state. Among a 

number of superlatives related to graphene, its electronic properties are considered as maybe 

the most valuable ones. Though not in the focus, applications in passive microwave devices 

have been considered so far as well [1-47]
6
. 

Concerning books about microwave filters, [1-48] is still the most famous one, although it 

was written more than half a century ago. (For example, previously mentioned waffle-iron 

filter is described in it.) More modern microwave filter books covering the topic of waveguide 

                                                           
6
 It is interesting to mention that there are plans for using graphene in processes of water filtration and its 

desalination. 
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filters [1-49]-[1-52] include later developments in design procedures, facilitating computer 

calculations and optimization, as well as newer waveguide filter structures. There is a number 

of active engineers and researchers whose work has had continued impact on development of 

waveguide filter theory and practice: Smain Amari, Jens Bornemann, Uwe Rosenberg [1-53], 

Ming Yu [1-54], Simone Bastioli [1-55], Giuseppe Macchiarella [1-56], Vicente Boria [1-57], 

to name a few. University of Westminster Wireless Communications Research Group 

(WCRG) has its own tradition in this field [1-58]-[1-61]. 

1.1 Aims and Objectives of the Thesis 

The main aim of this work is developing more cost-effective and compact waveguide 

filters and related components, otherwise known as expensive and bulky, in order to keep 

them as competitive technology in the modern market dominated by low cost mass production 

of items. However, this comes with constraint that superior properties of waveguide 

technology, low losses and power handling capacity, should not be drastically compromised. 

In addition, the filters should be able to utilize complex response functions to satisfy very 

stringent requirements of communication system designers. 

More precisely, the chief idea is to use affordable fabrication technologies like waveguide 

E-plane planar inserts, additive manufacturing and substrate integrated waveguides for this 

goals, but at the same time to keep structure characteristics as close as possible to the 

conventional waveguide ones. 

The first goal was to improve understanding of currently most advanced E-plane 

waveguide filters and experiment with their performances under different requirements such 

as amplitude characteristics with different transmission zero positions, different relative 

bandwidths and such. Further objective was to develop a novel geometry of E-plane filters 

being able to take advantage of using a thin dielectric support along the centre E-plane. 

The study of modal nature of E-plane extracted pole filters produced the goal to apply 

independent control of different modes using only different geometries within the centre 

E-plane of a filter further to the modes used at different frequency bands. 

Incredible rise of additive manufacturing on one side, but problems with easy metal 

plating of polymers on the other, inspired the target to take best of both additive and 

subtractive manufacturing and design filters with least obstacles regarding fabrication. In 

addition, the clear strength of 3D printing regarding ease of fabricating high performance 

resonators opened the question of solutions under constrained specifications that cannot be 

satisfied by optimal structures for general unconstrained case. 

Finally, potential of substrate integrated waveguides to be universal intermediate element 

between hollow metal waveguides and planar transmission lines was noticed and it set the aim 

to design structures utilizing this property. Further investigation divided it into a single 

polarization objective and orthogonal polarization objective, driven by needs to feed versatile 

waveguide filters. 
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1.2 Outline of the Thesis 

Since the main subject of the thesis are waveguide structures, although fabricated in 

different ways and upgraded with elements to shape them for particular applications, the 

further text opens with chapter 2 dedicated to waveguides and waveguide resonators. Using 

classical electromagnetic field theory, it is first shown that TE and TM waves propagate along 

waveguides rather than TEM waves. Electric and magnetic field distributions are found step-

by-step, starting with  axwell’s equations as the funda ental laws of electro agnetis . 

Characteristic physical quantities connected with waveguides like cutoff frequency, guide 

wavelength and wave impedance are derived as well. Special treatment is given to rectangular 

waveguides, as they are the most common type of waveguides seen in practice. Different 

standards regarding rectangular waveguides and their connections are mentioned. The next 

step is short circuiting waveguide sections at both ends to form resonators, which are in turn 

building blocks of waveguide filters. Furthermore, losses in waveguides and waveguide 

resonators that can be caused by dissipation both in dielectrics and metals are investigated. 

Chapter 3 gives introduction to the circuit theory. The starting question asks which filter 

structures are feasible at all, having available just limited number of elements to build filter 

circuits. It turns out that filter realizability theory is very well studied field and that transfer 

functions of filters are rational functions with some additional limitations. Next topic is 

generation of mathematical functions that approximate desirable filter responses, but can also 

be implemented using physical filter networks. Important topic in filter theory are 

transformations between different types of filters, and here is of biggest concern relationship 

between lowpass and bandpass filters. Most filter synthesis start with lowpass prototype, and 

frequency-invariant reactance is introduced as a virtual element needed to keep the same 

mathematical apparatus for asymmetric bandpass filters. 

Chapter 4 finally deals with modern waveguide filters, in particular with those using 

E-plane technology. That way, fabrication is simplified because filter is composed of a 

reusable housing parts and insert, which is implemented as a planar circuit. Although 

properties of two visually similar recently proposed classes of filters with metal fins are 

considered, they work in slightly different ways as one utilizes finite transmissions zeros 

through cross coupled resonators and the other one through elements (fins) specifically 

dedicated for that purpose. These filters have been considered from many aspects, from 

sensitivity analysis and mechanical tuning to comparing resonator Q factors and analysing 

resonating modes. Finally, a new type of balanced E-plane sections are introduced, which 

have resonators realising transmission zeros that do not require electric contact with 

waveguide housing. 

In chapter 5, the scope of E-plane filters is extended to dual band filters and diplexers. The 

notion of fins inside filters having different effect on even and odd degree modes is used here 

to independently control resonances in two different frequency bands. Furthermore, ultra 

compact filters are used for diplexers in order to drastically reduce size and weight of these 

bulky components. 

Chapter 6 concerns additive manufacturing application in fabrication of microwave 

waveguide and cavity filters. First filter type uses 3D printing only for filter insert dielectric. 

This hybrid method is aimed to be one of the easiest filter fabrications, with a lot of added 
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freedom regarding structure complexity. The second type has aim to be high performance 

planar filter. 

Chapter 7 considers substrate integrated waveguide circuits. It begins with a new variation 

ow SIW filters using dual mode cavities. Finally, very effective transitions from SIW to metal 

waveguide are proposed. The second type is an orthomode transducer, as it is able to work as 

polarization duplexer. It has outstanding broadband quality for a planar device of that kind. 

The appendix considers in great details materials and fabrication processes essential for 

modern microwave filters. Firstly, fabrication of PCBs is covered, both using in-house circuit 

board plotter and sending Gerber files to external fabricators. After that, just basic ideas about 

CNC machining are touched as it still a gold standard for quality fabrication, before having 

very detailed overview of up-and-coming 3D printing technologies and materials they use. 

Right after, equally important topic of realising metal surfaces in microwave structures is 

again thoroughly covered. 
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2. Waveguides and Waveguide Resonators 

Waveguides [1-1], [1-11], [2-1] are wave-guiding structures by the means of material 

boundaries that have less than two conductors [2-2]. In the original and usual sense in 

microwave engineering, and in the case concerned here, they are essentially hollow metallic 

pipes7. This is in contrast with the other type of wave-guiding structures - transmission lines, 

which have two or more conductors. Waveguides are also sometimes referred to as a type of 

transmission lines, and the other way round, because they are intended for the same 

applications and it is not counterintuitive regarding the terms. Nevertheless, that use will be 

avoided in this work for clarity purpose. In Figure 2.1, cross sections of various types of 

waveguides and transmission lines are presented. Figure 2.2 shows a picture of a monolithic 

waveguide section with flat connecting face flanges at its ends. From the electromagnetic 

point of view, distinctive feature of waveguides is that they, unlike transmission lines, do not 

support propagation of TEM waves in the longitudinal direction, but only of TE (H) or 

TM (E) waves. In comparison, TEM is the fundamental mode of ideal coaxial lines and 

striplines, whereas the basic mode for microstrip lines and coplanar waveguides, which have 

nonhomogeneous dielectric, is considered to be quasi-TEM (technically, hybrid modes with 

zero cutoff frequency and low dispersion, for which quasi-static analysis gives good 

approximation). For TEM waves, total charge per unit length in any of cross sections that are 

uniform along theoretically infinitely long structure has to be zero in order for energy to be 

finite. This limits the number of conductors to be not less than two. Waveguides might be 

counter intuitive for many people used to direct current (DC) and low frequency electrical 

circuits and 'need for a pair of wires to close a circuit'. From physicists’ point of view, a 

waveguide can be viewed behaving as one-dimensional plasma [2-3]. 

Small available bandwidths can be a disadvantage of waveguides. At the lower side of the 

passband, the bandwidth is bounded by a non-zero cutoff frequency, resulting in inherent 

behaviour of a highpass filter. In comparison, TEM waves propagate from the zero frequency, 

so transmission lines can be used starting with DC. On the side of higher frequencies, the 

usability is limited by propagation of higher order modes, just as it is the case with 

transmission lines, as the desired functionality within the electromagnetic field of overmoded 

waveguides becomes difficult to control. Unwanted formation of modes is very hard to 

prevent since they naturally emerge at waveguide discontinuities. There are, however, 

available techniques that increase bandwidth of a waveguide. Ridged waveguide has cutoff 

frequency of the fundamental mode reduced more than the cutoff frequency of the first higher 

order mode. In addition, as the operating frequency decreases, waveguides become less 

practically usable because of their size. They are rarely found below 5 GHz and at DC are not 

even theoretically feasible with cross section dimensions surging to infinity. As a rule of 

thumb, propagation in a rectangular waveguide is possible for waves having the free space 

wavelength shorter than the double width of the waveguide’s broad wall. Even at frequencies 

of 10 or 20 GHz, where they are widely used, standard metal waveguides are relatively bulky 

and heavy. Also, in comparison with the microstrip technology, waveguide technology is less 

available, more difficult to produce and more expensive. 

                                                           
7
 Waveguides can also be dielectric, meaning that an optical fibre is also a type of waveguide (optical). 

Interestingly, coplanar waveguides (CPW) are by the mentioned taxonomy type of transmission lines despite 

their name suggesting different. 
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 Figure 2.1 Cross-sectional views of wave-guiding structures widely used commercially and 

in academia, as well as some recently introduced ones. 

 
Figure 2.2 X-band WR-90 straight rectangular waveguide section with square flanges. 

(Amitec Electronics Ltd.) 

Nevertheless, there is a number of applications where previously mentioned properties 

are not of main concern. Instead, high performance characteristics like low losses and high 
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power handling capability as well as excellent isolation are paramount. Such are satellite 

communications, point-to-point microwave links and radar systems, where waveguide 

structures are typically the first choice. Despite the stress in modern high frequency 

electronics being generally more on mass producible compact structures like planar 

components and integrated circuits together with distributed circuit analysis rather than on 

waveguides and field theory analysis, for aforementioned purposes the advantages of 

waveguide technology, dominating earlier periods of microwave engineering, still easily 

outweigh their shortcomings. At a given frequency, waveguides have about 10 times lower 

loss than coaxial lines. Likewise, coaxial lines have about 10 times lower loss than microstrip 

lines of the same length. Air dielectric, close to the perfect one, is prevalent in waveguides 

because they have self-supported structures. Not only that air has very low loss, but it is also 

readily available and free of cost. To reach higher power levels, even in megawatts, 

waveguides are pressurized with gasses which increase the peak power level. However, 

superiority of waveguide characteristics comes to the full extent with further increase in 

frequency, when millimetre-wave range is reached
8
. Dielectric losses exceed conductor losses 

at these frequencies, and waveguides become very small in dimensions. Even state of the art 

MMIC terahertz transceivers for short-range wireless links under development rely on 

waveguide packaging to reduce losses, although it is seen as a burden for commercialisation 

[2-4], [2-5]. 

A limitation of standard waveguides is their rigidness. It is effectively surpassed in 

flexible waveguides, which can be twistable or non-twistable, made out of helically wound 

strip or thin wall pressed to form the convolutions. Over the time, there has been a number of 

other alternative waveguide constructions proposed. Additive manufacturing [2-6] has a 

particularly good application in waveguide technology, both for fabricating conventional and 

non-conventional waveguide designs, being suitable for prototyping, weight reduction, having 

no obstacles with complexity like machining, etc. Another popular approach has been fusion 

of waveguide and PCB technologies. Laminated waveguides [2-7] are multilayer PCBs in 

which waveguide sidewalls are built from lined via-holes and edges of metallized planes, so 

that both vertical and horizontal current flow is supported in them. There has been a whole 

range of single layer substrate integrated circuits (SICs) offered as reduced cost, mass 

producible and planar-circuit integrated waveguide alternatives [2-8]. Among them, without 

any doubt the most used one has been substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) [2-9], having 

side walls made from cylindrical via fences. From SIW, there have been other derived 

structures like substrate integrated folded waveguides (SIFWs) [2-10]. Groove gap 

waveguides (GGWs) [2-11] have been recently proposed promising at millimetre-waves 

advantage over conventional waveguides built in two parts because they do not require 

electrical contact between the top and bottom broad walls. 

2.1. Wave Propagation in Waveguides 

We start by simplifying  axwell’s equations through applying the conditions that hold 

for idealised waveguide structures. The space is filled with linear, homogenous and isotropic 

(LIH) as well as lossless and source-free dielectric medium inside conducting shield. In fact, 

that is the volume through which the energy is transferred in the form of electromagnetic 

                                                           
8
 Although waveguide structures are more appropriate for use at higher frequencies, it is usually more 

comfortable to do fabrication and testing at lower frequencies. X-band is one of the frequently used frequency 

bands, and designs done by Wireless Communications Research Group mostly belong to it. 
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waves, not the metal enclosure itself. Faraday's law and Ampere's law in phasor differential 

form are
9
: 

         , (2.1a) 

        . (2.1b) 

In this case, the other two  axwell’s equations are redundant as they can be derived 

taking divergences of (2.1) (dot products of del operators): 

          , (2.2a) 

          . (2.2b) 

On the other side, by taking curls of (2.1) (vector products of del operators) and 

subsequently applying curl of the curl vector calculus identity and (2.2), two new frequently 

used partial differential equations (PDEs) emerge. These are (vector) Helmholtz equations: 

        , (2.3a) 

        , (2.3a) 

where the constant at a chosen frequency 

   √   (2.4a) 

is called the wavenumber or propagation constant of the medium. 

The following step is to introduce cylindrical geometry, Figure 2.3, with the z-axis 

representing distance along the cylinder. Assuming wave propagation in the longitudinal 

direction, vector field functions can be expressed as the product of a function that purely 

depends on two transverse coordinates and the multiplication factor     . Here,   is the 

propagation constant, negative sign represents the wave propagating in the positive direction 

and positive sign represents the wave propagating in the negative direction of the z-axis. 

However, due to symmetry, only positive direction propagation will be further examined. In 

the configuration with source and load connected to the waveguide ports (the load being 

placed at z = 0), negative sign represents the incident wave - resultant wave travelling in the 

direction from the source to the load. On the other side, positive sign represents the reflected 

wave - resultant wave travelling in the direction from the load to the source. When del 

operator is also separated into the transverse and longitudinal components,         , and 

squared      
    , Helmholtz equations are transformed into: 

  
   -        , (2.5a) 

  
   -        . (2.5b) 

A new constant, the cutoff wavenumber, can be defined as    √     . The cutoff 

wavenumber cannot be zero for waveguides since TEM waves do not propagate inside them. 

We will consider here TE (         ) and TM (         ) waves. Hybrid waves 

(         ) occur in waveguides with nonhomogenous dielectric, such as with inserted 

dielectric slabs. 

                                                           
9
 Standard boldface type vector notation is used and complex variables do not have special designation. 
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Figure 2.3 Geometry of a general uniform waveguide. 

In the TE waves case, the equation (2.5b) gives scalar PDE 

  
      

     . (2.6) 

Indeed, based on (2.5), same wave equation can be written for transversal electric and 

magnetic field components as the unknown functions. However, we will not proceed solving 

all of them, since field components are not mutually independent as it may seem from (2.5), 

but still linked through  axwell’s equations. Nevertheless, Helmholtz equations were used to 

isolate one scalar field component, so its general solution can be found solving the PDE. 

Now, the metal enclosure of the waveguide is finally being introduced to provide the 

boundary conditions and determine particular solutions of the differential equation. Field 

equations in their differential form are restricted to the space with no electromagnetic 

discontinuities in the medium. Thus, integral for ulation of  axwell’s equations is used for 

deriving boundary conditions to fill in this deficiency in the differential formulation of the 

equations. Although for each of four integral  axwell’s equations can be derived one 

boundary condition, just like redundancy of (2.2), only two of them between tangential field 

components, coming from closed curve line integral equations, 

∮  
 

      ∫    
 

, (2.7a) 

∮  
 

     ∫    
 

+∫    
 

. (2.7b) 

are sufficient. These cyclic integrals are taken around the contours that run parallel to the 

boundary on both sides of it and at infinitesimal distance from it. 

In the ideal case considered here with metal modelled by perfect electric conductor (PEC, 

conductivity    ), the resulting boundary condition stating that tangential component of 

electric field in dielectric next to the boundary is equal to zero is enough to find the particular 

solutions of the differential equation (2.6) for   . If we designate unit normal pointing 

outward from the conductor surface by n, this condition can be expressed as      . The 

other independent boundary condition for transverse components,       , can be used to 

calculate surface current,   , distribution at the boundary of the perfect waveguide conductor 

once the field distribution inside waveguide dielectric is determined. It turns out that (2.6), 

together with the tangential electric field boundary condition, has a solution only for infinite 

number of discrete values of the cutoff wavenumber   . Apart from being the axial magnetic 

field component,    can be used to calculate the remaining (transverse) field components 

using the following relations derived from (2.1): 
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        , (2.8a) 

    
 

  
     . (2.8b) 

The transverse field components are orthogonal, mutually related by the expression 

     -        , where 

    
   

 
 (2.9) 

is the TE wave impedance. 

By analogy, PDE for TM waves becomes 

  
      

     , (2.10) 

which combined with the same tangential boundary condition,        , yields the solutions 

for the axial electric field component    . Similarly, the transverse field inside the waveguide 

can be found from    by 

    
 

  
     , (2.11a) 

    
   

  
        . (2.11b) 

They give the relation      -        , where 

    
 

   
 (2.12) 

is the TM wave impedance. 

From (2.6) or (2.10) and         boundary condition, it follows that the eigenvalue   
  

is dependent on the shape of waveguide cross section and type of wave, but not frequency. 

Also, for closed structures, it is always a real number
 10

. Thus, the propagation constant can be 

expressed using the same form for both TE and TM waves as 

  √  
      √       

       √  √  (
  

 
)
 

, (2.13) 

where   is called the phase constant and there exists the cutoff frequency 

   
  

  √  
 (2.14) 

at which      is equal to zero. Below this frequency,       becomes purely real since 

radicands in (2.10) change signs, and the wave has exponential decay of magnitude that gets 

steeper with decrease in frequency and constant phase. This means that such a wave does not 

propagate and it is called evanescent. When a wave is excited as evanescent one because the 

operating frequency is below the cutoff frequency of that wave type, there is still certain 

reactive energy stored in it. However, it remains in the near-field, oscillating in time and 

changing form between electric and magnetic, but without transmission.
11

 

                                                           
10

 In [2-12] is described a numerical method for computing cutoff wavenumbers in waveguides of arbitrary cross 

sections accompanied by several evaluation examples that illustrate the stated properties. 
11

 Modes in dielectric waveguides also have cutoff frequencies, albeit, they can be zero for the dominant mode in 

certain cases. For dielectric waveguides the wave bellow cutoff is no longer guided through total internal 

reflections. 
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In realistic situations like when having diaphragms and tuning screws inside waveguide 

filters, observing at a certain frequency, evanescent modes are generated at these 

discontinuities so that boundary conditions on them can be satisfied. Similar to the far-field 

concept applied for antennas, by increasing the distance along the waveguide from the source 

of evanescent waves, we finally reach the distance at which, with certain accuracy, it can be 

declared that evanescent modes are negligible and only propagating modes can be taken into 

account. This distance needs to be estimated both when adding measurement ports on a filter 

(either in simulation or when testing with a network analyzer) and between discontinuities 

inside the filter, so that it is known if single-mode coupling approximation is valid or not. 

Nevertheless, apart from monomode operation, existence of evanescent modes can be 

deliberately used for highpass filtering with no propagating modes at all, or even realising 

couplings at electrically shorter distances for filter miniaturization [2-13]. Finally, in 

real-world applications the evanescent waves do not only store energy because its dissipation 

is inevitable. 

The term √  (
  

 
)
 

      repeatedly occurs in a number of important equations 

related to waveguides.   can be given physical interpretation of the angle that TEM wave, 

which continuously re-reflect from the side walls of the waveguide producing resultant field 

expressed in the form of the analysed TE or TM wave, has to the z-axis. For    , TE/TM 

wave equations ought to be equivalent with the TEM wave equations, which can be used for 

error-proofing. On the other side, for     ⁄ , TEM waves are not propagating along the 

waveguide, but bouncing between the side walls instead. This is plausible since it happens at 

the cutoff frequency. 

The guide wavelength, defined as the distance between two nearest equiphase transverse 

planes inside waveguide, is found using the expression 

   
  

 
 

  

√    √  (
  
 
)
 
, (2.15) 

where    is the wavelength in free-space. Guide wavelength is        times longer than the 

wavelength of a plane (TEM) wave in the medium filling the waveguide,      ⁄  
  √    ⁄ . It is meaningful for frequencies above the cutoff, where it always holds     . 

Guide wavelength has the limit of wavelength in the medium when frequency approaches 

infinity and infinite limit when frequency approaches the cutoff. This is essential for 

understanding dimensions of waveguide elements such as waveguide resonators. 

Interestingly, the phase velocity        in air-filled waveguides (approximated as vacuum-

filled) is        times higher than the speed of light in vacuum. Nevertheless, this does not 

contradict special theory of relativity as it does not represent the speed of energy transfer. 

Expressing wave impedances of TE and TM waves in terms of the cutoff frequency, (2.9) 

and (2.12) transform to: 

    
    

√  (
  
 
)
 
, (2.16a) 

        √  (
  

 
)
 

, (2.16b) 
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where      √
 

 
 is the intrinsic impedance of the medium, at the same time representing the 

wave impedance of a TEM wave. It is important to notice here that, unlike     , both     

and     are frequency dependent. This makes wideband impedance transformation and 

matching more complex to achieve for waveguides than for transmission lines. 

Using previously introduced physical quantities, it is possible to relate a fictional 

equivalent transmission line to a waveguide, or one for each mode if there is more of them in 

the frequency range of interest. The equivalent transmission lines can be used as standard 

microwave distributed circuit elements and not only expressed in the way appropriate for 

physical waveguide measurement, typically using S-parameters. The characteristic impedance 

of such equivalent transmission line is equal to the wave impedance of analysed wave inside 

the waveguide and its wavelength is equal to the guide wavelength of the waveguide mode. 

Also, it is possible to assign equivalent voltages and currents, and make use of lumped circuit 

concepts. 

More details about the presented and upcoming derivations can be found in [1-1]-[1-6]. 

Here is dominantly taken step-by-step approach to find a particular class of solutions for a 

problem of interest, tailored for comprehension. On the other side, in [1-15], there is stronger 

connection with general underlying mathematical theory, which is more appropriate for quick 

deduction of classes of solutions for larger set of related problems. 

In the following material is also specified the 2D coordinate system to best match the 

geometry in the transverse plane of the analysed structure. For rectangular waveguides, which 

are the most used ones, the most appropriate is the Cartesian coordinate system (Figure 2.4). 

For circular waveguides, the polar coordinate system is adequate. (Cylindrical coordinate 

system becomes its 3D extension.) 

2.1.1. Rectangular Waveguides 

With the introduction of Cartesian coordinate system, transverse del and Laplace 

operators adopt the forms    
 

  
 

 

  
 and    

  

    
  

   . PDE (2.6) can now be rewritten as 

    

    
    

       
   . (2.17) 

Similarly, (2.8) transform into    
    

  
 

   

  
,    

   

  
 

   

  
,    

- 

  
 

   

  
, and    

- 

  
 

   

  
. 

(Vector products can be elegantly expressed by a determinant of a 3 x 3 matrix, in which first 

row are the vectors of Cartesian axes, followed by the left side expanded in Cartesian 

coordinates in the second and the right side in the third row. These may not just be vector 

components, but also del operator Cartesian components in the case of the curl.) 
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Figure 2.4 Geometry of a uniform rectangular waveguide. 

The method of separation of variables is used to solve Helmholtz equations, and after 

expressing the axial magnetic field component as                 , (2.17) yields 

 
 

   

     

   
 

 

   

     

   
   

    
    

 . Not only that general solutions for     and     can 

now be found independently by solving linear ordinary differential equations, but because of 

symmetry they have exactly the same form. After multiplying them, the general solution for 

   take the form    [                   ][    (   )      (   )], where  ,  , 

  and   are arbitrary complex constants. 

After substituting the general solution of    into expressions for transverse electric field 

components    and   , the boundary conditions stating that the tangent electric field 

disappears on     and     waveguide side walls give      . Axial magnetic field 

can be further reduced to the form                 (   ), including the new constant 

       . The remaining two boundary conditions          and          finally give 

   
  

 
 and (2.18a) 

   
  

 
. (2.18b) 

Coefficients   and   (      ) are called mode numbers. Values of the mode numbers give 

the name to a waveguide mode - a discrete solution for a wave with unique field distribution 

that can exist inside the waveguide. An interpretation of mode numbers   and   is that they 

represent number of half sine or half cosine variations for each of existing field components in 

the x and y directions respectively. There is no TE mode with both   and   coefficients zero, 

because that would mean no transverse field components, thus no wave propagation. Each 

wave mode can be propagating or non-propagating, depending whether its cutoff frequency is 

below or above the operating frequency, respectively. 

Lastly, TE wave longitudinal field component inside a rectangular waveguide are 

    , (2.19a) 

        (
   

 
)    (

   

 
); (2.19b) 

and the transverse field components are 

   
   

  
        (

   

 
)    (

   

 
), (2.20a) 

   
    

  
        (

   

 
)    (

   

 
), (2.20b) 

   
    

  
        (

   

 
)    (

   

 
), (2.20c) 
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        (

   

 
)    (

   

 
). (2.20d) 

(All the listed electric and magnetic field components have the same  -    dependency in the 

axial direction.) 

On the other side, the corresponding equations for TM waves, derived in analogue way 

from (2.10) and (2.11) are: 

        (
   

 
)    (

   

 
), (2.21a) 

    ; (2.21b) 

for the transverse field components and 

   
   

  
        (

   

 
)    (

   

 
), (2.22a) 

   
   

  
        (

   

 
)    (

   

 
), (2.22b) 

   
   

  
        (

   

 
)    (

   

 
), (2.22c) 

   
    

  
        (

   

 
)    (

   

 
). (2.22d) 

for the longitudinal field components. Since for TM modes     , (2.21a) implies that it is 

impossible that either    or    is equal to zero. (For TE modes one of them can be zero.) 

After substituting (2.18) back into    √  
    

 , a frequently used expression for the 

cutoff frequency of both TEmn and TMmn modes emerges from (2.14): 

   
 

 √  
√(

 

 
)
 

 (
 

 
)
 

. (2.23) 

Expressions like (2.13), (2.15) and (2.16) can now be evaluated as functions of frequency for 

any TE or TM rectangular waveguide mode. The mode with the lowest cutoff frequency, 

considering all TE and TM modes, is also known as the dominant mode and is by far the most 

important one in waveguide applications. In a rectangular waveguide, TE10 is the dominant 

mode if, without loss of generality,    . 

Because of special importance of the dominant mode, (2.19) and (2.20) simplified for the 

case of TE10 mode (          ) are emphasized here: 

        (
  

 
), (2.24a) 

       
 

 
     (

  

 
), (2.24b) 

     
 

 
     (

  

 
). (2.24c) 

Distribution of TE10 mode field lines is drafted in Figure 2.5. The TE10 cutoff frequency is 

reduced to: 

   
 

  √  
. (2.25) 

The usable frequency spectrum for TE10 single-mode operation does not actually start with the 

TE10 cutoff frequency. Right above       
, both attenuation and phase dispersion of 

modulated waves are high. The latter can be seen from the formula for the group velocity, 
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   (
  

  
)
  

  √  (
  

 
)
 

, where   is the speed of light in the medium, showing that the 

group velocity approaches zero as the frequency approaches cutoff. Also, the upper side of the 

monomode band is as well not used all the way up to the limit of cutoff frequencies of higher 

order modes, but slightly lower so that their influence can be eliminated. 

x

y z

12

3

1

2 3

electric field magnetic field

Figure 2.5 Field distribution of TE10 mode in rectangular waveguide. 

There are several compatible rectangular waveguides standards, notably by RSCS [2-14] 

(WG designation), EIA [2-15] (WR designation) and IEC [2-16] (R designation). The width 

to height aspect ratio     they have is approximately 2:1.       is the largest height a 

waveguide can have still keeping the maximum monomode bandwidth of one octave 

(      
       

        
). Increasing the waveguide height improves power handling 

capability and lowers attenuation. The reason why standard waveguides do not have the 

aspect ratio of exactly 2 is because their sizes are based on extrusions which were available 

during WWII. Also, the nominal range of waveguide operation is roughly between 1.25 and 

1.9       
. 

Waveguide flanges are used to interconnect different waveguide sections and components 

so that they can be bolted together or disassembled. Ordinary cover-type waveguide flanges 

have flat faces and use contact connection [2-17], [2-18]. At lowest frequencies (WG00 – 

WG9A rectangular waveguides), because of large waveguide sizes, flanges are typically of 

rectangular shape, not much larger than waveguides themselves. Also, they use very large 

number of holes for fixing - ten, or even several times higher for WG00. Above that (WG10 - 

WG14), circular flanges are used aside with the rectangular ones. At mid-range frequencies 

(WG15 - WG22), having most commonly used waveguide sizes, including those used in this 

work, square flanges with four hole fixing (holes positioned in the corners) are the standard, 

even though rectangular and round may occasionally be found. At millimetre-waves (WG23 - 

WG32) circular flanges with four hole fixing are regular. In addition, standard millimetre-

wave waveguide flanges are doweled, although lower frequency ones can be equipped as well 

with dowel pins for high precision use. On the other side, there are cover-to-choke 

connections (one choke flange and one cover flange mated) that do not rely on excellent 

physical touch, but realizing zero or low impedance at the place where effective radial short 

circuited stub of choke meets the waveguide wall. In between, at the loci of contact between 

flanges, these effective transmission lines produce zero or very small input admittances. 

Nevertheless, cover-to-choke joins are not recommended for broadband waveguide 

equipment. Furthermore, if a waveguide needs to be pressurized, there is a sealing groove 

added to accommodate a rubber ring and make the connection airtight. Commonly used 

rectangular waveguide flange standards are IEC [2-19] (UAR, UBR, UDR, UER, PAR, PBR, 

PDR, CAR, CBR, RDR designations, where the first letter stands for the flange style: U-plain, 

P-sealing groove, C-choke/sealing groove; and the second letter stands for flange shape: 

A-circular, B-square, D,E-larger and smaller rectangular) and MIL-DTL (UG designations). It 

should be noted that not all of them are mutually compatible. 
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In Figure 2.6 are pictured brass and aluminium (two in practice frequently used metals for 

waveguide structure enclosures) housings made at the University of Westminster Faculty of 

Science and Technology machine shop, designed for experimental testing of waveguide filters 

with metal inserts. They are split in two blocks divided by the centre E-plane that can be 

bolted together. Laboratory purpose determined their shapes to be optimized for easy 

fabrication rather than for economical use of materials. 

Constructing waveguide components from two block split by E-plane is frequently used 

for several reasons. First of all, machining of metal blocks itself is much easier this way. 

Secondly, assembling parts together can be effectively done, as signal leakage can be 

controlled by tightening the bolts that keep the parts together, increasing the pressure between 

flat surfaces. Another important reason is that the cut runs along the current flow of the 

dominant waveguide mode rather that interrupting it. In other words, opening along the cut 

acts as a nonradiating slot. 

 

Figure 2.6 Brass (left) and aluminium (right) WG16 waveguide filter housings for laboratory 

testing at X band. Aluminium is significantly lighter metal and has higher electrical 

conductivity as well,                compared to                  . Connecting faces 

are compatible with UBR 100 flanges of waveguide-to-coax adaptors. 

2.2. Power Flow and Loss in Waveguides 

Fro  the Poynting’s theore , the (active) power flow is calculated as the real part of flux 

of Poynting vector (directional energy flux density that can readily be calculated from electric 

and magnetic field components). In waveguides, the flux is calculated through a transverse 

cross section of the waveguide dielectric, 

   
 

 
  ∫       

  
, (2.26) 

where peak values of field components are used like in [1-1], rather than their effective 

values. For rectangular waveguides, (2.26) takes the form 

   
 

 
  ∫ ∫ (    

 -    
 )    

 

   

 

   
. Substituting transverse electric and magnetic field 

components from (2.20) or (2.22) in it, exact formula for real power flow of a particular TE or 

TM mode, respectively, can be derived. For the dominant TE10 mode in a rectangular 

waveguide, the real power flow is       
   

   

   
|  |

      . |  | is the value of    

maximum magnitude and the term       shows that there is no active power flow below the 

cutoff frequency. 

The equations that have been derived for lossless waveguides can also be directly 

extended to describe more realistic waveguide models which include losses in conductors and 
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dielectrics. Applying perturbation method, the electromagnetic field distribution is still 

approximated as the one calculated from the simpler lossless case, and the losses are later 

independently added assuming that their influence on change in the field distribution can be 

neglected. In this way, much more cumbersome calculation is avoided with low cost in 

accuracy in usual cases when conductor is close to the ideal conductor and dielectric close to 

the ideal dielectric. 

Taking losses into account, the propagation constant becomes complex. The phase 

constant can be perturbed by adding real value attenuation constant   into the expression for 

the propagation constant, yielding 

      . (2.27) 

The attenuation constant   
     
 

   
 is directly proportional to the power loss per unit 

length,      
   

  

  
, where the power flow can be expressed as          

    . (Factor 2 

comes from power being proportional to the product of electric and magnetic field quantities, 

which decay with      along the waveguide.) The attenuation constant can be split into two 

parts – one representing attenuation coming from loss in conductor and the other one 

representing attenuation coming from loss in dielectric (there is essentially no radiation loss): 

        
       
 

   
 

       
 

   
. (2.28) 

Starting with the conductor loss, linear power density dissipated in the conductor can be 

found by integrating real energy flux density penetrating into the conductor around the 

transverse contour    on the inner side of the conductor, 

       
  

 

 
∮                
  

 
 

 
∮   |     |

 
  

  
. (2.29) 

In this equation,       is the tangential component of magnetic field at the waveguide 

conductor surface and can readily be expressed in terms of calculated magnetic field 

components    and    inside the lossless waveguide, and    is the surface resistance of the 

conductor. In this case, the surface resistance can be found as the real part of the wave 

impedance        √
  

    
 of the local plane wave penetrating into the conductor and getting 

entirely absorbed. (Subscript c denotes that medium parameters refer to the conductor. A good 

conductor in current conduction sense is a poor dielectric in field propagation sense and vice 

versa.) This is a more general form of the intrinsic wave impedance that involves equivalent 

complex permittivity,     - 
 

 
. The term with finite conductivity that results in power 

dissipated in metal comes from more general form of (2.1b) including free electron current, 

                          . In a good conductor,       ,           and 

      , thus,        
  

 
 and consequently        √ 

   

  
      √

    

  
. Finally, the 

surface resistance is 

   √
    

  
. (2.30) 

(It can be observed that the phase angle between E and H vectors in a good conductor is 

approxi ately 45°, co pared to the 0° angle in a perfect lossless dielectric (2.16). Naturally, 

arbitrary lossy materials have phase angles of their wave impedances somewhere in between 
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these two values.) In the lossless case,    is infinite since the conductor is PEC, there is no 

wave propagation in it whatsoever, and            . 

In the used model for losses in the waveguide conductor, we only need to know magnetic 

field on its surface and its conductivity and permeability. However, it is also of interest to 

investigate how this local TEM wave penetrating into the conductor propagates 

perpendicularly to its surface. The propagation constant of this wave can be obtained as 

     √         √  √  - 
  

 
, and using       ,      √  √- 

  

 
 √       

              √      . The importance of this result is that it describes the well-known 

skin effect, that is how the electric current in the conductor is concentrated in its thin surface 

layer, being rapidly damped to insignificant values by exponential decay with the attenuation 

constant           √      . A measure used to quantify this phenomenon is the skin 

depth, also known as the characteristic depth of penetration, which is the reciprocal of the 

attenuation constant   , 

   
 

  
 

 

√      
 

 

    
. (2.31) 

It represents the distance from the metal surface at which the field intensity is reduced   

times. At the commonly used thickness margin of five skin depths, the field drops to less than 

1% of its initial value. Thus, we know what is the minimum thickness of a good conductor we 

need at a particular microwave frequency for sufficient shielding (prevention of wave being 

transmitted through the conductor), and can provide diminutive radiation loss that way. 

On the other side, regarding calculation of loss in dielectric,  axwell’s equation (2.1b) 

for a lossy dielectric medium can be generalised as          -                 . 

(Subscript d denotes that medium parameters refer to the dielectric.) Although it is in the end 

mathematically formulated in equal way as for good conductor, the in-between step change is 

made to represent different underlying physical mechanisms in materials. Here,    accounts 

for bound charge and dipole relaxation phenomena, which give rise to linear-

frequency-dependent polarisation loss that dominates at high frequencies. The loss due to the 

finitely small free charge conduction    is basically frequency independent and dominates at 

DC and low frequencies. Therefore, equivalent complex permittivity of dielectric is      

  - 
  

 
     (   

  

 
)    - 

    

 
 and its equivalent conductivity is            . In 

reality, all effects intrinsically act together and give aggregate result that is integrated into 

dielectric loss tangent       
      ⁄

  
, a standard measure in dielectric specifications. In the 

end, power loss per unit length in the dielectric can be obtained as 

       
  ∫     | |

   
  

. (2.32) 

Dielectric attenuation constant can directly be found by substituting    with      in the 

expression (2.13) for the propagation constant, 

    √        -  
   √      -        -  

   √      -  
 √ - 

       

      -  
 . This intuitive 

result can be verified by using (2.28) with (2.26) and (2.32). Unlike conductor losses, here 

dissipation occurs in the same volume which is used for propagation of waveguide signal, so 

by further simplification, it can be shown that there is no dependence from waveguide 

dimensions other than how they anyway determine the propagation of TE and TM modes by 

cutoff frequencies. This is in direct connection with Q factor of a cavity coming from 

dielectric losses depending on nothing else than      . 
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In a good dielectric         , and by using √     -
 

 
     approximation that 

reduces the function to the first two terms of its Maclaurin series, after transformation 

√      -  
   √    √  (

  

 
)
 

, emerges the needed expression for the propagation 

constant,    
    

 
√

  

  

 

√      ⁄   
   √    √  (

  

 
)
 

. Finally, the attenuation constant is 

          
    

 
√

  

  

 

√      ⁄   
. (2.33) 

Dielectric loss in an air-filled or a gas-filled waveguide is essentially zero. Accordingly, 

only conductor loss is usually taken into account unless a dielectric-filled waveguide or SIW 

is considered. Even though in standard applications of all guided wave structures losses in 

conductors generally dominate over losses in dielectrics, dielectric losses grow more rapidly. 

As it has been seen in previous equations, dielectric losses are principally proportional to   

compared to √  in the case of metals. Therefore, with the frequency rise, they take over in 

solid materials. That is a reason why waveguides increasingly display advantages over 

transmission lines like microstrip or coax while approaching millimetre waves. 

Likewise, surface roughness is not as big problem in waveguides as in microstrip and 

other planar lines because conductors are not laminated on dielectric substrates. Nevertheless, 

at frequencies around 5 GHz deviations from ideally smooth surface introduced during 

standard fabrication processes start to reduce conductivity because of the skin effect [1-2]. 

Imperfections comparable to    in size are enough to significantly increase effective surface. 

As a result, measurements agree less with values of theoretical predictions disregarding 

surface roughness effect. The loss generated this way rises with frequency and in total can be 

up to two times higher than the calculated value. 

When there are more standard waveguides with overlapping bandwidths from which 

selection can be made for use at a frequency range of interest, the largest one of them gives 

the smallest loss as well as the highest power handling capability at the expense of increased 

size. 

2.3. Waveguide Resonators 

Waveguide resonators are nothing else than, ideally, waveguide sections made of PEC 

and filled with perfect dielectric material, short-circuited on both their ends to form resonant 

cavities. Unlike transmission line resonators, which are frequently left open-circuited on one 

or both ends, waveguide resonators are not because open waveguide ends significantly radiate 

energy. Yet, properties of waveguide (as well as transmission line) resonators are comparable 

with lumped-element resonant circuit properties, having similar frequency characteristics 

around the resonant frequency. Hence, LC circuits can be used as their equivalent circuit 

models. Nevertheless, resonators with distributed elements possess infinite number of discrete 

resonances, which is not the case with resonators made of inductors and capacitors. In 

practical applications, however, all higher resonances are usually regarded as spurious, and 

are initially neglected to simplify the design procedure. (Notable exceptions are when higher 

order resonances are deliberately used to realize couplings between resonators or in dual- or 

multi-mode filters.) The unique criterion at the resonant frequency applicable for all 

resonators is that reactive power in the resonator is zero. The power balance expression for a 

resonator can be obtained by applying Poynting’s theore  to the resonator as the do ain. (In 
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this idealised lossless case, energy stored in EM field of a resonator stays constant without 

change in time.) 

We will use already derived expressions for field inside a waveguide, now taking into 

account both direct and reflected waves, as well as adding short circuit boundary condition at 

the beginning and the end of a waveguide section for the total transverse electric field 

component. For any individual waveguide mode, this reads 

   [   
          

      ]         , (2.34) 

where subscript 0 denotes field components at     plane, superscripts + and – denote 

incident and reflected waves, respectively, and   is the length of the waveguide resonator. 

Thus, the boundary conditions yield    
     

  and           
            . This leads to 

the important conclusion that the length of a waveguide resonator at the resonant frequency of 

selected type of wave is a natural number multiple of its half-guide wavelength, that is 

     ,           (Trivial solution,    
   , and non- propagating waves,      are not 

of interest.) Since the universal expression for the phase constant of all wave types is   

√       
 , the general formula for the resonant frequency of a resonator is 

   
 

  √  
√  
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)
 

. (2.35) 

If the problem of finding all EM field components inside a waveguide resonator is 

completed, it can be seen that entire electric field is in phase. Likewise, all the total magnetic 

field components are in phase as well. The difference from the 2D waveguide case in which 

only transverse components have the same phase, is that here a standing wave is formed in the 

axial direction as well. Furthermore, electric and magnetic field components are in quadrature 

phase relationship, which verifies the periodic transformation of energy between electric and 

magnetic ones. 

Although fields in resonators are for simplicity and universality reasons calculated 

without couplings to external circuitry, they are indeed necessary in order to apply waveguide 

resonators in microwave structures. The presented results are valid for both resonances as 

input impedance minima and antiresonances as input impedance maxima. Like quarter-wave 

and half-wave microstrip resonators are basic building blocks of most microstrip filters, 

half-wave waveguide resonators are basic building blocks of many important waveguide 

filters. 

2.3.1. Rectangular Waveguide Cavities 

As a special case of the analysis in the previous section, rectangular waveguide cavities 

can be viewed as rectangular waveguides short-circuited at both their ends. By using the 

expressions (2.19)-(2.22) for both incident and reflected waves and applying the PEC 

boundary conditions at the end walls, full field distribution for idealised lossless rectangular 

waveguide cavities can be determined. (It is also possible to directly solve (2.3) in 

combination with PEC boundary conditions from all sides.) After replacing the cutoff 

wavenumber    in (2.35) with the mode numbers of a rectangular waveguide using (2.18), the 

formula for the resonant frequencies of TEmnp and TMmnp modes analogue to (2.23) emerges: 
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. (2.36) 

It should be noted that in the case of rectangular waveguide resonators, having the shape 

of a rectangular cuboid, there is no fundamental difference between the longitudinal and 
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transversal directions. In practise, however, usually the natural choice for the length is the 

longest dimension. Therefore, assuming without loss of generality that      , the 

dominant resonant mode is the TE101 mode (Figure 2.7). Being the mode with the lowest 

resonant frequency, it corresponds to the TE10 dominant rectangular waveguide mode. 

Besides, as there are no TM modes with the mode numbers     or    , neither   or   

can be zero for TM modes in rectangular waveguide cavities. Only     is possible, so the 

dominant TM mode is TM110. One peculiarity about waveguide cavities is that depending on 

declarative choice of axial direction, physically same resonant modes not only have reshuffled 

indices, but even change the type between TE and TM. (E.g. the dominant TE101 mode 

coincides with the dominant TM mode, TM110, if the new axial direction becomes what used 

to be the direction along the waveguide height as its shortest dimension.) 

 

Figure 2.7 Rectangular waveguide cavity with displayed electric field distribution at the 

resonant frequency of the dominant TE101 mode. 

In Figure 2.8 is given a mode chart of a rectangular waveguide resonator. It is frequently 

used in practical designs as a good graphical overview of resonant frequencies belonging to 

various modes, especially to predict spurious performance of a filter when selecting its 

resonators. By following vertical grid lines from the bottom to the top (each one of them 

represents a physical resonator of certain normalized dimensions), the resonant modes can be 

found in the order as they appear with the increase in frequency. Similarly, by following 

horizontal grid lines from the left to the right (each one of them represents a certain 

normalized frequency), the resonant modes can be found as they appear with the increase of 

waveguide cross section dimensions with a fixed aspect ratio. 
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Figure 2.8 Mode chart for a rectangular waveguide resonator with b=2a vertical to horizontal 

side ratio. 

2.4. Loss in Waveguide Resonators 

Standard way of calculating waveguide resonator loss, just like for waveguides 

themselves, is once again by using the perturbation method. In the case of resonators, 

however, it is usually expressed by the quality or Q factor. (This dimensionless parameter is 

not just used for waveguide, transmission line of lumped circuit resonators, but also for 

optical, acoustical and mechanical ones.) A universal definition of Q factor, applicable to any 

kind of resonant systems, is 

   
    

     
, (2.37) 

where      is the average energy stored in the system and       is the energy loss per second 

in it. For a waveguide resonator,      can be found by integrating electric or magnetic energy 

density in the volume of the resonator. More precisely,                   , where 

       ∫  | |   
 

 is the maximum energy stored in the electric field and        

∫  | |   
 

 is the maximum energy stored in the magnetic field. On the other side,       can 

be found by calculating the conductor and dielectric losses according to the procedures 

outlined in the chapter 2.2, applied to a waveguide resonator geometry. The higher the Q 

factor is, the less lossy (damped) the resonator is. 

In relation to what has been said about comparison of losses in different types of wave-

guiding structures, it should not come as surprise that waveguide resonators have higher Q 

factors than coaxial resonators, even more than microstrip and other planar resonators, and 
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further more than lumped element ones, of course, at the expense of larger volume. Very big 

Q factors, at the order of thousands, can also be achieved by inserting dielectric resonators 

into waveguide cavities, since very low loss dielectric materials are now available for this 

purpose. 

The type of Q factor that has been considered so far is the so-called unloaded Q factor. It 

represents an intrinsic characteristic of a resonator itself. However, since in practical 

applications a resonator has to be coupled to external circuitry, a different Q factor which 

represents the entire structure of a loaded resonator is introduced. It is known as the loaded Q 

factor, denoted QL, and is connected with the unloaded Q trough 
 

  
 

 

 
 

 

  
. Here, Qe is the 

Q factor of the external circuitry loaded onto the resonator, also known as the external Q 

factor. As it might be expected, the loaded Q factor can’t have any value higher than the 

unloaded Q factor. It should be noted that QL is inversely proportional to the fractional 

bandwidth of the resonator’s frequency response. 
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3. Filter Networks 

Full-wave electromagnetic analysis built on  axwell’s equations gives complete 

background theory for all the problems of interest for us
12

. Nevertheless, for practical 

purposes of comprehending problems and making new designs, the higher level of abstraction 

of electric circuits has been developed to reduce complexity of the models at the cost of 

reduced accuracy. How the laws that apply to electrical networks connecting circuit quantities 

(having integral relationship with the field quantities) can be derived from the  axwell’s 

equations can be found in the chapter 1 of [1-15]. 

The concept of idealised electrical elements assumes deliberately removing all 

nonessential properties of real electrical components to suit mathematical operations. In 

LLFPB (Lumped, Linear, Finite, Passive and Bilateral) networks, which analog non-active 

low-frequency filter circuits belong to, resistors, capacitors, inductors and transformers are 

used. If we analyse these networks using mesh or nodal analysis, we can directly see that 

system functions belong to the group of rational functions [1-28], chapter 2. Obviously, the 

lumped condition has to be eventually removed for microwave circuits, nevertheless, most of 

the concepts still apply, at least approximately. 

In figure 3.1, electrical network is presented from the system theory standpoint in the 

realm of Laplace transform. A transfer function,     , of a LLFPB network is the quotient of 

some output function of the complex frequency and some input function of the complex 

frequency, giving a rational function 

B(s) A(s)H(s)

Excitation ResponseNetwork

 

Figure 3.1 Block diagram of an electrical network showing relationship between the three 

key terms: the network, the excitation and the response. 

     
          

            

          
            

. (3.1) 

We only specified the domain of the excitation and the response, so there is large freedom of 

their choices (they can be at the same or different ports, they can represent the same or 

different physical quantities, etc.). However, their order in the quotient, which one is the 

dividend and which one is the divisor, is strict. This is because there is an essential difference 

between the zeros of the denominator, representing fundamental natural frequencies of the 

entire electrical circuit, and the zeros of the numerator, representing frequencies at which 

there is no signal transfer between the two of selected network ports. 

From this generalized system view, it is also useful to define network analysis as finding 

the response function when the excitation and the network functions are known. Network 

                                                           
12

 Classical electrodynamics can explain all of known electromagnetic phenomena (not exactly, but with 

excellent accuracy) down to the scale of quantum ones, which are encompassed as well by the quantum 

electrodynamics (QED). This makes electromagnetic force the best studied of all the fundamental physical 

interactions and QED the most complete physical theory, which Richard Feynman called the jewel of physics. 

 axwell’s equations actually motivated Einstein’s development of the special theory of relativity, meaning 

implicit compatibility, and need for preceding theories (Newtonian mechanics) to be corrected. 
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analysis has a unique solution. Conversely, network synthesis is finding the network function 

when the excitation and response functions are known. Network synthesis may not have a 

solution at all, and if it exists, it is not unique. It turns out from the study of the realizability 

theory that not all transfer functions can be implemented in real time through real circuit 

elements. The fundamental restrictions are causality and stability [1-30], chapter 10. They are 

easier formulated in the time domain, but we are interested in their frequency domain 

outcomes. 

Causality 

Even though causality is implied by stability knowing that LLFPB networks already have 

transfer functions restricted to the rational functions, the causality requirements are 

highlighted in order to have clearer picture of the essential design restrictions. A system is 

causal if the response is independent of future excitations, that is if the input signal      

        , then the output signal              . In other words, the impulse response of 

the network must satisfy           . Regarding the frequency domain, the Paley-

Wiener criterion states that a necessary and sufficient condition for a system to be causal is 

∫
|   |     ||

      
 

  
  , (3.2) 

where |     | is the amplitude function of the system. Preconditions are that the impulse 

response of the system must have Fourier transform and that |     |  is integrable. 

Corollaries of the Paley-Wiener criterion are that amplitude function |     | cannot be zero 

over a finite frequency band (only discrete points) and that it cannot fall off to zero faster than 

exponentially. 

Stability 

Here we assume bounded-input, bounded-output (BIBO) stability, which in the time 

domain means that if at any time   for the input signal amplitude it holds |    |    , then 

the output signal amplitude satisfies |    |    , where    and    are real and positive finite 

constants. For the impulse response a stable system means that it has to be absolutely 

integrable, ∫ |    |  
 

  
  . 

Moving to the frequency domain, stability conditions for the transfer function are as 

follows: 

1)      does not have poles in the (strictly) right-half of the complex plane. 

2)      does not have multiple poles on the imaginary axis. 

3) The degree of      numerator,  , cannot exceed      denominator,   , by more than 

one,      . 

(Conditions 2) and 3) are actually not independent, as 3) can be derived from 2) at the infinity 

point, which also belongs to the imaginary axis.) Condition 1) is intuitive as stable networks 

cannot have infinite response if the excitation is a unilateral damped sinusoid. Further to the 

distinction between the numerator and denominator of the transfer function, we can again see 

that stability is only influenced by the zeroes of the denominator polynomial (i.e. natural 

modes of vibration) and that there are no restrictions regarding the zeros of the numerator 

polynomial. 
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Although it is not feasible to realize them in reality, ideal elements like capacitors and 

inductors are crucial for theoretical analysis. Hence they are not removed from consideration, 

even though their impulse responses are not absolutely integrable, but just bounded for all  . 

Such networks are referred to as marginally stable. This enables having individual 

singularities on the very imaginary axis. 

The denominator of the system function, described purely in terms of its zeros to be 

located in the left half of the complex frequency plane with only simple zeros permitted on 

the     axis, is a Hurwitz polynomial     , which can defined by: 

1)               (This statement is equivalent to all polynomial coefficients being 

real.) and 

2)               Re      . 

Hurwitz polynomials have several other important properties: 

Grouped into three types or roots (real, imaginary with conjugate pairs and complex with 

conjugate pairs, the latter two always existing together according to the complex conjugate 

root theorem since      is a polynomial with real coefficients), Hurwitz polynomials can be 

factored as      ∏         ∏       
    ∏        

    
   , where               

and        . Because all the coefficients in factors of      are positive, it comes that all 

coefficients of a Hurwitz polynomial      are also positive. 

Factors       
   formed by purely imaginary zeros create even polynomials and when 

additionally being multiplied by   (zero at the origin), odd polynomials. Factors        and 

(      
    

 ) create polynomials with no terms missing between the one with the highest 

degree and zero degree. Thus,     {       }                    if      is neither 

even nor odd polynomial. 

In addition, if a Hurwitz polynomial      is split into the even polynomial      and the 

odd polynomial      parts, both      and      have only purely imaginary zeros. When the 

function      
    

    
 

          

          
 

         ⁄   

         ⁄   
 is formed, it belongs to the positive real 

(PR) class of functions. Positive real function,      , of great importance in synthesis of 

electrical networks, is defined by the conditions: 

1)               , 

2)        Re      Re        . 

To prove PR characteristics, it can first be shown that |
    

     
|    [1-28], sec. 4.2. Hence, 

when      is represented in the form of continuous fractions, all of its coefficients have to be 

positive. This is used for testing if a given polynomial is a Hurwitz one without the need to 

find the roots of the polynomial. 

As a special case of universal transfer function, classical synthesis procedures use input 

(driving-point) immittance function to develop the network extracting one element at a time 

from it and updating the immittance function form to represent the remainder of the network. 

Every network can be represented in this way while closing other ports with their nominal 

impedances. (One-port networks per se are actually not of greatest practical interest.) In 
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addition, the input reflection coefficient can be directly found from the input and source 

immittances. Input immittance functions have characteristics of PR functions. After extraction 

of any element from the preceding input immittance, the remaining immittance is still a PR 

function. It should be also noted that for the input immittance there is symmetry between the 

numerator and denominator polynomials, since reciprocal value of input impedance is input 

admittance, which have completely dual properties. Hence, the PR rational functions have 

symmetric properties with respect to their numerators and denominators. 

In addition to (real or equivalent) transmission lines being used in microwave filter 

networks, resulting in infinite number of poles and zeros appearing in their transfer functions, 

immitance inverter elements are usually found instead of transformers. There is one more 

element used, called frequency-invariant reactance (FIR), which in fact cannot be practically 

realized, but serves its purpose in lowpass prototype filter circuits so that after transformations 

into passband or stopband filters they can also have asymmetric responses with respect to the 

centres of their passbands/stopbands [1-51], sec. 3.10. The use of FIR elements changes the 

character of input immittance from positive real to only positive function, since transfer 

functions now can have complex coefficients. 

There are many types of parameters used to describe electrical networks with one or more 

ports. Although they have no influence whatsoever on fundamental characteristics of 

networks, like with different languages, network properties and interconnections are 

expressed in different ways and with different levels of difficulty within different types of 

parameters. For example, impedance (Z), admittance (Y), hybrid (h) and inverse hybrid (g) 

parameters are naturally used for 2-port lumped element networks connected in series, 

parallel, series-parallel and parallel-series respectively [1-29]. ABCD-parameter are the most 

suitable ones when it comes to cascading 2-port networks, since the resulting ABCD matrix 

can be acquired only by multiplying matrices of individual networks in that chain. This makes 

ABCD-parameter frequently used to describe filter networks. Scattering (S) and transfer (T) 

parameters, on the other hand, are more commonly seen used to characterize distributed 

element circuits. Direct conversions between all the aforementioned network parameters are 

possible. 

3.1. S-parameters 

S-parameters [3-1] are unitless and give relationships between input and output signals 

based on powers, meaning that they come more natural at high frequencies than parameters 

based on currents and voltages, difficult of impossible to physically define and measure. More 

precisely, the basic matrix equation of S-parameters for an N-port network takes the form 

[ ]    [ ]    [ ]   , with indices of S-parameters being in to-from port order. The 

incident power waves,   , and the reflected power waves,   , satisfy relations       |  |
  and 

       |  |
  for the input and output powers at the port  . Microwave filter networks are 

reciprocal and because of relatively small losses are modelled as lossless during synthesis, so 

it is of interest to see how are these properties represented by the S-parameters. 
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Reciprocity 

Directly from the reciprocity definition, for each pair of network ports,        . In other 

words, the scattering parameter matrix is symmetrical with respect to the main diagonal. 

Lossless networks 

If a network is lossless, it means that when power enters a port, the total power exiting all 

the ports will equal it. For instance, if there is no input at port 2 (    ), then,         , 

         and |  |
  |  |

  |  |
 . This can be reduced to the expression involving only 

S-parameters when the first two equations are substituted into the third one and    cancelled. 

Using the same logic, this can be generalised into a matrix equation of the summation form 

∑        
     

 
   , (3.3) 

where     {
     
     

 is a Kronecker delta symbol. In other words, the scalar products of 

columns with conjugates of themselves are unity (vectors are of length one), whereas scalar 

products of columns with conjugates of different matrix columns are zero (vectors are 

orthogonal). In expanded form for a 2-port network, (3.3) gives 

      
        

   , 

      
        

   , 

      
        

   . 

Another interesting result in connection with lossless 2-port networks is that the reflection 

S-parameters need to satisfy |   |  |   | even when the network is not symmetrical, although 

their arguments do not need to be equal, but to satisfy     
       

 
 

 

 
      ,   being 

integer, equality [1-51], sec. 6.1. 

For 2-port lossless passive linear filter networks that are primarily of interest here, we can 

write     
    

    
 and     

    

    
, which are related by |      |

  |      |
  

|    |  |    | 

|    | 
  . 

    ,      and     13 are so-called characteristic polynomials and are of particular importance 

[1-51], sec. 3.2. It is practical to see     , which real frequency zeros are called reflection 

zeros or transmission poles (TPs), and     , which real frequency zeros are called transmission 

zeros (TZs) or reflection poles as the starting polynomials that carry entire essential 

information with them, and      as a derived polynomial, which is important in giving the 

response shape for the filter parameters we can measure. Polynomial      has real coefficients 

and its zeros lie on the imaginary axis in conjugate pairs, with multiple roots restricted to the origin. 

Polynomial      has real coefficients as well, with its zeros not only in conjugate pairs on the 

imaginary axis, but also in pairs on the real axis or as complex quads in the complex frequency plane. 

Consequently,      is a pure even or pure odd polynomial, whereas      can be only pure even 

polynomial. Characteristic polynomial      is obviously a Hurwitz polynomial as it is 

denominator of transfer functions. 

                                                           
13

 Not knowing the reason for the original selection of the letters representing the characteristic polynomials, 

words First, Plural and Every were found as suitable mnemonics. 
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Considering that filter networks are typically optimized so that from the power available 

from the source,        , the power delivered to the load,   , is maximised, then the 

transmission (transducer) function      
    

    
 satisfies the equalities: 

|    |    
  

    

  
   |    |    

  
 

|      |    
  

 

  |      |    
 , (3.4) 

on one side having natural physical interpretation through powers of interest and bounded 

values by      
  

 

   
   , and on the other side being directly linked with the S-parameters. 

Here,      
    

    
 is a characteristic rational function for which are typically used well-known 

approximation functions like Butterworth, Chebyshev, elliptic, Bessel, etc.      contains both 

‘infor ation’ polyno ials      and     , so we have co plete description of the filter’s key 

response parameters in explicit form in only one function, however, it represents 

mathematical construction rather than a measurable quantity. 

One very handy characteristic of filter networks is that different types of them, namely 

lowpass filter (LPF), highpass filter (HPF), bandpass filter (BPF) and bandstop filter (BSF), 

all share common fundamental characteristics and can be easily mathematically transformed 

from one into another. As the common model is most often used the lowpass prototype – a 

lowpass filter with dimensionless normalized parameters. 

3.2. Approximations 

Typical filter design starts with approximating ideal filter frequency response in such a 

way that the specification is fulfilled. For this purpose, we use approximation functions [3-2] - 

mathematical functions which are responses of filter networks realisable using ideal circuit 

elements. Approximation of a filter function can be guided by countless error criteria, such as 

forcing the curve to pass through fixed points [1-28], sec. 1.1, or the method of least squares. 

Nevertheless, the approximation theory is well developed and there is limited number of 

solutions used in most cases. Thus, in most real-world problems, approximation theory is 

basically reduced to just following well-known rules of selected approximation function in 

order to calculate the filter response. For example, for Butterworth and Chebyshev filter 

functions, the shapes of the lowpass prototype passband amplitudes are instantly known 

together with their bound values. The former has maximally flat passband at the origin, 

       , and the latter equiripple passband,         (             ). It is also known that 

the stopbands have monotonic increase in rejection. (Both approximations have maximally 

flat stopbands, having TZs only at the infinity,       , for which reason they are called all-

pole approximations.) What is left is to find is the filter order to satisfy required attenuation 

minimum, which can also be analytically calculated, but often in practice it is easier to solve 

the problem iteratively increasing the filter order. In addition, these two filter functions are the 

only ones with closed-form expressions for g element values [1-48], ch. 4, that enable direct 

synthesis of filter networks. 

Furthermore, there are synthesis methods of generalised Chebyshev filter functions. 

Important class of them are responses with prescribed finite TZs and equiripple in the 

passband [1-51], sec. 6.3. Unlike elliptic rational functions, which, symmetrically to the 
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passband, define the stopband with minimum insertion loss from the stopband cutoff 

frequency, when this filter functions are used, the stopband is defined by exact position of TZ 

frequencies. It is shown that the characteristic function in their case is in the form 

     cosh [∑ arccosh (
     ⁄

     ⁄
) 

   ], (3.5) 

where    are the angular frequencies of all the transmission zeros, including those in the 

infinity, hence their total number is equal to the filter order N. The function in the argument 

      
     ⁄

     ⁄
 is found through satisfying the conditions       {

       

       
 and 

(   [-   ]) -         . Expression (3.5) is sufficient for plotting the filter response, 

however, to be able to continue with the procedure of filter element synthesis, we need to find 

its equivalent as a rational function. After several transformations, (3.5) is taken to the form  

     
 

 
[
∏         ∏        

 
   

 
   

∏       ⁄   
   

], (3.6) 

where         ⁄  and      √     
 ⁄ ,    √    . 

In [1-51], sec. 6.3, recursive technique is used to determine F( ) polyno ial, i.e. the 

numerator of (3.6). Here, a conceptually clearer approach is used to directly select only the 

terms from the nu erator that don’t cancel each other. It can be noticed that the numerator in 

(3.6) is composed only of terms that have all different indexes, from 1 to N, either of    or   , 

and that all of them have even number of    factors. Hence, each of these terms can be 

represented by a binary number, with each    being 0 and each    being 1 at the location of 

the  -th bit. The number of bits is then equal to the filter order and sum of all ones in the 

binary number is an even number. For example, the term          can be represented as 

1010. Thus, any such binary number can be used as a mask applied to the         vector 

and the negation of that binary number as a mask applied to         vector to choose 

factors in each term of the sum that forms F( ). In addition, since it is known that each term 

can contain just even order of  ’, all such inter ediate polyno ials can be calculated in 

advance and multiplied when needed. In Appendix B is given a MATLAB script that finds 

F( ) using the outlined procedure. 

Finally, computer-aided optimization techniques can come as close as necessary, if the 

filter order is increased enough, to any other response for which analytical techniques do not 

exist [1-51], ch. 4. For typical conditions like maximum passband and minimum stopband 

insertion loss, optimization is also needed in the general case to find appropriate pole and zero 

positions. This can be extended to the general case of multi-band filters [3-4], although for 

special symmetrical cases it is not necessary [1-51], sec. 6.5. 

When poles and zeros have fixed positions, the only other adjustment that can be made to 

the filter response is along the y-axis through   and    coefficient, where the former is used 

for transmission response and the latter for rejection response. Regarding ripple factors for 

both conventional and generalized Chebyshev responses, since the characteristic functions are 

constrained by |  j  |    in the normalized passband       , from     j   
  |  j  | 

    |  j  | 
 it follows that the minimum return loss in the passband is          (

  

    
)  
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     (  
 

  
). Hence, the ripple factor can be calculated from the permitted passband return 

loss by the equation   
 

√
  

  
    

. 

This determines the return loss RL, which is typically at least 20 dB, for which ε = 0.1005, 

in the entire normalized passband [-1,1], having exactly     ±1      on the slopes in 

transitions between the passband and the stopbands. For unit ripple factor (ε = 1), RL = -

s11(±1) = 3 dB. That is, the [-1,1] passband is half-power. (This can easily be verified by 

plugging the value for ε in the previous expression for RL.) 

In other situations, ε is differently defined, such as by F(s) and P(s) both having unit 

leading coefficients [1-51], equation (3.26). This changes the mentioned notions about the 

ripple factor values typical for Chebyshev responses coming from Chebyshev polynomial 

values. In addition, there is a tradeoff between improving the minimum return loss in the 

passband and minimum insertion loss in the stopband. Both are desirable, but increasing one 

reduces the other. 

3.3. Frequency and Element Transformations of Scaled Filter Networks 

Transformation of normalized lowpass prototype filter response into scaled lowpass one 

comprises of only linear frequency scaling. In the related element transformations, impedance 

scaling with the factor related to network port impedances is additionally present [3-3], 

sec. 3.3. 

Of main concern for us is transformation of lowpass prototype filter to bandpass filter, 

characterized by the frequency transformation 

  
 

   
(
 

  
 

  

 
)  

 

     
(  

    

 
), (3.7) 

where Ω is the nor alized frequency of lowpass prototype (ΩC = 1),   is the unnormalized 

angular frequency,    √     is the bandcentre angular frequency,   is the unnormalized 

linear frequency,    and    are the lower and upper passband edge frequencies, and     
     

  
 is the fractional bandwidth. 

Although it may seem that this transformation can be achieved only by translation and 

uniform scaling, realisable systems need to have symmetrical response between the negative 

and positive real frequencies (have axial symmetry with respect to the real axis), so the 

bandpass filter response graphically has to resemble the spectrum of a modulated signal. 

Hence, the relation between the real frequency and the filter prototype frequency is given by a 

quadratic equation, namely                 
     , where          and    √    . 

Representative frequency points from this equation are listed in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 Mapping of the critical frequencies between the bandpass and lowpass prototype 

filters connected by the equation (3.5). 
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Real freq. f<0 -f2 -f1 -f0         

Real freq. f>0 f1 f2 f0         
Prot. freq. Ω -1 1 0         

It is interesting to notice that both the zero and the infinity frequency points in the 

bandpass response are mapped from the frequency infinity point in the lowpass prototype. Let 

us take the example of a series LC circuit, which can also be a part of a lowpass filter 

producing a TZ. As it has infinite i pedances at 0 and +∞ frequencies and only one zero 

impedance at the resonant frequency, it may seem that the number of poles and zeros are not 

the same. However, this rule is not violated. There are indeed two of each in total, as ±∞ are 

the same point in infinity, like it is graphically represented on the Smith chart, and -f0 resonant 

frequency also has to be included in the count of zero impedances. 

Since the function that associates f to Ω is not one-to-one (injective), there is not inverse 

function in the strict mathematical sense of a well-defined function having exactly one output 

for each input. Hence,    √(
  

 
)
 

     
  

  

 
  is the function that maps the lowpass 

prototype frequencies to the positive real frequencies, and     √(
  

 
)
 

     
  

  

 
  is 

the function that maps the lowpass prototype frequencies to the negative real frequencies. It 

can be easily noticed that the expression for    is always positive and expression for    

always negative because there is relation between the addend under the square root and the 

second one is √(
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  √(
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 |. 

The LPF to BPF mapping can be used in more general cases, like with asymmetric 

responses. However,    √     may not hold any more and variables may change their 

meaning. For example, if just the lowpass passband centre needs to be shifted to a particular 

frequency and TZ position is i portant, Ωc (normalized cutoff frequency) becomes the TZ 

baseband frequency. On the other side, if Ω1 and Ω2 are generalised edges of the prototype 

passband which need to be transformed into f1 and f2, mapping is determined by the ratio 

  

  
 

   
  
 

  

   
  
 

  

 
  

  

  
    

 

  
    

 , since scaling relative to the centre point represented by geometric mean 

needs to be preserved. Expanding this further, 
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                            , and 

  
      

         

         
  (3.8) 

It can be verified that in the special case when        the equation (3.6) is reduced to 

  
      . 

BPF element transformations map prototype LPF inductors to series LC resonant circuits 

and prototype LPF capacitors to parallel LC resonant circuits. 

Regarding other types of transformations, highpass filter transformations are analogue to 

lowpass ones, with inverse frequency transformation and individual circuit element 
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immittances, as well as duality of using L/C elements. Likewise, stopband filter 

transformations are analogue to bandpass ones, with inverse frequency transformation and 

circuit element immittances, as well as duality of using series/parallel LC resonators. 
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4. Compact E-plane Waveguide Bandpass Filters 

In [4-1], Konishi and Uenakada proposed the use of metal E-plane inserts for 

implementation of direct-coupled waveguide filters [1-33], which marked the beginning of the 

E-plane filter technology. E-plane technology has benefits of being inexpensive and having 

mass producible capabilities. Such an idealised lossless all-pole 5
th

 order E-plane filter is 

presented in Figure 4.1, with the dimensions described in the Table 4.1. WR19 EIA standard 

rectangular waveguide housing is used, whereas the thickness of the E-plane metal insert is 

0.1 mm. Typical property that metallic septa which are closer to the filter centre are wider, 

meaning reduced coupling, is noticeable. 

 

b 

a 

 

Lm1 Lm2 Lm3 Lres1 Lres2 Lres3 

Ltotal 

 

Figure 4.1 Layout of the designed V band E-plane filter. 

Table 4.1 Dimensions of the designed V band E-plane filter 

Dimension Lm1 Lm2 Lm3 Lres1 Lres2 Lres3 a b Ltotal 

Length [mm] 0.340 1.718 2.058 3.309 3.392 3.393 4.776 2.388 25.027 

This filter was designed and optimized to satisfy the specifications outlined in the Table 

4.2 for future Huawei 5G mobile base stations working in millimeter frequency range. The 

simulated S-parameter Chebyshev responses graph is displayed in Figure 4.2, showing 

fulfilment on the given constraints. 

Table 4.2 Future 5G mobile base station filter specification 

Frequency Band Passband Lower Stopband Upper Stopband 

Upper – Lower Limit  45.5 GHz – 47.0 GHz 37 GHz – 43.5 GHz 50.4 GHz – 52.6 GHz 

Insertion Loss, LI < 1.8÷2 dB > 40 dB > 40 dB 

Return Loss, LR > 18 dB - - 
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Figure 4.2 S-parameter responses of the E-plane filter in Figure 4.1. 

Although conventional E-plane waveguide filters are robust and have well developed 

design processes, such as given in [1-49], hence well suited for industrial applications, new 

demands exceed their performances. Accordingly, the dimension of the filter in Figure 4.1 are 

too large to satisfy available space limitations for the referenced base station project. Thus, 

waveguide filter miniaturization has clear applicative drive in the present time. 

4.1 Ultra-Compact Pseudo-Elliptic Inline Waveguide Bandpass Filters Using 

Bypass Coupling 

This ultra-compact waveguide bandpass filter [P-10], [P-3] implemented inside straight 

rectangular waveguide section exhibits pseudo-elliptic response. The transmission zero 

created in the upper stopband to form rapid roll-off is produced through a bypass coupling 

between the source and load through a higher order mode. The filter utilizes E-plane 

waveguide technology, and filter insert patterns can be milled out of metall sheets by a circuit 

board plotter. However, this filter realisation is constructed not from a single E-plane insert 

like [4-1], but from two of them. This also implies a slight adaptation of the filter housing. 

4.1.1. Singlet 

In Figure 4.3 is shown a singlet of the proposed ultra-compact bandpass filter with bypass 

coupling, and the housing, which will be reused for a higher older filter has separation 

between the two inserts of 3 mm. The singlet fin is 6.7 mm long and 1.4 mm wide, whereas 

the ground septum is 15 mm wide. Its simulated unloaded Q factor is 1673, calculated from 

the s21 parameter of symmetric 2-port network. In Figure 4.4 are presented coupling diagram 

and matrix, as well as their responses compared to full-wave simulated frequency responses 

for such a singlet with distance between the inserts of 2 mm. 
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Figure 4.3 Assembling waveguide bandpass filter with bypass coupling composed of two 

metal sheets. The presented inserts form a singlet. 

 

 

(a) (b)

 

 Resonator 

Source Load 

J12 J24 

J13 J34 

Spurious Resonance 

1

2

3 4

 
 

a) 

 

 

 1 2 3 4 

1 0 1.017 1.678 0 

2 1.017 0.073 0.672 1.017 

3 1.678 0 -135.1 1.678 

4 0 1.017 1.678 0 

 

 

b) 

 

c)

Figure 4.4 a) Coupling diagram of a waveguide singlet, b) its coupling matrix and c) 

simulated S-parameter responses. 

4.1.2. 3
rd

 Order Filter 

Layouts of 3
rd

 order filter inserts are presented in Figure 4.5. The wide septum and the 

suspended metallic fins within a waveguide resemble the ground plane and the signal lines 

respectively of compact side coupled shielded microstrip quarter‑ wave resonators. An 

advantage of this configuration is that it allows short circuiting of the resonators’ signal lines 

on one side, thus enabling the resonators to be self‑ suspended. This inherently prevents the 

need of a dielectric substrate to support the resonator and further losses can be avoided. 

Likewise, metallization is made out of copper sheets rather than copper cladding around a 

laminate, which has lower surface roughness, thus produces lower losses in the conductor. 

The resonators are separated by metal septa inserted coplanar with fins. They contribute 

towards reducing unwanted cross coupling between the resonators, and at the same time the 

resonators can be moved closer, shrinking the filter size. 
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Figure 4.5 3
rd

 order filter insert layouts. 

The transmission zero is formed due to appearance of two signal paths (the dominant 

through the resonators formed between the fins and the septum whereas the other is mainly 

between the fins and the adjacent sidewall). The filter resonant frequency is lower than the 

cutoff frequency of the waveguide sections containing the fins, which basically means that 

this filter essentially operates as an evanescent mode waveguide filter. The coupling matrix 

(Figure 4.6) shows the three resonators being tuned to the same frequency, and the only non-

zero value on the main diagonal is detuned spurious resonance. Crosscouplings CS2, C13 and 

C2L are much lower than the mainline couplings, and are consider just for the sake of response 

accuracy. Thus, the passband response characteristics of the filter can be well understood by 

direct coupled filter model. 

 

 

S 1 2 3 L

SP
 

 S 1 2 3 SP L 

S 0 0.888 0.024 0 0.145 0 

1 0.888 0 0.672 0.042 0 0 

2 0.024 0.672 0 0.672 0 0.024 

3 0 0.042 0.672 0 0 0.888 

SP 0.145 0 0 0 -14.4 0.145 

L 0 0 0.024 0.888 0.145 0 

Figure 4.6 Coupling diagram and coupling matrix of the designed 3
rd

 order ultra-compact 

pseudo-elliptic inline waveguide bandpass filters using bypass coupling 

A 3
rd

 order filter using bypass coupling, designed at the centre frequency of 9.4 GHz with 

a 5.3% fractional bandwidth, Table 4.3, has been fabricated and tested to validate the 

simulated results, Figure 4.7 The proposed structure’s size is 38% s aller than one of a 3
rd

 

order E‑plane extracted pole filter with comparable response. 

Table 4.3 Dimensions on the fabricated 3
rd

 order ultra-compact bypass coupled filter 

Parameter WSEPT WSEP1,2 WFIN1,2,3 LFIN1,3 LFIN2 

Length [mm] 20.5 1.6 1.6 6.4 6.5 
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Figure 4.7 Fabricated 3
rd

 order filter and its measured frequency responses compared to 

electromagnetically simulated  and ideal responses of the coupling matrix 

4.1.3. Wideband 3
rd

 Order Filter 

This design is appropriate not only for narrowband, but also for wideband filters. In 

Table 4.4 are given dimensions of an ultra-compact filter that correspond to the layouts in 

Figure 4.5 having accurately 12% 3dB fractional bandwidth. The distance between the two 

metal inserts in this filter is increased to 7 mm, while still keeping the inserts having equal 

offsets from the central E-plane. Together with narrower septa and fins, like microstrip line 

characteristics depend on the ratio w/h, it increases the couplings that is needed for wider 

passband. In addition, less noticeable effect in the same direction is done by decrease of 

distance between the fins of the resonator. This is similar to control of bandwidth in 

interdigital filters, between narrowband/moderate and wideband [1-48] sec. 10.06 and 10.07, 

where topology of the ultra-compact pseudo-elliptic inline waveguide bandpass filters using 

bypass coupling matches interdigital filter topology with open first and last lines. In either 

case, what bounds the bandwidth is exactly how small physically these dimensions can be 

reliably manufactured. What is different for the presented waveguide filters are the coupling 

of the first resonator to the source and the last resonator to the load. They are made stronger 

by decreasing the length of the ground septum, which makes the end fins closer to the 

unperturbed waveguide and sections of narrow waveguide having the evanescent modes 

shorter. 

Making filter wideband also included proportional shift of the TZ to a higher frequency. 

Otherwise, ripple in the passband is increased by the vicinity of the TZ. TZ position can be 

controlled by. Simulated S-parameters of this filter are presented in Figure 4.8. 

The coupling matrix is very similar to the coupling matrix of the fabricated filter, and it 

was actually further optimized from it using Coupling Matrix Optimizer MATLAB App. A 

reason for it is that to get frequency response, the coupling matrix is scaled by actual centre 

frequency and bandwidth. In this case, these are f0 = 9.60 GHz and BW = 1.15 GHz, 

respectively. 

Table 4.4 Dimensions on the wideband 3rd order ultra compact bypass coupled filter 

Parameter WSEPT WSEP1,2 WFIN1,2,3 LFIN1,3 LFIN2 

Length [mm] 11.1 0.7 0.5 6.5 7.0 
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 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 0 0.956 0.032 0 0.534 0 

2 0.956 0 0.759 0.042 0 0 

3 0.032 0.759 0 0.759 0 0.032 

4 0 0.042 0.759 0 0 0.956 

5 0.534 0 0 0 -14.8 0.226 

6 0 0 0.032 0.956 0.226 0 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Coupling matrix of the wideband ultra compact bypass coupled filter and the 

corresponding S-parameters compared to the full-wave simulation response 

4.1.4. Design flexibility 

The presented filters have an upside that they can also obtain a desired filter response in a 

variety of ways. In Table 4.5 are listed three of such filters, and in Figure 4.9 are displayed 

their simulated S-parameters. 

Table 4.5 Comparison of dimensions between three different 3
rd

 order filters producing the 

same response. The dimensions which are constant are D=3.0 and WFin1=WFin2=WSep1=1.6. All 

the dimensions are in millimetres 

Filters by fins LFin1 LFin2 LGr L1 L2 

Shorter inner 6.4 6.5 20.7 1.1 3.9 

Equal 6.4 6.4 20.4 1.4 3.4 

Longer inner 6.5 6.4 20.2 1.7 3.0 

 

 

Figure 4.9 S-parameters of filters with the same insert shape, but different dimensions. 

The first apparent conclusion is that the fin lengths are the most sensitive dimensions of 

all in Table 4.5, as changing them in steps of 0.1 mm requires several times larger change of 

other parameters. Furthermore, the filter gets shorter when inner fin becomes shorter and 

outer longer. 
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4.1.5. Sensitivity analysis 

In Figures 4.10 and 4.11 are given S-parameters of the equal fin filter from the 

section 4.1.4. together with new responses obtained when changes of different filter 

dimensions are present. This is done in order to investigate fabrication tolerances. All of the 

parameters  ,  ,    ,   ,   ,      ,  ,      ,      ,       and       have been changed by 

±0.1 mm, one at the time. This is because the entire design had been made with 0.1 mm 

resolution, expecting fabrication accuracy within that range. Additionally tests have been with 

metallization thickness of +0.1 mm, as well as the longitudinal misalignment of the two 

inserts. 

 

Figure 4.10 Filter transmission responses depending on the dimension variations. 

 

Figure 4.11 Filter reflection responses depending on the dimension variations. 

This experiment has confirmed that the fin lengths are the only dimensions which have 

produced significantly different responses on their own, and the only serious concern 

regarding sensitivity. Apart from them, if metal strip thickness is increased, it results in 

visible shift of the design frequency. 

4.1.6. Mechanical tuning 

As real life filters inevitably possess certain imperfections, filter tuning is implemented in 

most applications to correct these differences and satisfy the specifications. It is a more 

economical approach compared to using extremely accurate fabrication process. In 
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Figure 4.12 is given the model of the same 3
rd

 order filter with equal fins. At first, it was 

detuned by altering the most sensitive dimensions. Then, tuning elements were introduced to 

restore the filter response. Relevant dimensions are given in Table 4.6. 

The tuning screws opposite the fins in longitudinal direction mainly affect resonant 

frequencies of the resonators they are part. On the other side, the tuning screws at the edges of 

the large grounded septum and between it and the narrow septa that separate fins, mainly 

affect input/output and interresonator couplings, respectively. However, the edge ones are 

more effective in the tuning process. All the tuning screws which are used here have radiuses 

of 0.8 mm. 

In order to control the position of TZ, this design requires the ground septum to be slid 

between the two narrow walls. This assumes a compromise regarding fabrication in the 

E-plane technology. Otherwise, additional moveable septum can be used between the insert 

with signal lines and the nearer narrow wall. 
L S

cF
2

L S
cF

1

L S
cS

1

L S
cP

TrGr

Tuning screws

Moveable 
septum

 

Figure 4.12 3
rd

 order filter with elements added for mechanical tuning (dark). 

Table 4.6 Dimension of the original filter elements that are changed, values of these changes, 

and dimensions of the tuning elements used for correcting. 

Filter Parameter LFin1 LFin2 WSep1 LGr  

Size [mm] 6.4 6.4 1.6 20.4  

Change [mm] -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2  

Tuning Parameter LScF1 LScF2 LScS1 LScP TrGr 

Size [mm] 2.80 2.73 5.30 0.50 0.50 

 

In Figure 4.13 are plotted all three pairs of responses representing different tuning stages 

of the structure in Figure 4.12. It is interesting to notice that the capacitances produced by the 

tuning screws opposite the fins move upper spurious passband further away in a way similar 

to the combline filters. 
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Figure 4.13 Undisturbed filter response compared to the responses after dimensions are 

changed and tuning is performed to compensate for them. 

4.1.7. A 5
th

 Order Filter Sample 

In Figure 4.14 is given a longitudinal cross section of a 5
th

 order filter which preserved the 

same topology filter of the 3
rd

 order filter, with its dimensions given in Table 4.7. (Parameters 

in Table 4.7 are analogue to those in Figure 4.3.) 

 

Figure 4.14 3D view of a 5
rd

 order ultra compact pseudo-elliptic inline waveguide bandpass 

filter using inductive bypass coupling. 

In Figure 4.15 are given the frequency responses similar to those in Figure 4.7. The centre 

frequency is 9.45 GHz and the upper stopband transmission zero at 10.41 GHz Apart from 

increased selectivity, fractional bandwidth is also increased to 6.5 %, whereas simulated 

insertion loss at the centre frequency is around 0.4 dB. A conclusion can be made that 

increasing the order improves filter compactness per resonator. 

Table 4.7 Dimension of the designed 5
rd

 order filter. 

Parameter LGr L1 L2 L3 L4 WSep1 WSep2 

Size [mm] 29.5 1.8 2.2 2.3 2.3 1.1 0.9 

Parameter D LFin1 LFin2 LFin3 WFin1 WFin2 WFin3 

Size [mm] 3.0 6.6 6.9 6.9 1.6 1.0 0.9 
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Figure 4.15 Frequency responces of the 5
th

 order ultra compact bypass coupled filter. 

 

 

4.2 E-plane Resonators for Compact Inline Waveguide Filters 

Apart from directly coupled waveguide filters [4-1], E-plane waveguide technology is 

very suitable for implementation of ridged waveguide resonators and quasi-lowpass 

corrugated-waveguide filters [4-2]. In [4-3], the size of the conventional E-plane resonator 

was reduced and transmission zero introduced through the addition of metal S-shaped lines on 

dielectric slab. Finally, in [4-4] extracted pole sections using fins have been introduced. 

Further miniaturization was achieved by use of several fins [4-5], and multiplexers based on 

this filter structure have been designed [P-8]. In this section, compact E-plain resonators with 

fins are explored in more details regarding their fundamental characteristics, resonant 

frequencies and quality factors, as well as for their power handling capability as one of the 

chief characteristics of resilience of these microwave components in real life applications. 

4.2.1 Resonator Structure 

A 3D model of an E-plane inline symmetric resonator with a fin coupled on both sides to 

form an EPS section is shown in Figure 4.16 a), whereas its equivalent circuit diagram is 

depicted in Figure 4.16 b). That is, the straight waveguide sections can be represented by 

equivalent transmission lines having the same characteristic impedance as the waveguide 

wave impedance, the central fin by a parallel connected series LC circuit, and the enclosing 

septa as immitance inverters added with short negative length waveguide sections that are 

absorbed to reduce the resonator size. (Parasitic couplings between septa and fin are not taken 

into account.) 
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Figure 4.16 a) 3D model of the proposed E-plane inline resonator and b) its equivalent circuit 

The dominant mode is based on TE101 rectangular cavity mode, Figure 4.17. It can be 

observed by half sine oscillatory field patterns in x and z directions. In horizontal plane, 

electric field fades on all side walls, while around the centre, where it is the strongest, it 

surrounds the fin and is much more constricted than it is for the resonator without a fin. 

 

Figure 4.17 Electric field distribution of the dominant modified TE101 mode. The field is 

meandered by the fin and is the strongest around its tip 

Effectively, the fin meanders the electric and magnetic fields inside the cavity. Fin can be 

represented as a continuous transformation of the top waveguide wall. 

4.2.2 Resonances 

To start with matching the physical dimension with the frequency response, firstly, the fin 

length will be extracted from the TZ position. Transmission zeros are inherent property of the 

transmission functions of a network between two of its ports. They tell at which (complex) 

frequencies the ports are decoupled. For that reason, it does not matter which impedances 

terminate those two ports. If the transfer function relation for that pair of ports is inspected 

through different network parameters (Z,Y,S), it will have exactly the same transfer function 

numerator zeros if possible cancellation effects are not taken into the account. In other words, 

there is always a cut of the signal path at the TZ frequency. This directly implies that we can 

extract EPS section zeros with inverters removed, that is, by just keeping the fin inside a 

waveguide, provided that coupling between the fin and the septa can be neglected. 
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The fin length turns out to be just slightly larger than the quarter of a wavelength. This can 

be explained by the fact that the fin lays in a cross section plane and not along the waveguide. 

And by image theory applied on waveguide walls, the fin transforms into 2D array of half-

wavelength dipoles in open space. Hence, at the cutoff frequency, the fin length is roughly 

equal to the waveguide height. Metal insert thickness is supposed to be small (< 2% a), but 

larger than the skin depth, so that perturbation method applies. Under these conditions it can 

be taken that it does not influence the transmission zero frequency. 

With the rise of frequency, in the zone where higher order modes start to appear, there is a 

visible shift in the fin length. When its length is about 3λ 4, secondary radiation fro  the fin 

is mostly transferred to higher modes with first index odd (odd number of half-sine 

oscillations along the wider cross section rectangle side due to the position of the fin in the 

centre which fixes field maximum in that position). That is to say TE11, TM11, TE30,… in the 

order they appear, so TZ effect in the dominant mode diminishes Figure 4.18. Since for 

historical reasons the wider rectangle side (a) is a bit more than double length of the shorter 

one (b), these spurious modes are further shifted to higher frequencies, i.e. more than twice 

the cutoff frequency of the dominant mode. E.g. for X band WR-90, cutoff frequencies of 

TE11 and TM11 modes are 16.16 GHz. 
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Figure 4.18 When fin length reaches about 3λ 4, its secondary radiation fro  is  ostly 

transferred to higher order waveguide modes with odd first index. 

Pole resonant frequency in an unloaded resonator can be calculated starting with the 

ubiquitous expression for the TE101 mode resonance in the rectangular waveguide cavity, 

modifying it through division with a nonlinear function larger or equal than one, which 

depends on Lfin and has relatively modest steepness for small values of Lfin, but increases 

afterwards. Nevertheless, of interest are only those larger values of Lfin, for which this 

function can be linearized. 

Examined structure is the rectangular cavity with completely closed ports – limit case of 

septa becoming infinitely wide – with a fin inside it. CST Eigenmode solver detects only 

frequencies that correspond to transmission poles, because these are the natural frequencies of 

the complete electric circuit. 

There may be a confusion arising by the asymmetric properties of TPs and TZs. If a 

reflexion parameter is taken as an example, there is indeed symmetry between the numerator 
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and the denominator, since two different reflection parameters like z1 and y1 are just reciprocal 

one to another. But this is only an exception which does not violate the more universal 

property of not having symmetry between the numerator and the denominator. It is important 

to stress that the mathematical function through which natural frequencies (complex in 

general case) can be observed is a transfer function, which in strictly the response function 

over the source function in the Laplace domain. This is to emphasize that although in both 

numerator and denominator of a rational transfer function there is a polynomial, no symmetry 

in the general case exists between them – the fundamental characteristic of a circuit lays in the 

zeros of the denominator, not the numerator. 

4.2.3 Higher Order Modes 

In [4-4], higher order modes are used as well and put together to form dual-mode 

resonator. In fact, these are not degenerate modes, but of different nature and not mutually 

symmetric, though are set to have similar resonant frequencies. The first mode in the 

transmission pole pair is almost unaltered TE102 mode due to the fact that the fin is positioned 

where the field has its minimum. This also means that changing fin length, while having large 

effect on the neighbouring transmission pole and transmission zero, has negligible effect on 

the transmission pole resulting from this cavity resonance. Second one is modification of 

TE103 mode, similar to the dominant mode for having odd number of amplitude maxima along 

the resonator, however, with a different field pattern in the volume around the fin from TE102 

mode. This can be viewed by comparison of the field distributions for these two modes in 

Figure 4.19. For all the mentioned modes so far it can be checked that varying a and d alters 

the resonant frequencies, whereas changing b has only minuscular indirect effect over the fin. 

Although their practical significances are questionable, different properties of two modes 

allow various different responses such as transmission pole-zero-pole sequence. In other 

words, although the TZ produced by the central fin cannot be at a frequency below the one of 

the TP formed by the dominant TE101 mode resonance, it can be both below and above the 

frequencies of either TE102 or TE103 TPs. 

 

Figure 4.19 Electric field lines in x, y and z cross section for a) modified TE102 mode and 

b) modified TE103 mode. 

 

4.2.4 Q factor 

Comparison of (unloaded) Q factors for different cavity resonators at f = 10 GHz is given 

in Table 4.8. 
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Table 4.8 Comparison of unloaded Q factors for various resonant cavities. 

Cavity type 

(mode) 

Model Calculation method Q 

value 

Volume 

V[mm
3
] 

  ⁄  

[    ] 

Rectangular 

waveguide 

cavity 

(TE101 mode) 

[4-7], Sec. 6.3 

a

b

d  

   
         

     

 

                   
  

 

         

                   

Circular 

waveguide 

cavity 

(TE111 mode) 

[4-7], Sec. 6.4 

a

d

 

   

         

    
   

   

  
 

       

{
  

 
[  (

    

       
)
 
] (

     

    
)
 

(  
 

       
)}

  

          

               

Circular 

waveguide 

cavity 

(TE011 mode) 

[4-8] 

a

d

 

   
         

    
   

   

 

{
  

 
 (

     

    
)
 

}

   

          

                  

Rectangular 

waveguide 

cavity 

(TM120/TM210 

degenerate 

modes) [4-9] a

b=a

d
 

   
         

      

 

      
  

 

        

4170             

Rectangular 

SIW cavity 

(TE101 mode) 

hsubaSIW

aSIW

D
t

 

  : CST Eigenmode solver + 

Loss and Q calculator 

 

    IW
     

                

Rectangular 

SIW dual mode 

cavity 

(TE102/TE201 

degenerate 

modes) 

hsubaSIW

aSIW

D

t

 

  : CST Eigenmode solver + 

Loss and Q calculator 

 

    IW
     

                 

Rectangular 

waveguide 

cavity with 

E-plane fin 

(dominant TE101 

mode) 

a

b

d

Lfin

Wfin

 

  : CST Eigenmode solver + 

Loss and Q calculator 

 

         

1) 

4097.6 

 

2) 

       

1) 

       

 

2) 

      

1) 

1.69 

 

2) 

 .61 
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Rectangular 

waveguide 

cavity with 

E-plane fin 

(second TE101 

and TE102 

modes) 

a

b

d

Lfin

Wfin

 

  : CST Eigenmode solver + 

Loss and Q calculator 

 

         

1) H101 

5410.6 

 

2) H102 

       

1) H101 

9058 

 

2) H102 

       

1) H101 

0.6 

 

2) H102 
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Here, universally,            x        
F

 
 and          x       

H

 
 are vacuum permittivity 

and vacuum permeability constants respectively,      √
  

  
             is impedance of free 

space, k    √     is angular wavenumber and       √
   

  
 is surface resistance. 

Regarding material properties, it is assumed that metal waveguide housings are made of 

aluminium,           x     
 

 
,              , and metallic inserts of annealed copper, 

           x      
 

 
. In SIW design, hsub = 1.575 mm thick low loss Rogers RT/duroid 5880 

high frequency laminate is used having relative permittivity          and               

dielectric characteristics. Copper cladding has               thickness with              

RMS surface roughness on the dielectric side for electrodeposited copper to result in effective 

conductivity of                 x      
 

 
. 

As the rectangular waveguide is used the standard X band WR 90 having cross section 

dimensions               and                to accommodate the dominant TE101 mode 

resonant cavity, being guided by its inline applications such as in directly coupled waveguide 

filters. From        √(
 

 
)
 

 (
 

 
)
 

     is calculated the rectangular waveguide cavity length 

     
 

√
   

  
  

 

  

            . 

Use of degenerate TM120 and TM210 modes was proposed in [4-6] for the sake of having 

design flexibilities in terms of the number and position of transmission zeros, response bandwidth 

as well as of the cavity length. The latter is because of having the last mode index referring to the 

longitudinal direction zero. Actually, this also applies to standard TE101 modes and the height of 

the cavity, which is typically not altered due to the constant height to width ratio of the standard 

rectangular waveguides. Nevertheless, they are sometimes used having the equal width and 

height so as to accommodate degenerate TE101 and TE011 modes. The rectangular waveguide 

cavity accommodating TM120 and TM210 modes is set to have dimensions exactly like in [4-6] 

where resonant frequency is already 10 GHz (since the resonant frequency is independent of d, 

for equal sides a and b,   
√   

  
), hence                   and            . When 

calculated           is scaled by the factor √
   

   
, which corresponds to using silver plating 

instead of pure aluminium, the resulting Qu is 5505.1, which is close to the value 5550 given in 

the paper. 

As the circular waveguide is used X band WC 80 waveguide having inner radius of 

               to accommodate the dominant TE111 mode resonant cavity, being guided by its 

inline applications. From        √(
    

 
)
 

 (
  

 
)
 

    ,             , is calculated the 
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circular waveguide cavity length,     
 

√   (
    
 

)
 

            .. In addition, 

 TE     √   (
    

 
)
 

. There is actually a pair of orthogonal degenerate TE111 modes, and this 

Qu is applicable for either of them as well as in the case both of them are simultaneously excited 

when the resonator is used in the dual-mode regime. This latter is obvious by the principles of 

superposition and symmetry, if the coupling between the two modes does not exist. 

In contrast, the overmoded (6th mode, not counting degenerate ones) cavity accommodating 

TE011 mode is scaled to have proportions like the average cavity in [4-7], 
 

 
        . Having 

  
          ,              and               is calculated. Comparison of the quality 

factors of the two presented circular waveguide cavities supports what is pointed out in [4-8], 

p.292, and graphically depicted in Figure. 6.10, that Qu for TE011 mode is significantly higher 

than the ones for the lower order TE111, TM010, or TM111 modes. 

First SIW cavity analysed here is the dominant TE101 mode rectangular one. More precisely, 

the base is of square shape to maximize the Q factor, having no more restriction of adhering to 

standardized waveguide dimensions or maximizing power handling capability this way due to 

inherent low-profile limitation that predetermines breakdown characteristics. The SIW cavity 

design starts with idealisation of all its walls being ideally flat PEC surfaces, as for a 

conventional rectangular waveguide resonator. Such a resonator has the base edge length of 

    
  

√ √   
           . Now considering more precise model of SIW with metalized vias, 

firstly, via diameters and distances between sequential via centres were chosen to be as to satisfy 

the conditions          and        [4-9]. Therefore,             and the number of 

via-holes along one side wall including corner vias shared with adjacent side walls is 12. Having 

the calculated length of   as the desired effective length, the exact design-oriented length 

between via centre of opposite side walls was further by optimization found to be 

  IW           . 

Eigenmode solver is used for calculation of the cavity resonant modes and their field 

distribution in the lossless case, whereas in post processing Loss and Q calculation is applied, 

meaning that the Q factor in CST is also calculated by the perturbation method. 

For SIW resonator, Q is composed of Q factor due to conductor losses,            , and Q 

factor due to dielectric losses,            ,     (
 

  
 

 

  
)
  

. 

TE102 and TE201 mode pair is the most common one for SIW dual mode cavities, dictated by 

the substrate height being much smaller than the other two dimensions [4-10]. In fact, TM120 and 

TM210 modes already described are the same as TE102/TE201 modes provided a rotation swapping 

axes and transforming what is the height of cavity for TE modes (substrate thickness for SIW) to 

the length of cavity for TM mode. Thus, the formula for unloaded Q factor of TM120/TM210 

modes in Table 1 was derived by readily given formula for TE102 mode [4-8], (6.46) using the 

mappings:                              . Furthermore, a TM120/TM210 mode 
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waveguide filter structure with cascaded cavities can be linked to a multilayer SIW one. 

Certainly, differences remain in terms of air dielectric, solid metal walls and source and load feed 

implemented using waveguides rather than planar transmission lines. 

Taking this into account, for degenerate TE102/TE201 modes in a square base cavity, it holds 

    
√   

 √   
            . Moving to the model of SIW with via-holess, via diameters are 

            and the number of vias along one side wall including corner vias shared with 

adjoining side walls is 12. The final base side is by simulation found to be   IW           .  

For SIW dual-mode resonator, Q factor due to conductor losses is            , and Q 

factor due to dielectric losses is            . It can be observed that    is exactly the same as 

in the case of TE101 as it only depends on dielectric loss tangent (more precisely, it is its inverse) 

and not on the cavity dimensions [4-8]. 

Finally, a rectangular WR 90 waveguide cavity with an E-plane fin is investigated. The metal 

insert on which the fin is etched is 0.2 mm thick. 

The fin length and width are 1) Lfin = 5.8 mm and Wfin = 1.5 mm; 2) Lfin = 6.8 mm and 

Wfin = 1 mm respectively for the dominant TE101 mode. Although the eigenmode solver finds 

purely resonant frequencies that turn into transmission poles when the cavity is coupled, the fin 

dimension are selected so as the transmission zero of EPS is located at around 1) fz = 11.5 GHz 

and 2) fz = 10.25 GHz. The cavity dimensions itself are              ,               and 

1)              . or 2)             .. 

For higher order modes, second TE101 and TE102, fin dimensions are Lfin = 9.5 mm and 

Wfin = 4.0 mm, so that there is good level of coupling between the two poles of the dual-mode 

cavity and that the frequency of transmission zero in the lower stopband is about fz = 8.8 GHz. 

For the second TE101 mode, the WR-90 waveguide housing cavity is              long and for 

TE102 mode it is              long. 

4.2.3 Power Handling Capability 

Electrical breakdown is an undesirable physical phenomenon regarding microwave filter 

design in which dielectric conductivity rapidly increases after high enough (breakdown) voltage 

is applied on it. It leads to signal distortion and in more severe cases to permanent damage of 

microwave components. Although breakdown mechanisms, different in solid, liquid and gaseous 

materials, are well-studied, an accurate breakdown occurrence is intrinsically very hard to be 

predicted. 

High power consideration is naturally of importance for waveguide filters due to their 

distinctive high power system applications, either terrestrial or space, especially when they are 

located after a power amplifier (PA), e.g. in a communication satellite output multiplexer 

(OMUX). Additional reason for waveguide filters to be susceptible to ionization breakdown is 

that they have high Q resonators and are typically narrowband (for wideband filters, Q factor is 

less critical, so more compact technologies are usually preferred), meaning large voltage 
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magnification [4-12]. Also, microwave filters, especially waveguide ones, are required to work 

reliably, often in very harsh condition, so it is crucial to investigate their limitations and possible 

improvements to overcome them. In Tables 4.9 and 4.10 typical power levels of high power 

transmitters according to [4-13] are presented. Sharp edges of conductive surfaces and decrease 

in distance between them, which are both present while using fins in waveguides, are well-known 

causes of local increase of electric field strength and subsequent sooner reach of breakdown field. 

Table 4.9 High-Power Requirements for Terrestrial Systems as in Table 20.1 of [1-51] 

System type Typical Power Requirements (W) 

Personal Communications Service (PCS) 0.1-1 

Cellular-handheld 0.6 

Mobile unit 4 

Cell sites 60 

Line of sight (LOS) 1-10 

Cable television (CATV) 100 

 

Table 4.10 High-Power Requirements for Typical Satellite Systems as in Table 20.2 of [1-51] 

Satellite System 

(GHz) 

Transponder 

Bandwidths (MHz) 

Typical Power Requirements (per 

Transponder) 

Uplink – Earth 

Station (W) 

Downlink – Satellite 

(W) 

1.5 10s of KHz Uplink 

0.5-5 MHz 

Downlink 

1-10 150-220 

6/4 36, 54, 72 500-3000 10-100 

14/11 27, 54, 72 500-3000 20-200 

30/20 36, 72, 112 100-600 5-80 

 

For air and other gases, unless the pressure is very low, breakdown occurs partially as corona 

discharge or as full corona breakdown arcing. The breakdown ignition happens as avalanche-like 
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increase of free electron density through collision ionization of neutral gas molecules by free 

electrons with high kinetic energy built up from microwave field, transforming isolating gas into 

conducting plasma. Pre-quantum model based on classical kinetic theory of gases, describing 

particles and their collisions like billiard balls, is used. Process is described in terms of the nature 

of the gas, collision frequency (mean free path), diffusion and attachment. In a region without 

sources of free electrons, electron density equation reads: 

  

  
                  , 

where n stands for electron density, D for diffusion coefficient, νi for ionization frequency 

and νa for attachment frequency, paired with the boundary condition n = 0 on the conducting 

walls [4-14]. 

The dependence of ionization frequency on the electric field amplitude is much stronger than 

those of attachment frequency and diffusion coefficient, which are primarily dependent on 

pressure. Conditional to problem geometry, this differential equation is solved in various exact or 

approximate ways. It is assumed that electric field distribution had been determined prior to 

solving the continuity equation for electron density. The breakdown threshold is reached when 

sum of electron losses in diffusion and attachment are balanced by ionization, i.e. 
  

  
    . More 

complex models can include electron energy equation describing electron temperature evolution, 

density equation of surface metal atoms, heat diffusion of the gas medium equation [4-15], etc. 

As a result, breakdown field (voltage) versus pressure for different gases and on different 

frequencies are described by Paschen's curves, Figure 20.3-5 [4-13]. Pashen’s law was first 

empirically obtained and published in 1889 [4-16]. 

Since the field strength for air is 22.8 KV/cm RMS or 32 KV/cm peak, the proposed EPS can 

withstand 142.6 W peak power at the resonant frequency of 10 GHz for the dimensions Lfin=5.8 

mm and L=7.3 mm. The field has its maximum near corners of the bottom tip of the fin. Also, it 

is about an order of magnitude higher for the transmission pole that for the transmission zero. (In 

CST Microwave Studio, standard E-field view gives peak electric field value, here obtained 

2.68 x 105 V/m or 2.68 KV/cm for normalized peak port power of 1 W.) 

A study [4-17] showed that for right angle conductor edges in air on 10 GHz under normal 

conditions, the critical field determining breakdown strength is localized very near the corner tip 

having electric field singularity around it (“edge-localized breakdown”).  

In addition, ionization and breakdown were simulated in CST MWS using a non-linear Drude 

model for cold plasma, parameterised through a macro depending on primary gas (N), its 

pressure, temperature and degree of ionization. Cold plasma approximation adopts that ions, 

having much bigger masses than electrons, are stationary when the working frequency is higher 

than the ion plasma frequency (2 rad/s). Below the threshold plasma maintain frequency (1 rad/s), 

the gas (air) behaves like an ordinary one. 

These have been described under ‘nor al’ conditions: roo  te perature of 298 K, sea level 

pressure of 760 Torr, 10-60 % humidity and perfect matching. Derating factors are imperfect 
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impedance matching, altitude, moisture, temperature, dirt. Their influence is graphically 

presented in [4-13]. Decrease due to mismatch is directly proportional to SWR value. From the 

1 Atm pressure at the sea level, on higher altitudes the power handling capability drops with the 

fall of pressure until it reaches the botto  of Pashen’s curve, where the gas collision frequency is 

equal to the RF frequency (e.g. about 10 Torr at 10 GHz for air). Afterwards, the breakdown field 

starts to rise and eventually multipaction takes over as the dominant breakdown mechanism.  

Under very low pressure condition that are typical for space applications in which devices are 

not hermetically enclosed, where corona discharge effect requires much higher field strength, to 

prominence comes multipaction effect [4-18]. When pressure is this low, mean free path cannot 

be considered much smaller than distances between conducting surfaces. Multipaction 

breakdown is based on secondary electron emission (SEE) as a result of free electrons accelerated 

by RF field hitting conducting walls, causing avalanche effect sustained through resonance of 

SEE with the electric field. It is a more global mechanism compared to ionization breakdown, 

depending on voltage as path integral of electric field rather than peak electric field at a point, 

hence more predictable. Two well-known secondary electron yield models are Vaughan's [4-19], 

popular in RF & microwave industry, and more recent Furman's [4-20], popular with plasma 

physicists. Vaughan's model has fewer parameters to set not specifying emission process, faster 

to compute, but less accurate, considering only direct secondary electrons. 

Safety margins used by industry are typically in the range of 0-6 dB, though this is to a large 

extent determined by economic interests [4-12]. 

4.3 Compact Inline E-plane Waveguide Resonators and Bandpass Filters with 

I-shaped Resonant Insets 

Difference from the previous E-plane filters in this case of newly introduced filters is the 

dielectric substrate has been maximally utilized to support balanced topology. Centrally 

positioned floating I-shaped inset acts as a half-wavelength resonator to form a TZ antiresonance. 

The inset is simple enough to enable quick initial design, but has sufficient degrees of freedom 

for fine tuning to particular requirements. Another improvement is that high level of inset 

symmetry allows significant reduction of simulation time. 

Loading a waveguide with a dielectric slab is like adding central capacitance with ridges. It 

lowers the cutoff frequency of the dominant mode, but not significantly affecting the next higher 

one. It effectively increases the bandwidth. Importantly, the power handling capacity is bigger 

when having higher dielectric strength material filling the space with the strongest field [4-26]. 

Compared to all-metal inserts, PCB manufacturing is generally more accessible and it removes 

response sensitivity to metal bending. Since waveguide filter housings are reusable and other 

waveguide components are standardized modules, the proposed filters have edge in ease of 

fabrication even over SIW and microstrip filters for neither needing vias nor soldering coaxial 

connectors. 
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4.3.1 Proposed Resonators 

Configuration of an E-plane waveguide resonator with an I-shaped inset coupled on both 

sides to form an extracted pole section (EPS) is given in Figure 4.20 a), while the equivalent 

circuit is in Figure 4.20 b). 
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Figure 4.20 a) 3D model of the proposed E-plane resonator with I-shaped inset and b) its 

equivalent circuit. 

The resonator structure has central x- and z-planes of symmetry. Central y-plane is just 

slightly violated in this implementation due to asymmetric position of the dielectric substrate. 

These properties are transposed into balanced symmetrical equivalent circuit. 

For each resonator discontinuity inside the waveguide, its equivalent 2-port network is 

extracted from de-embedded center frequency Z-parameters of only that discontinuity 

independently full wave simulated in the waveguide. Equations Xs1 = Im(z11 - z12), 

Xs2 = Im(z22 - z12) and Xp = Im(z12) are applied to find Xs1 and Xs2 as serial reactances at 

ports 1 and 2 respectively and Xp as the parallel reactance of the equivalent T-network. This 

network is further transfigured into one of equivalent networks in Figure. 1b in a straightforward 

manner, with Ls,ins and Cs,ins satisfying the relation       √ s,ins s,ins⁄  , where     is the 

frequency of the TZ produced by an independent I-shaped inset. 

The physical length of I-shaped inset is shorter than half a wavelength. This is because of the 

top and bottom capacitive loadings. Therefore, the TZ position can be regulated by the inset 

height as well as by the sizes of the loadings. The width of the line representing the loading has 

been fixed for all the presented designs to 0.8 mm. Smaller width has been excluded to avoid 

problems with sensitivity. This is similar to the effect accomplished with adding capacitive 

loadings to a dipole antenna. Applying image theory on waveguide walls, the I-shaped insets are 

transformed into 2D array of dipoles in their transverse z-planes. 

The resonant frequency can be controlled by changing the length of the waveguide resonator. 

(It is assumed that the waveguide profile is known.) The resonator bandwidth depends on the 

amount of coupling between source and load. A more narrowband response can be achieved 

through wider septa forming immitance inverters. Other way is by a wider I-shaped inset. 

Sample structures have been designed at X band. Standard WR 90, (a x b) = 

(22.86 mm x 10.16 mm), brass rectangular waveguide (σBr = 15.9 MS/m) with useful frequency 
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band between 8.2 and 12.4 GHz is used. In the top and bottom broad walls along one side of the 

central E-plane are carved 1.5 mm deep and 0.8 mm wide grooves to accommodate a dielectric 

slab with etched metallization pattern. The housing is split in longitudinal direction in two halves. 

In this way, the slab can easily be put into the groove in one half and the other half can afterwards 

be placed onto the first one and screwed. 

The slab is made out of hsub = 0.79    thick low loss (tanδ = 0.0009 at 10 GHz) Rogers 

RT/duroid 5880 high frequency laminate with relative per ittivity εr = 2.2 [4-27]. ED copper 

cladding is t = 17 μ  thick with Rq = 1.8 μ  R   surface roughness on the dielectric side to 

result in effective conductivity of σCu,clad = 15.4 MS/m. 

Propagation characteristics in the waveguide sections between the septa and the insets that are 

loaded with off-centered dielectric substrate can be found following the procedure outlined in [4-

28]. In circuit simulation, they are modeled by standard TE10 mode sections with the waveguide 

width increased by 2.73 mm to match the phase constant and characteristic impedance of the 

actual distorted mode. 

The PCB has been fabricated using LPKF ProtoMat C60 [4-29] circuit board plotter 

(Figure 4.21). Nevertheless, Rogers RT/duroid 5880 glass microfiber reinforced PTFE composite 

threaded structure is not particularly suitable for milling, which has somewhat negatively affected 

the measured responses. 

 

Figure 4.21 Photograph of the two fabricated resonator inserts with the brass waveguide housing. 

A. Dominant Mode Resonator 

The dominant mode in the resonator is TE101. This can be verified by investigating standing 

wave patterns within field distribution and by the resonant frequency shifts while changing 

various resonator dimensions. The electromagnetic field is, expectedly, strongest in the resonator 

center region, around the inset. Aside from finding the TZ location, the I-shaped inset size affects 

the transmission pole (TP) location as well because it meanders the EM field inside the resonant 

cavity. What is more, the surge in its size more rapidly lowers the resonant frequency than adding 

of cavity length does, helping to considerably contract the resonator size. 

In Figure  is displayed simulated response from CST Microwave Studio [CST] of a dominant 

TE101 mode resonator with physical lengths and values of equivalent circuit lumped elements in 
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the Table 4.11, corresponding to the dimensions in Figure 4.22. It can be established that 

miniaturization of 35% has been achieved in comparison with the conventional E-plane filter. 

Between the septum and the inset, the energy is mostly transferred by TEn0 modes, n = 1, 3, 5, 

…, where each higher  odes has about 10 dB lower level. With no additional coupling between 

discontinuities modeled, TZ frequency is about 6% higher than its actual value, whereas TP 

frequency is only about 1.5% under 10 GHz. The response of the fabricated dominant mode 

resonator was measured using Agilent E8361A PNA Network Analyzer, and is also shown in 

Figure 4.22. 
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Figure 4.22 Simulated and measured transmission and reflection S- parameters of the dominant 

mode resonator. 

 

Table 4.11: Dimensions of the EPS With the Dominant Mode Resonance and Equivalent Circuit 

Lumped Element Values 

Dimension Lres Wsep WV h h2 w 

Length [mm] 7.0 2.9 0.8 5.6 1.7 3.4 

Element Ls1,sep Ls2,sep Lp,sep Ls,ins Lp,ins Cp,ins 

Value [nH µF] 2.24 1.29 3.39 2.13 8.51 3.9e
-8

 

Using eigenmode solver in CST Microwave Studio, unloaded Q factor was calculated to be 

1873. I-shape inset dimensions were kept constant while completely closing the resonator 

couplings. The new resonator length was set to be 12.1 mm, so that the resonant frequency of the 

dominant mode is 10 GHz sharply. Qu is calculated using perturbation method, with components 

Q factor due to conductor (surface) losses Qc = 6517 and Q factor due to dielectric (volume) 

losses Qd = 2628, in total 
 

  
 

 

  
 

 

  
. 
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B. Higher Order Dual Mode Resonator 

First two higher order modes are TE102 and TE103. Since the field distribution of TE103 mode 

has maximum in the center of the cavity, whereas TE102 has its minimum there, the I-shaped inset 

considerably more affects the TE103 mode than the TE102 mode. Hence, the distance between the 

two TPs can be adjusted using the inset. The simulated and measured responses of the resonator 

with these two modes are given in Figure 4.23. Dimensions and circuit element values are listed 

in the Table 4.12, referring to the dimensions described in Figure 4.. In this case with no 

additional coupling between discontinuities modeled, TZ frequency is about 15% below its real 

value. At the same time, TP frequency has much smaller shift, of around 3% to the lower side. 
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Figure 4.23 Simulated and measured transmission and reflection S-parameters of the higher 

order dual mode resonator. 

 

Table 4.12 Dimensions of the EPS With the Higher Mode Resonances and Equivalent Circuit 

Lumped Element Values 

Dimension Lres Wsep WV h h2 w 

Length [mm] 30.4 2.9 4.2 8.8 2.4 8.6 

Element Ls1,sep Ls2,sep Lp,sep Ls,ins Lp,ins Cp,ins 

Value [nH µF] 2.24 1.29 3.39 5.86 7.79 8.1e
-8

 

For TE103 mode, Qu = 2610 with Qc = 5330 and Qd = 5114 (Lres = 35.1 mm). In the case of 

TE102 mode, Qu = 2821 with Qc = 4586 and Qd = 7327 (Lres = 37.6 mm) 

4.3.2 Filters With I-Shaped Resonant Insets 

By cascading a section of dominant mode resonator and a section of dual mode cavity with 

higher order modes, a 3rd order E-plane filter with I-shaped insets is created. In Figure 4.24 is 

shown the layout of the filter insert, and in Table 4.13 dimension for such a filter having the 

passband centered at 11 GHz. 
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Figure 4.24 Longitudinal cross section of a 3rd order filter. 

 

Table 4.13 Dimensions of the 3
rd

 Order Filter 

Dimension Length [mm] Dimension Length [mm] 

Lres1 24.4 hl 8.3 

Lres2 6.3 hl2 2.3 

Wsep1 0.7 wl 7.9 

Wsep2 8.2 hs 4.9 

Wsep3 2.2 hs2 1.5 

WVl 3.7 ws 3.4 

WVs 0.8   

In Figure 4.25 are given S-parameter responses of the 3rd order filter with generalized 

Chebyshev response, simulated in CST Microwave Studio. The difference between the two 

reflection parameters is minimal even though the structure is not symmetric, so s22 parameter is 

not presented for clarity. 

 

Figure 4.25 Transmission and reflection S-parameters of the 3
rd

 order filter. 
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Simulation results show that reflection loss is better than 20 dB in the frequency range 

between 10.808 GHz and 11.154 GHz. In the same band insertion loss is less than 0.4 dB. The 

3db bandwidth is between 10.625 GHz and 11.482 GHz. This effect of having noticeably 

different center frequencies while using two different criteria for the passband is due to much 

steeper roll-off in the lower passband than in the upper one. Differences in passband to stopband 

transition steepness comes from the waveguide behaving as a high-pass filter. (In addition, it has 

spurious passbands at higher frequencies where the filter discontinuities cease to reflect higher 

order waveguide modes). In conclusion, for having more symmetric response, it is needed to 

introduce higher number of transmission zeros in the upper stopband. 
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5. Compact E-plane dual band filters and diplexers 

In scenarios when different users, transmitters and receivers need to be accommodated 

simultaneously within the same system over common transmission medium (scarce and costly 

resource), multiplexing methods are used. Signals from different sources are combined into one 

(multiplexed) signal on the communication channel. Spectral efficiency helped by multiplexing is 

especially significant for wireless communications because of limited nature of the frequency 

spectrum, which is shared with many other systems. Examples are time-division, code-division, 

polarization-division, orbital angular momentum-division and space-division multiplexing. 

Related multiple access methods are used if various users have direct access to the multiplexed 

signal. 

A special case of particular importance for application of filters is frequency-division 

multiplexing (FDM), in which the available bandwidth is further separated into contiguous 

frequency bands by use of channel filters. As it has already been mentioned, analog low-

frequency filters for POTS multiplexers made revolution in early electronics. Application of 

FDM is well-known in television and radio systems (including broadcast and cable distributions) 

and multiplexers composed of waveguide filters are standardly used in satellite communications, 

where those carried in satellite payloads are of critical design and fabrication requirements 

because of high cost penalties regarding excess of size, weight and reliability constraints. In the 

satellite transponders, between uplinking and downlinking through common antennas, channel 

groups are demultiplexed to allow separate routing and processing followed by power 

amplification. Most commonly used configurations of these multiplexers are hybrid-coupled, 

circulator-coupled, directional filter, and manifold-coupled [1-51], [5-1]. In analogue way, 

frequency-division multiple access (FDMA) is typical for ground users of satellite system 

services. 

On the other side, receivers/transmitters in modern telecommunications often use multiple 

contiguous and non-contiguous frequency bands in order to increase capabilities of single 

devices. For example, current smartphones can support connectivity to cellular networks in 

different bands, in different countries, within different systems belonging to different generations 

(e.g. 850/900/1800/1900 MHz quad band phones for global access to 2G, 3G and 4G systems). In 

addition, they use both 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz ISM bands for 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac Wi-Fi standards and 

Bluetooth, being able to connect to personal and local area wireless networks as well, can receive 

signals from satellite navigation systems, and some even traditional FM radio signals. This drives 

the need for developing multiband RF components, including filters. Although multiband 

filtering can be realized by connecting the required number on single band filters in parallel, 

significant size reduction can be made if the filtering is performed within shared resonators of a 

multiband filter. 

In this chapter, the focus is on 2
nd

 order structures. Firstly, these are dual band filters, and 

they are followed by diplexers [P-8], both being in E-plane waveguide technology. Microwave 

diplexers are mostly used as duplexers. They enable full-duplex communication by connecting 

receiver and transmitter to a common antenna through frequency-division duplex (FDD) [5-2]. 
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Such an essential application of microwave diplexers is in base stations of mobile telephony 

systems, known for highly demanding specifications. One application of dual band filters is to 

produce compact diplexers, and this can be generalized to multi band filters and multiplexers. 

5.1 E-plane dual band waveguide resonators 

Three types of resonant cavities, in each of them two resonances being used in two separate 

bands, are introduced in this section (Figure 5.1). One produces just a TP in each of the two 

passbands, whereas the other two in addition have a pair of TZs between the two passbands and a 

pair of TZs in both the upper and lower stopbands respectively. This makes cascades of such 

resonators capable of having steep skirt in any transient band. In addition, the response can be 

made either symmetrical or asymmetrical for any of these resonators
14

. 

All the TPs are utilized through TE10n modes. Each resonant cavity uses a pair of consecutive 

TE10n modes, where n is increased by 1 when moving to the next type of resonator, resulting in 

the use of modes from TE101 up to TE104. Since one of the modes in any resonator type has odd 

order in longitudinal direction and the other one even, the differences in EM field distributions 

are used for independent control of each mode to form its own passband. 

All three dual band resonators can be realized in E-plane technology. Another common 

feature, also seen in the case of single band resonators, is that inserts form resonators (thus TPs) 

with a pair of septa that enclose fins, whose widths control couplings. Likewise, the lengths of 

fins dominantly determine TZ frequencies. With these two degrees of freedom, fins can achieve 

frequency dependable and passband independent control of i/o and interresonator couplings. As 

the mode numbers increase by 1 between the resonators, the number of waveguide discontinuities 

composed of metal fins in the resonators also increases by 1. Thus, the number of waveguide 

discontinuities in the resonators is in the range between 2 and 4. A newly introduced degree of 

freedom to have different offsets of pairs of fins from the centre transverse plane helps control 

the separation between the two passbands. 

 

Figure 5.1 3D models of two dual band resonators with metal E-plane inserts: PZZP (left) and 

ZZPPZZ (right). 

                                                           
14

 Responses of the resonators are inherently asymmetrical, however, the positions of their poles and zeros make it 

possible to achieve good approximations of symmetrical responses if needed. 
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For independent control of two TPs of a dual band resonator, displacing only one fin in the 

longitudinal direction is sufficient (Figure 5.2). Nevertheless, a problem which is encountered 

that way concerns reflection losses at these TP frequencies. Let us first take a look at the 

impedance matching at the TP frequency in the simplest case of a half-wavelength waveguide 

resonator. Both of its ports are terminated by the nominal TE10 wave impedance Z0 (calculated at 

the TP frequency), which is purely real for a lossless medium (2.9), and also used as the 

normalization constant. Visualised by the impedance Smith chart (Figure 5.3a), the load 

impedance is in its centre. Then, it is shifted to the left along real Γ and nor alized i pedance 

axis towards Γ = -1 (zero impedance) point after looking to it through impedance (K) inverter, 

z1 = K
2
/Z0

2
 and K<Z0

15
. Phase length of   2 inside the resonator rotates this point for 360° 

clockwise in the Smith chart back to the same point, z2 = z1, and another impedance inverter puts 

the point back to the centre of the circle, zin = zL. Thus, the perfect impedance matching is 

obvious in this ideal case. 

Frequency [GHz] Frequency [GHz]

a)

b) c)

Lres

Loffset

Lfin

WsepWfin

Wfin=Wsep=1

WR90 waveguide

All dimensions are in mm

 

Figure 5.2 Control of frequency separation between TE101 and TE102 resonances by 

longitudinally offsetting only one fin inside E-plane waveguide resonator: a) Perspective of the 

resonator with labelled dimensions, b) reflection responses, and c) transmission responses. 

Problem with low reflection loss in the passbands is evident. 

When a metal fin is added at the centre of the resonator, pure rotation for 360° clockwise does 

not happen anymore, but instead a central section of that rotation is substituted by adding shunt 

susceptance (Figure 5.3b). Because of the need for adding a shunt element, in this case it is more 

convenient to work with admittances, and y1 is found as point symmetrical to z1 from Figure 5.3a) 

                                                           
15

 The shunt reactance of a discontinuity that acts as an inverter can go from infinitely large one, when the waveguide 

is undisturbed, to the zero one, when the waveguide is short-circuited. 
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with respect to the chart centre. Alternatively, admittance (J) inverter is used directly instead of 

impedance inverter to find y1 on the real axis in 0<Γ<1 interval. This can also be verified by 

representing metal septum by negative shunt susceptance, followed by rotation in anticlockwise 

direction. In fact, the point reached after adding susceptance of the septum only is more 

representative regarding constraints of matching through waveguide length and fin in physical 

resonator, since anticlockwise rotation is purely fictional action performed only to accommodate 

the theoretical concept of an immittance inverter. 

Back to the effect of the fin, it can also be noticed here that its susceptance needs to be 

positive. This explains why resonators with fins in Sec. 4.2.1 must have TZ in the upper stopband 

for the dominant mode resonance. However, when the fin is offset (Figure 5.3c), susceptance is 

not added symmetrically with respect to the real Γ axis, so y4 is not collocated with y1, and thus 

does not come back to the centre of the circle after the source inverter. Although there can be 

different ways to compensate for that effect, bearing in mind that two passbands need to be 

matched and that there is frequency dependence of elements, the easiest way to do the matching 

was to use longitudinally symmetrical resonators. It should be noted that return loss problem 

cannot be rectified by having two asymmetrical resonators in chain making symmetrical 

compound structure. Although used model is excellent for getting insight into the working 

principles of E-plane resonators, it should not be forgotten that a number of effects, prominently 

coupling of waveguide discontinuities through higher order modes, have been neglected, so that 

obtained element values may not be best representatives of the real physical dimensions. 

Just like the TZ produced by a single fin cannot be at a frequency lower than the TP of TE101 

resonance, the TZs produced by a pair of longitudinally symmetrical fins cannot be at a 

frequency lower than the TP of TE102 resonance. 
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Figure 5.3 Impedance matching at the resonant frequency looking into E-plane resonator from 

the side of the source for: a) conventional half-wave resonator, b) resonator with centrally 

positioned fin, and c) resonator with fin offset from the central plane of symmetry in the 

longitudinal direction. 

5.1.1 PP Resonator 

PP resonator has been chiefly designed to produce one TP in either passband. Nevertheless, a 

pair of TZs still exists in the upper stopband and can be used to improve selectivity in this part of 

the response, although here we keep it far enough that the response can be viewed as 

symmetrical. There is only one pair of waveguide discontinuities consisting of metal fins inside 

the resonator, symmetrically positioned with respect to the centre transverse plane. The lengths of 

fins are proportional to the wavelengths of TZs, and making them wider results in having more 

wideband effect of TZs. However, since fins are relatively short because of high frequencies of 
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TZs, they are doubled by having them symmetrically positioned with respect to the centre 

H-plane as well (Figure 5.4). 

Copper Insert

Brass 
Housing

LresWsep Wsep

L f
in

tfin tfin

a) b)

Figure 5.4 a) Resonator with labelled dimensions, and b) its simulated S-parameters. 

The lower passband TP of a PP resonators is formed by the dominant TE101 mode. On the 

other side, the upper passband TP is formed by TE102 mode. The frequency shift between the two 

passbands in decreased when the ratio of the distance between the pair of discontinuities and the 

distance between the discontinuities and septa is increased. 

We can see this from Figure 5.5 and Table 5.1, where the upper TP frequency is swiped 

between 1 GHz and 4 GHz from the lower TP. Another conclusion is that the resonator can 

realise wide range of separations between TPs, being especially effective at high separation 

values as the entire useful waveguide bandwidth can be covered without reaching the physical 

limit. 

 

Figure 5.5 Span between 1 GHz and 4 GHz of the frequency shift that can be produced between 

the two resonant frequencies of PP resonator. 
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Table 5.1 Dimensions (in millimetres) of PP resonators with the lower passband at 8 GHz and 

variable upper passband. 

Stopband width Lres tfin Lfin Wfin Wfin2 

8 GHz – 9 GHz 16.0 7.1 5.0+0.8 1.5 0.8 

8 GHz – 10 GHz 16.0 6.4 4.8+0.0 1.7 - 

8 GHz - 11 GHz 14.0 4.2 4.5+0.0 1.4 - 

8 GHz - 12 GHz 13.6 3 4.4+0.0 1.2 - 

 

5.1.2 PZZP Resonator 

In the case of PZZP resonators (Figure 5.6), the pair of offset fins yields a pair of TZs in 

between the two passbands. Even though it is not the principal role of the central fin, it also 

produces a TZ in the upper stopband not much higher from the ZZPPZZ resonator upper 

stopband TZs, hence aiding to the sharp skirt as well. 
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Figure 5.6 a) Fabricated PZZP resonator with labelled dimensions, and b) its simulated and 

measured S-parameters. 

The fundamental role of the central fin can be better understood knowing that in PZZP 

resonator the lower passband TP is formed by TE102 mode, whereas the upper passband TP is 

formed by TE103 mode. Hence, this fin length almost exclusively alters the upper TE103 mode, 

whereas the lower TP produced by TE102 mode is effectively controlled by the distance of the 

surrounding pair of fins from the centre cross section plane. 

In Figure 5.7 is shown changing of the upper TP frequency between 1 GHz and 4 GHz from 

the lower TP fixed at 8 GHz, and from Table 5.2 it can be seen how it has been utilized following 

the mentioned rules of TP control. Again, like ZZPPZZ resonators, PZZP resonators can achieve 

wide range of separations between TPs, to the  maximum one able to cover entire useful 

waveguide bandwidth. 
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The measured unloaded Q factors, extracted from 2-port model are 732 and 542, respectively, 

for the lower and higher frequency resonances. 

 

Figure 5.7 Span between 1 GHz and 4 GHz of the frequency shift that can be produced between 

the two resonant frequencies of PZZP resonator. 

Table 5.2 Dimensions (in millimetres) of PZZP resonators with the lower passband at 8 GHz and 

variable upper passband. 

Stopband width Lres tfin WfinC Lfin LfinC 

8 GHz – 9 GHz 10.0 3.5 4.0 8.6 7.0 

8 GHz – 10 GHz 14.0 5.0 4.0 8.2 5.3 

8 GHz - 11 GHz 18.0 6.5 4.0 7.8 2.7 

8 GHz - 12 GHz 23.0 5.3 4.0 7.5 0.0 

 

5.1.3 ZZPPZZ Resonator 

This resonator can produce two TZs in both the lower and upper stopbands. The structure is 

composed of two pairs of fins symmetrically positioned with respect to the centre transverse 

plane, and placed inside conventional resonator realized in E-plane technology (Figure 5.8). The 

outer pair of fins is longer and yields lower stopband TZs, whereas the inner pair is used to form 

higher stopband TZs. 
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Figure 5.8 a) Fabricated ZZPPZZ resonator with labelled dimensions, and b) its simulated and 

measured S-parameters. 

These resonators bear similarities with conventional resonator realized in E-plane technology, 

where the distance between the septa determines the resonant frequency and the widths of septa 

determine the coupling with adjacent resonators or source/load. Here, the resonator length is 

reduced by the use of the fins, and although it controls the span in which both the lower and 

upper passbands are positioned, further adjustments are made through fin positions. Likewise, 

apart from septa widths, couplings can be controlled by fin widths. 

In ZZPPZZ resonators, the lower passband TP is formed by TE103 mode, whereas the upper 

passband TP is formed by TE104 mode. This explains why the higher offset of outer fins from the 

resonator centre dominantly shifts both TPs downwards in spectrum whereas the lower offset of 

inner fins from the resonator centre dominantly increases band between the two TPs. 

This can be verified from Figure 5.9 and Table 5.3, where swiping the upper TP frequency 

between 1 GHz and 4 GHz from the lower TP is demonstrated. Also, we can draw a conclusion 

that these resonators are capable of realising wide range of separations between TPs, and 

especially high maximum separation value, which is able to cover complete useful waveguide 

bandwidth. 

The measured unloaded Q factors, extracted from 2-port model, are 624 and 553, 

respectively, for the lower and higher frequency resonances. 
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Figure 5.9 Span between 1 GHz and 4 GHz of the frequency shift that can be produced between 

the two resonant frequencies of ZZPPZZ resonator. 

Table 5.3 Dimensions (in millimetres) of ZZPPZZ resonators with the lower passband at 8 GHz 

and variable upper passband. 

Stopband width Lres tfinO tfinI LfinO LfinI 

8 GHz – 9 GHz 21.4 8.7 6.5 8.7 +2.5 7.0 

8 GHz – 10 GHz 22.0 9.0 4.0 8.8 +2.5 6.2 

8 GHz - 11 GHz 23.4 9.3 2.2 8.8 +2.5 5.8 

8 GHz - 12 GHz 26.4 11.2 1.8 9.0+2.5 5.0 

 

5.1.4 E-plane Dual Band Filters 

The proposed resonators, of same or mixed types, can be cascaded to form dual band filters of 

higher order with customized stopband characteristics. It should be noted that resonators of 

different types require different septa widths to realise same coupling coefficients. The filters 

have been designed for 0.254 mm thick Rogers 5880 substrate with rolled copper cladding. 
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Figure 5.10 Simulated responses of PPZZPP filter. 

 

Figure 5.11 Simulated responses of ZZPPZZPPZZ filter. 

 

5.2 Ultra Compact E-plane Diplexers 

These ultra compact diplexers employ ultra compact E-plane design [4-5] for receiver and 

transmitter filters, which are in turn interconnected through a waveguide T-junction 

(Figure 5.12). The unit cells of the channel filters are doublets that can be viewed as dual mode 
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resonators from section 4.2.3 added with a fin per each of two cavities separated with the central 

fin, like the resonator in section 4.2.1. Consequently, the doublets produce one TZ in the lower 

stopband, and two TZs in the upper stopband for sharp skirts in filter response. Furthermore, the 

size of such a doublet is about 65% reduced in comparison with the size of related 2
nd

 order 

all-pole E-plane filter. 

 

Figure 5.12 Layout of a waveguide diplexer using 4
th
 order ultra compact E-plane channel filters. 

Channel filters in the proposed E-plane diplexers are of 4
th

 order, with the centre frequencies 

of 10.32 GHz and 10.60 GHz, made by cascading pairs of doublets. Their dimensions are listed 

in Table 5.4, where the length variables of a filter insert are labelled in Figure 5.13. 

Table 5.4 Diplexer dimensions [mm]. 

 

 

Figure 5.13 E-plane insert of a 4
th

 order ultra compact waveguide channel filter. 

In Figure 5.14 are given transmission responses between the common port (port 1) and 

channel 1 and channel 2 ports, as well as reflection responses of these two channel ports. It can 
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be seen that the inner rejection level is not less than 60 dB. In addition, the cross over attenuation 

is around 35 dB. 

 

 

Figure 5.14 Simulated S-parameter responses of the proposed ultra compact diplexer. 
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6. Additive and Hybrid Manufactured Cavity Filters 

Being tailored for fabricating high complexity and lightweight 3D structures, surging additive 

manufacturing technologies have outstanding potential for application in waveguide technology. 

3D printing is not used here only for the purpose of rapid prototyping of the filters, but design for 

additive manufacturing (DFAM) paradigm is followed. 

 

6.1. Low-Cost Hybrid Manufactured Waveguide Bandpass Filters with 3D 

Printed Insert Dielectric 

Fabrication technology is an important area of improvement for waveguide filters. We are 

witnessing the years of great expansion of additive manufacturing and so far filters implemented 

as both conventional waveguide structures [6-1], [6-2] as well as SIW structures [6-3] have been 

made by 3D printing of polymers and their subsequent metallization. Nevertheless, they suffer 

from problems with the plastic-metal interface, no matter if the plastic is located on the outer or 

inner side of the metal walls. Main issues are with large scale surface roughness of the polymer 

caused by its layered fabrication, and the metallization process itself, either using electrochemical 

deposition, or covering with metal tape. Here, 3D printing is chiefly utilized to create holders for 

complex object positioning and subtractive technologies are still used to fabricate critical metal 

parts so as to maintain high performances. 

Classical direct-coupled waveguide filters have shunt inductive discontinuities realized as 

diaphragms, posts or circular irises [1-48]. E-plane waveguide filters [4-1] were later introduce as 

alternative for cost effective mass production. Downsides of using E-plane inductive strips are 

worse upper stopband and increased filter length, which is particularly pronounced for narrower 

bandwidths. 

The aim of the proposed hybrid manufactured filters is to add fabrication benefits of E-plane 

discontinuities to transverse discontinuities, which have size and performance advantages. They 

are very suitable for prototyping, as it takes less than 2 hours for an entire 3
rd

 order filter insert to 

be fabricated using currently affordable desktop machines and materials. Furthermore, no 

demanding process such as metal plating is necessary, hence mostly automated procedure can be 

repeated as many times as needed to obtain good experimental results. Unlike conventional 

realisations, the one being described here can be used with monolithic waveguide sections, not 

only simplifying production, but also being able to completely eliminate signal leakage. 

6.1.1 Rectangular Ring Discontinuities 

Standard inductive diaphragms (FIG. 8.06-1,2 in [1-48]) rely on electrical connection between 

the conductors of the diaphragm and the housing. The response is very sensitive to the gaps that 

can appear next to the top and bottom H-plane side walls, introducing series capacitances in the 

shunt discontinuity networks inversely proportional to the gap height. During our initial 
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experimental attempts, good metal contact with the housing could not be achieved when using 

independent filter insert composed solely from 3D printed polymer and cut copper diaphragms, 

repeatedly obtaining responses without a distinctive resonance. 

In order to stabilize the response, two side of symmetrical diaphragm are first connected by 

top and bottom sections to form a rectangular iris. Now, when the rectangular iris is detached from 

the waveguide side walls, it emerges as a connected rectangular ring discontinuity (Figure 6.1) 

with significantly larger gap capacitances due to longer outer H-plane ring edges. In the frequency 

range of interest, the newly formed rectangular ring can be approximated by a series inductor. This 

inductance is mainly increased by enlarging the ring hole area and reducing ring metal surface to 

produce higher magnetic flux. 

Thus, around the passband, the rectangular ring can be represented by a series LC network, 

whose antiresonant frequency in the lower stopband can be pushed up to increase roll-off either by 

decreasing gap capacitance or ring inductance. At the same time, this shunt network needs to have 

selected negative susceptance in the passband to control the couplings of waveguide resonators. 

Rectangular ring

discontinuities

3D printed

PLA holder

Brass housing

split in half along

the centre E-plane

Bolts for connecting the 

waveguide housing
 

Figure 6.1 Proposed waveguide resonator: metal rings milled from a copper sheet are enclosed 

within a 3D printed thermoplastic holder to form an insert that can be put inside a brass 

waveguide housing. 

6.1.2 Resonator 

A cavity resonator is formed by positioning two rectangular rings in transverse waveguide 

planes so that the dominant quasi TE10  ode sees 180° phase difference between the  at the 

transmission pole (TP) frequency. The resonator which exploded view drawing is given in 

Figure 6.1 is inside WR 90 waveguide housing with inner ring dimensions of 6 mm x 6 mm, 

horizontal ring thickness of 2.4 mm, vertical ring thickness of 1.4 mm, and the distance between 

the two rectangular rings of 14.7 mm. 

Insert holders have the main task to keep the distance between the rings, at the same time 

tightly positioning them within their cross sections. Holders have been fabricated by fused 

deposition modelling (FDM) method with Ultimaker 2+ Extended 3D printer and 0.4 mm nozzle 

for extruding heated PLA filament. It was chosen that the melted PLA is deposited in 0.05 mm 

thick H-plane layers (vertical resolution). In addition, the shell thickness was set to 0.4 mm and 

the top and bottom layer thicknesses to 0.2 mm, whereas the enclosed volume was selected to be 

40% filled with PLA. Lower fill densities experimentally proved to have less spurious effects. 
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Since PLA material properties are not optimized for EM applications, the holder was shaped to be 

inclined towards low passband dielectric losses in the tradeoff with the size. Thus, it provides 

support along all the principal waveguide axes, but is hollow in the central parts of ring and cavity 

resonators, where the strongest EM field is localized. Before an insert is ready for use, it is often 

needed to remove PLA residues in several locations, the hardest ones being spots in inner corners. 

The rings have been cut out of 0.1 mm thick copper foil with the ProtoMat C60 milling unit. 

Influence of ring bending can be reduced by using thicker copper sheet as well as by taking care of 

3D printing imperfections. For that reason, slits holding rectangular rings were set for printing 

slightly wider than the copper thickness with the aim to prevent the hot PLA bonding over them. 

In Figure 6.2 are shown simulated and measured resonator S-parameters. The dominant 

resonant mode TP is at f0 = 11.13 GHz, with the bandwidth Δf3dB = 157 MHz. The transmission 

zeros (TZs) are essentially at the same frequency of around 8.7 GHz as the two synchronously 

tuned rectangular rings are mutually loosely coupled, having the coupling coefficient kR = 0.0021. 

The full wave EM analysis was performed using CST Studio Suite [CST]. Dielectric modelling 

was simplified and simulation time reduces by using effective medium approximation [6-3] for 

PLA characteristics instead of applying exact inner geometry specified to the 3D printer in the 

G-code file, which is by itself prone to fabrication irregularities. 

 

Figure 6.2 X band resonator simulated and measured frequency responses. 

The coupling coefficient between the rings was calculated by directly exciting one of the rings 

with a discrete source, keeping the closest waveguide port matched with the wave impedance, and 

having in one case PEC and in the other PMC wall between the two rings. CST Eigenmode 

Solver, which is the preferable tool for extracting a coupling coefficient, could not be used 

because it requires the structure being completely enclosed within PEC, which was violated by the 

existence of the matched waveguide port. So as to least disturb the natural modes of operation and 

natural frequency of the ring, weak coupling to the resonator is typically used [3-3], [1-51]. In 

order not to additionally disturb the setup, any probes were avoided, and a 0.1 mm gap was made 

in the centre of the bottom H-plane ring section to place the discrete port. Relatively good 

matching with its 10 Ω impedance was obtained, chosen to minimize the frequency shift like with 

weak coupling. Finally, equation    
  
    

 

  
    

  for two synchronously tuned resonators [3-3], 
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sec. 8.2, was applied, where              is the resonant frequency with PMC at the 

symmetry plane, and              is the resonant frequency with PEC at the symmetry plane 

(     ). 

Unloaded quality factor of the resonator obtained from the transmission S-parameter 

measurement of symmetrical network is    
  

     
             ⁄     . 

Application of commercial desktop FDM printers is not limited to X band structures. In 

Figure 6.3 is shown an insert for hybrid manufactured resonator with ring discontinuities designed 

at 28.5 GHz centre frequency and printed with Ultimaker 2+ Extended 3D printer using 0.25 mm 

nozzle [P-2]. For the sake of sturdiness, the insert now looks more like a solid block, nevertheless, 

it is still hollow in the centre. 

 

Figure 6.3 Printer insert dielectric for WR 28 waveguide made using Ultimaker 2+ Extended 3D 

printer. 

6.1.3 Higher Order Filters 

In order to test the proposed filter structure, a 3
rd

 order unit has been designed. Its fabricated 

insert, now containing 4 rings, is displayed in Figure 6.4 together with the assembled filter after 

testing with the Agilent Technologies E8361A PNA Network Analyzer. 

a a) b)  

Figure 6.4 Photographs of a) 3
rd

 order filter insert with asymmetrical holder and b) complete 

filter with removed waveguide to coaxial adapters. Grained texture of the bottom part of this 

sample is due to low infill percentage. 

In the resonator case, the thermoplastic holder was built from two equal parts (Figure 6.1) that 

can interlock with each other along the centre H-plane through pins and holes, similar to Lego 

bricks. This is very useful in terms of need to design just one half of the holder, while the 
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interlocking also deals with the issue of misalignment. Nevertheless, another interlocking H-plane 

near waveguide sidewall was gradually adopted for higher order filters (Figure 6.4a) to allow for 

easier connecting of the two PLA parts together that does not require additional care about ring 

alignments. 

The dimensions of the fabricated filter are presented in Table 6.1 and the corresponding 

layouts are in Figure 6.5, where inner waveguide dimensions are a = 22.86 mm and b = 10.16 mm. 

The top and bottom dielectric layer thicknesses are TB = 1 mm. Fill density of 15% was used in 

this case. 

Table 6.5 Designed 3
rd

 order filter dimensions in millimetres 

Filter element 
Dimension 

ar br War Wbr WP 

Inner ring 8.6 3.8 3.6 2.8 4.1 

Outer ring 10.0 5.4 2.2 2.0 4.8 

a

b
Wbr

War

ar

br

a)

TB

WP

b)

a

TB

c)

a

 

Figure 6.5 Filter transversal cross sections: a) ring plane, b) plane of dielectric that holds the ring 

in place along the longitudinal direction, and c) waveguide sections containing top and bottom 

dielectric slabs as parts of the insert. 

In Figure 6.6 are given the results of this measurement, compared to the simulation responses. 

A very good overlapping of the two has been achieved when small undercutting of 0.1 mm on 

each edge of the rings made by the circuit board plotter had been taken into account. 

 

Figure 6.6 Simulated and measured S-parameters of the designed and fabricated 3
rd

 order 

bandpass filter with 3D printed insert dielectric. 
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The filter has 4.6% 3 dB fractional bandwidth. Measured insertion loss at the centre passband 

frequency of f0 = 11.36 GHz is about 0.6 dB. and it is not higher than 1 dB between 11.15 and 

11.55 GHz. The first upper spurious TP is at 1.39 x f0, which is 20% larger difference than in the 

case of a corresponding E-plane filter. The locations of the two pairs of finite TZs are 8.65 GHz, 

produced by outer rings, and 9.7 GHz, produced by inner rings. 

In Figure 6.7 are plotted together s21 responses of the 3
rd

 order filters with rectangular ring and 

other common waveguide filter discontinuities. In the lower stopband, the proposed filter has 

steepest transition from the passband to the stopband with the help of two pairs of transmission 

zeros. Although that is compensated in the upper stopband with the least steep transition, the first 

spurious passband is still further away than for the E-plane filter. Moreover, the presented filter is 

34.3% shorter than the E-plane counterpart. 

 

Figure 6.7 Comparison of the transmission S-parameters belonging to 3
rd

 order direct-coupled 

filters with different types of discontinuities to realize impedance inverters. 

Hybrid manufactured waveguide bandpass filters with rectangular rings can, in fact, feature 

both inductive and capacitive couplings. In Figure 6.8 is shown such a filter together with its 

frequency responses. It produces 3 TZ in the lower stopband and 2 TZ in the upper stopband. 

Rectangular rings that produce capacitive couplings are of smaller sizes than those which produce 

inductive couplings. 
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Figure 6.8 a) One-point perspective along fabricated 4
th

 order bandpass filter with 3D printed 

insert dielectric inside its waveguide housing, and b) simulated and measured S-parameters of 

this structure. 

 

6.2. Low-Profile High Q Integrated 3D Printed Cavity Filters 

3D printing has been used for fabrication of high Q lightweight resonators which are otherwise 

very difficult to produce, such as minimum loss spherical ones [6-4] or others with more complex 

geometries that take into consideration spurious free band [6-5]. On the other side, waveguide 

cavity problems with cost, bulkiness and integration with planar technologies have given rise to 

SIW technology [6-6]. Nevertheless, SIW filters have noticeably higher losses than conventional 

waveguide filters and are harder to manufacture than microstrip filters due to numerous vias. 

There have been attempts to address these issues with approaches like [6-7], which, however, 

introduce more complex fabrication, but still do not reach the full potential of loss reduction. 

Like planar filters, the proposed filters have constrained height, are lightweight, can be quickly 

and cheaply fabricated and can be integrated with other planar components by mounting on the 

same substrate. Nevertheless, by the means of additive manufacturing, performances are enhanced 

in terms of ease of fabrication, reduced insertion loss due to optimized resonator shapes, and the 

ability to control tradeoff between high resonator Q factors and the upper stopband performance. 

6.2.1. High Q Low-Profile Resonators 

The proposed resonator is axially symmetric. It can be generated by revolving a half-disk 

connected to the axis of symmetry by a disk diameter wide strip (Figure 6.9). Described solid has 

the lowest surface area to volume ratio (minimum isoperimetric quotient) in the volume 
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constrained by two parallel planes, degenerating to a ball when the distance between the planes is 

large enough. 

This can be shown using the classical isoperimetric problem, which solution is a ball (disk in 

2D). Firstly, since the resonator limits are only in vertical direction, it is clear that the body has 

axial symmetry, reducing the problem to 2D one. If the optimal shape is split by two vertical 

dashed lines like in Figure 6.9 a), and the two outer parts are glued together (the lines have to 

cross each other because of axial symmetry), both parts have maximum isoperimetric quotients in 

their respective regions under the same bounds. (E.g. this can be tested against rectangle/cylinder 

and ellipsoid/ellipse shapes). 

The resonator can be easily modelled by adding concentric and equally axially oriented torus 

and cylinder. The height of the cylinder ( ) is twice the minor radius of the torus (      ⁄ ), and 

the radius of the cylinder is equal to the major radius of the torus ( ). One more way of modelling 

the resonator is by blending edges of a cylinder with the radius     and height   . In that case, 

the radius of blending is  . Initially, circles in CST Microwave Studio [CST] were approximated 

by polygons with 64 edges. In later simulations, 2
nd

 order curved elements were used in meshing 

of the resonators with curved surfaces. 

a) b)

R

H

 

Figure 6.9 Proposed resonator: a) cross section in the shape of elongated circle and b) 3D shape. 

Since    , the dominant mode in the resonator is quasi TM010
16

 (the lowest mode in 

cylindrical resonator with such   and   dimensions, Figure 6.10), having the longitudinal 

direction along the resonator height. (It corresponds to TE101 mode of rectangular cavity in which 

longitudinal direction is horizontal.) As   is increased, this mode transforms into TM011
17

 mode of 

spherical cavity (radius is longitudinal, but z is aligned with the height). In addition, the first two 

higher order degenerate modes, quasi TM110, also have good separation from other modes and can 

be used in filter design. (This can be well observed from the right hand side of cylindrical cavity 

mode chart. For H<R, the second resonance is at 1.59 times higher frequency than the first one.) 

The tradeoff between the lower losses and better separation from the spurious modes can be 

adjusted through the resonator height. 

a) b) c)  

Figure 6.10 Resonant electric field: TM010 mode, a), and degenerate TM110 modes, b) and c). 

                                                           
16 The indices are used in the order (ϕ,ρ,z). 

17 The indices are used in the order (ϕ,θ,ρ). 
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The quality factor of TM010 and TM110 modes calculated by CST eigenmode solver for the 

ideal case of perfectly s ooth surface silver plated walls (σ = 63 MS/m) in H = 4 mm high 

resonators at 10 GHz are 4988 (H/R = 0.336, R=11.9) and 5450 (H/R = 0.214, R=18.7), 

respectively. However, if the walls are sprayed with Solemi copper conductive paint 

(σ = 0.4 MS/m), theoretical unloaded Q is 504. When TM110 are resonant at 10 GHz in ideal 

cavity, TM010 NRN resonates at 6.29 GHz. 

6.2.2. Filter Design 

To illustrated application of the proposed low-profile high Q TM010 and TM110 resonators, a 

fourth order filter with one transmission zero in each stopbands has been designed. The result of 

normalized baseband polynomial synthesis of generalized Chebyshev response is: 

       
    

    
      

                                

                
. (6.1) 

The non-realizable asymmetric lowpass S-parameter responses derived from the characteristic 

function in (6.1) are plotted in Figure 6.11. 

ΩTZ1

ΩTZ2

ΩRZ1

ΩRZ2

ΩRZ3

ΩRZ4

ΩTZ1=-8.48
ΩTZ2= 2.06

ΩRZ1=-0.91
ΩRZ2=-0.30
ΩRZ3= 0.47
ΩRZ3= 0.94

 

Figure 6.11 Lowpass prototype response with labeled normalized frequency values of 

transmission and reflection zeros. 

The layout of the bandpass filter can be seen in Figure 6.12 a). TM010 modes are resonant in 

the passband in the two cavities adjacent to the filter ports, whereas TM110 modes are resonant in 

the passband in the large central cavity. In the coupling diagram, the former refer to the green 

nodes 1 and 4, whereas the latter refer to the blue nodes 2 and 3. Important for the filter response 

is also the non-resonating node (NRN), which is basically realized by another resonance outside 

the passband collocated inside the large cavity. The form of the coupling matrix given in Table 6.2 

was instrumental for finding the values of the couplings through optimization, since it defines 

which coupling values are mutually equal, which have opposite signs, and which are zeros. 
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S 1

3

4 L

2 NRN

a) b)
 

Figure 6.12 a) 3D model and b) coupling diagram of a 4
th

 order low-profile high Q integrated 

cavity filter for 3D printing. 

Table 6.2 Coupling matrix referring to the coupling diagram in Figure 6.12: MS1 = 1.08, 

M12 = 0.76, M1NRN = 1.06, M13 = 0.60, M2 = 0.60, MNRN = 44.00, M3 = -0.87 

 S 1 2 NRN 3 4 L 

S 0 MS1 0 0 0 0 0 

1 MS1 0 M12 M1NRN M13 0 0 

2 0 M12 M2 0 0 M12 0 

NRN 0 M1NRN 0 MNRN 0 M1NRN 0 

3 0 M13 0 0 M3 -M13 0 

4 0 0 M12 M1NRN -M13 0 MS1 

L 0 0 0 0 0 MS1 0 

Finally, the filter was realized according to the coupling matrix values. Its frequency responses 

are given in Figure 6.13. The center frequency is f0 = 10 GHz, lower passband limit is at 

fL3dB = 9.88 GHz, and upper passband limit is at fU3dB = 10.13 GHz. Also, lower TZ is at 

fTZL = 9 GHz, and upper TZ is at fTZU = 10.265 GHz. 
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Figure 6.13 S-parameters of the filter in Figure 6.12, simulated by F solver of CST Studio Suite. 
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7. Substrate Integrated Waveguide Circuits 

This sample structure in Figure 7.1 shows implementation of 4
th

 order direct-coupled cavity 

filter in the substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) technology. In fact, it was designed according 

to the same specification of V band base station filter as the direct-coupled E-plane filter in 

chapter 4. In Table 7.1 and Figure 7.2 can be found all the details about the dimension of the 

filter as well as the materials used. It is clear that the height of the filter has been drastically 

reduced compared to the standard waveguide implementation, from 2.388 mm to 0.381 mm just 

for the inner side, not even including that metal waveguides have much thicker walls and the size 

of waveguide flanges. Expectedly, this comes at the cost of increased losses (Figure 7.3) and 

reduced power handling capacity. 

 

 

Figure 7.1 a) Isometric and b) exploded views of a V band direct-coupled filter in SIW 

technology with resonators in the shape of generalized cylinder over a squircle. 

a) 

b) 

Top copper cladding 

Ground copper cladding 

Dielectric with vias 
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Furthermore, SIW structures can have increased complexity of geometry in one horizontal 

layer practically at no additional cost. Thus, the resonators are slightly rounded, which increases 

their Q factors, since a cylinder has the highest Q of all 2D defined cavity resonators. 

Table 7.1 SIW laminate characteristics 

Substrate Copper cladding Vias 

Rogers RT/duroid 5880 high 

frequency laminate 

electrodeposited copper Via (outer) 

diameter 

D = 0.3 mm 

Dielectric 

constant 

εr = 2.2 Metallization 

thickness 

Hmet = 17 µ  Via pitch variable, but 

≤ 2D 

Loss tangent tanδ = 0.0009 

(value specified 

at f = 10 GHz) 

RMS surface 

roughness 

Rq = 1.8 μ    

Substrate 

thickness 

Hsub = 0.381 mm Inside 

effective 

conductivity of 

copper 

σCu,clad = 15.43 

MS/m 
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Figure 7.2 Layout of the V band direct-coupled SIW filter with dimensions in millimetres. 

 

Figure 7.3 S-parameter of the 4
th

 order SIW filter network from Figure 7.1. 
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Nevertheless, SIW filters have also over time undertaken significant improvements regarding 

miniaturization and utilizing more complex filtering functions. In the following section is 

introduced one such design. 

7.1 Substrate Integrated Waveguide Filters Using Dual-Mode Cavities With 

Diagonal Slot Line Perturbations 

Substrate integrated waveguide technology represents a compromising solution between the 

waveguide and microstrip technologies. With its structure forms, working principles and design 

procedures it closely resembles the former, whereas practical implementation is like in the latter. 

Characteristic feature are side walls made out of arrays of via-holes. 

This tradeoff is advantageous because waveguide technology has essential high-performance 

benefits of low-losses, high power handling capability and excellent electromagnetic shielding. 

However, the conventional waveguide technology lacks compactness, easy and inexpensive 

fabrication procedures as well as simple transition to planar transmission lines, which are 

available with printed circuit board designs and much desired in modern electronic systems. The 

first SIW was introduced in [7-1] as a feed waveguide, and its full integration with a microstrip 

line on the same substrate, using tapered line transition, in [7-2]. SIW designs are particularly 

well targeted to be integrated in highly packed millimeter-wave circuits requiring high Q factors 

for massive communication applications [7-3]. 

Inside resonators of dual-mode filters can exist pairs of degenerate modes instead of just singe 

ones, halving the number of physical resonators required for a filter of a certain order. Proposals 

of space saving dual-mode bandpass filters in different technologies have been milestones in the 

history of microwave filters. The idea of cavities excited with more than one mode can actually 

be traced back to the very early development of microwave filters [7-4]. Practical dual-mode 

waveguide filters with elliptic responses and linear phases were realized many years later 

becoming the satellite industry standard [7-5]. Similarly, among the most important 

developments within dielectric resonator filters were inline dual-mode devices [7-6]. Further on, 

in the area of planar filters, it was commencement of dual-mode patch and ring filters reported in 

[7-7], which are also well suited for implementation using high temperature superconductors. 

A well-known approach for obtaining folded dual-mode SIW cavities is placing a pair of posts 

(vias) along a diagonal of a square shape cavity with port lines connected to adjacent cavity 

walls, as concisely reviewed in [7-8]. Apart from two poles in the passband, this configuration is 

able to create additional two finite TZs distributed on both sides of the passband as a result of 

source-load bypass coupling. In the same paper, it is explained how to control intracavity 

coupling between degenerate modes changing the distance between posts, as well as how to 

change locations of TZs by shifting the positions of the ports. In addition, an alternative way of 

now non-degenerate mode coupling with a rectangular shape cavity is proposed in [7-8]. Another 

way to excite degenerate modes for passband signal transmission that has been reported is by 

using a pair of slots [7-9]. There are rectangular shaped inline variations, with ports at opposite 

sides of a cavity: frequently used ones, without additional perturbation elements, but with just 
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single transmission zeros [7-10]; with etched coplanar waveguide section [7-11]; or a slot with 

less selective Chebyshev response [7-12]. Also, different cavity shapes have been used for 

dual-mode designs, like circular and elliptic [7-13] and hexagonal [7-14]. 

7.1.1 Dual-mode Resonant Cavities 

Analysis and Design 

Figure 7.4 depicts the proposed SIW dual-mode resonator. In the first approximation, let us 

assume that the cavity side walls are also made of solid metal, i.e. we have a low-profile 

dielectric-filled waveguide resonator. Since the substrate thickness is much smaller than the other 

two dimensions, the electric and magnetic field over this coordinate are virtually constant at the 

frequencies of interest. In other words, if assigned coordinate system is like in Figure. 7.4 and the 

z-axis represents longitudinal direction, the second index in the dominant mode and in all the 

modes close to it in frequency is zero. Moreover, this means that only TE modes exist, as TM 

modes cannot have either of the first two indices zero. Now, the choice of modes we can use is 

reduced to be between TEm0n (m, n ϵ N) modes, with the resonant frequency of a mode given by 

   
 

     
√     , (7.1) 

where      are lengths of the longer sides of the rectangular cavity and   is the speed of light in 

the substrate dielectric medium. With the solution space reduced in this way, the choice of TE102 

and TE201 degenerate modes (nodes 1 and 2 in the Figure 7.5) as active ones becomes natural. It 

is also practical to start modelling and simulation with this kind of simplified dielectric-loaded 

waveguide structure and to transform it to exact model only after reaching dimensions that are 

close to the final ones. This is more time efficient, especially because full-wave simulation of 

SIW structures is in general computationally demanding. 
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Figure 7.4 Top view of the proposed dual-mode cavity. 
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Figure 7.5 Coupling schematic of the SIW dual-mode cavity. 

A new type of coupling between the TE102 and TE201 modes made by a diagonal slot on the top 

cladded surface is introduced. The slot creates disturbance in the surface currents, forcing them to 

flow parallel to the slot. Consequently, the field inside the cavity is formed satisfying new 

boundary conditions that lead to an adequate mode mixture. This discontinuity is well tailored for 

PCB designs. It is easy for precise fabrication, which can be preceded by accurate design since 

the response is not very sensitive to small changes in slot dimensions. In addition, there is ability 

for manual fine tuning of the physical model. Also, it is suitable for miniaturized designs, as slots 

are well known for property of shrinking size by meandering currents. In these senses, slot has 

clear edge over using vias [7-8]. Moreover, it is also simpler for utilization and coupling control 

than the fellow slot design in [7-9]. 

The structures is designed for Taconic TLX fiberglass reinforced substrate of 1.575 mm 

thickness and relative per ittivity εr = 2.55. Its copper cladding is 18 μ  thick with surface 

roughness of RMS = 0.3 μ  on untreated side. 

Inclusion of vias into calculation brings in several constrains. First of all, cavity horizontal 

dimensions need correction described in [7-15] by: 

         -    
  

 
    

  

    
, (7.2) 

where      is the width of a SIW structure,   is the via diameter and   is the shift between vias. 

Further on, taking into account how current lines are distributed within TEmkn (k≠0) and T  

modes, it is apparent that slots formed between vias become the radiating ones. Hence, at higher 

frequencies at which these modes appear, there are high radiation losses. 

To prevent energy leakage around the passband, sufficient conditions are [7-16]: 

     and      ⁄ , (7.3) 

with    being guided wavelength. Also, smaller via diameters mean smaller total dimensions of a 

SIW structure. Nevertheless,   and   are preferred to be kept at larger values in order to have less 

vias to simplify fabrication as well as to make structure less sensitive to tolerances in fabrication, 

so a trade-off has to be found. Here, the choices are D = 1 mm, which satisfies (7.3) by a large 

margin, and si are around 0.8 mm so as a natural number of vias forms side walls of desired 

lengths. 
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Regarding parametric analysis, the longer the slot is, the stronger the intra-cavity coupling is, 

and vice versa. Like with comparable topologies, here both TZs can also be shifted to lower 

frequencies when ports are moved towards each other. Similar effect, but less pronounced, can be 

made by moving the slot along the diagonal between ports. However, for the sake of simplicity, 

the slot is kept at the centre position. The widths of the cavity openings for the feed lines can be 

used to control the bandwidth – the wider the openings along with tapered lines are, the wider is 

the bandwidth is when internal coupling is adjusted to stay constant, and vice versa. At the same 

time, the cavity size is reduced for the same centre frequency. 

Results 

The dual-mode resonator has been designed at the centre frequency of 7 GHz and with 3 dB 

fractional bandwidth of about 450 MHz. TZs are positioned at 6.33 GHz in the lower stopband 

and at 7.73 GHz in the upper stopband. In Table 7.2 are given the extracted coupling matrix 

coefficients. As expected by the geometry of the structure and the field distribution of the pair of 

modes responsible for the signal transmission in the passband, the coupling with source or load is 

prominent for just a single mode within the cavity. Likewise, it could have been expected that the 

coupling between two degenerate modes is by far the strongest one. 

Table 7.2 Coupling matrix related to the schematic in Figure 7.5 calculated using Guided Wave 

Technology's Coupling Matrix Synthesis (CMS) online tool. 

M S 1 2 L 

S 0 1.132 0 -0.351 

1 1.132 -0.143 1.896 -0.068 

2 0 1.896 0.086 0.964 

L -0.351 -0.068 0.964 0 

The frequency responses (Figure 7.6) were simulated using CST Microwave Studio full-wave 

simulator and its frequency domain solver. The remaining dimension from Figure 7.4 are: 

a = 27.8 mm, Wl = 10.55 mm, Wr = 7.15 mm, Dw = 10.1 mm, s1 = 0.8 mm, s2 = 0.76 mm, 

s3 = 0.79 mm, Sl = 8.2 mm, Sw = 0.3 mm. Finally, widths of 50 Ω feed lines are Fw = 4.5 mm. 

To enhance simulation speed, vias, which are of cylindrical shape with circular bases, were 

modelled having octagonal bases. This is because polygonal bases are more compatible with 

si ulator’s  ash than circular ones. Furthermore, on the upper side of the structure were used 

open boundaries in order to avoid artificial strong transmission along the top waveguide formed 

when PEC boundaries are used on that side. 
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Figure. 7.6 Simulated S-parameters of the dual-mode resonant cavity with symmetric 

transmission zeros. 

Even with quite high margins taken for conductor and dispersive dielectric losses compared to 

the values calculated according to the substrate specification, the insertion loss in the passband is 

about 0.7 dB. The lower stopband, as expected, has better attenuation in the spectrum regions 

farther from the passband since the first lower mode (TE101) is at the theoretically maximum 

distance for a rectangular shaped cavity, with about 1.58 times lower centre frequency. 

All-pole dual-mode variation 

Similar to switching a pair of posts to the opposite diagonal to form all-pole dual-mode 

resonator in the resonator given in [7-8], when reversing the direction of the slot etched on the 

top surface (Figure 7.7), there are no more TZs in the stopbands around the main passband 

(Figure 7.8). 
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Figure. 7.7 Top view of allpole dual-mode cavity. 

 The new dimensions are: a = 27.7 mm, Wl = 8 mm, Wr = 9.6 mm, Dw = 9.88 mm, 

s1 = 0.79 mm, s2 = 0.6 mm, s3 = 0.92 mm, Sl = 7.7 mm, Sw = 0.3 mm and Fw = 4.5 mm. 
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Figure 7.8 Simulated S-parameters of the dual-mode resonator with transmission zero free 

response. 

The insertion loss at the same center frequency as for the resonator with elliptic function 

response is again slightly more than 0.7 dB. 

7.1.2 Dual-mode 4
th

 order filter 

Individual dual-mode resonators can be combined into filters with even steeper skirt. They 

can form versatile structures in the sense of shapes, sizes and port locations as well as. In 

Figure 7.9 is presented such a 4
th

 order folded filter, made out of two inductively coupled 

modified resonators as described in Figure 7.4 Its ports are co-located on the same edge. 

Moreover this filter uses long outer edge to implement cavity walls by fully metallized surfaces 

instead of vias used in standard SIW designs. Its simulation results are presented in Figure 7.10. 

 

Figure 7.9 Top view of two cascaded folded dual-mode cavities. 
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Figure 7.10 Simulated S-parameters of the 4
th

 order filter. 

The selectivity of the presented 4
th

 order filter is excellent with a pair of TZs on either side of 

the passband. Nevertheless, insertion loss has risen to about 2 dB and upper stopband needs 

certain corrections in order to produce better attenuation in wider frequency range. The 

simulation also showed effects of unwanted coupling between two parallel feed lines and their 

isolation was needed to improve performances. 

7.2 Stepped-bend Substrate Integrated Waveguide to Rectangular Waveguide 

Transition 

Waveguide components such as high Q filters, couplers or horn antennas are often inevitable 

in high performance applications like satellite systems. Nevertheless, fusion of conventional 

metal waveguides with planar technologies is a well-known bottleneck. Even when it comes to 

commonly used waveguide to coaxial adapters, standard high precision ones are relatively 

difficult to fabricate and expensive. Furthermore, even manufacturers that are waveguide 

components specialists usually do not have in their standard range of products many transitions 

that may be needed in practice, such as to a circular or single-ridged waveguide, or to a 

rectangular waveguide with non-standard dimensions [7-17]. 

On the other side, one of the main advantages of SIW is its same-substrate integration with 

different planar transmission lines, most commonly microstrip [7-2], [7-18]-[7-20] and coplanar 

waveguide (CPW) [7-21], [7-22]. In addition, transition from a planar line to coaxial interface is 

neither a challenge with readily available coaxial connectors that can be soldered on a PCB. So 

far less exploited property is that a SIW can be as well very effectively coupled with a standard 

waveguide. Thus, SIW can be an excellent interconcting element between waveguide and various 

transmission lines and a universal link between different technological implementations. One of 

well-tailored applications of SIW based transitions and the main incentive in this case is rapid 

low cost laboratory testing, knowing the fact that the number of different conventional coaxial to 

waveguide adapters in microwave laboratories is usually very limited. 
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The proposed transition [P-6] has the right angle shape so it can be easily surface mounted 

onto a waveguide flange like the most published designs so far [7-23], [7-24]
18

. This new 

approach avoids both sensitivity of inline designs [7-25], as well of those with the resonant slots 

[7-23], [7-24]. It also deploys stepped transition region offering good transmission characteristics 

similar to the alternative design [7-26]. However, unlike in [7-26], the steps are utilized through 

several PCB layers rather than by milling bulk aluminum, which significantly simplifies the 

fabrication process. Furthermore, although [7-27] transition offers a large bandwidth through the 

use of a ridge, it includes inconvenient rectangular waveguide (RWG) alterations. Here, proposed 

stepped-bend SIW to RWG transition assumes not changing the waveguide itself, but purely SIW 

implemented ridge. 

7.2.1 Structure Design 

Initial model of the 2-layer PCB transition with SIW sections represented by equivalent thin 

dielectric-loaded RWG is shown in Figure 7.11. The visible volume is filled with dielectrics 

(SIW substrate and RWG air), and all the outer boundaries apart from two faces acting as ports 

are considered by the solver as PEC. 
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Figure 7.11 3D model of the idealised stepped-bend SIW to RWG transition viewing its dielectric 
interior. 

A sample stepped-E-bend transition has been designed at K band. It connects to a standard 

WR 51,                           , rigid rectangular waveguide made of aluminium, 

             , with useful frequency band between 15 GHz and 22 GHz. The high frequency 

laminate is 1.575 mm thick Rogers RT/duroid 5880 having relative permittivity   =2.2 and loss 

tangent             dielectric characteristics. Electrodeposited copper cladding is 17.5 μ  

thick with surface roughness of           on the dielectric side, resulting in effective 

conductivity of                    . 

                                                           
18

 In fact, the initial idea for the right hand connection was inspired by the conventional coaxial to waveguide 

adapter, and the coupling was intended to be realized by a slot in the ground plane of SIW. After finding that the use 

of slot had already been proposed in [7-24], the simulation results were replicated for this kind of transition with 

elongated rectangular slot displaced to one side of SIW rather than being along the central E-plane, essentially 

represents a magnetic dipole when Babinet’s principle is applied. Also, different slot shapes like of a dipole with 

loads and elliptic one which aligns with the field distribution in circular waveguide have been successfully tested. 
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Via diameters, chosen to be         , are well under the threshold for prevention of 

signal leakage of    ⁄       at the upper limit of 22 GHz. On the other side, the via pitch is 

kept up to the limit of   , or only slightly below it. The structure has reflection symmetry with 

respect to the centre y-plane. (The tangential magnetic component at this centre E-plane is zero, 

so a perfect magnetic wall can be placed there and simulation run within only one half of the 

space.) This plane is used as the cutting plane in Figure 7.12, depicting geometry of the full 

structure. 
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Figure 7.12 Layered 3D model of the proposed surface-mounted transition seen from longitudinal 
cross section along the plane of symmetry. 

The feed SIW line has been designed as to have the effective width of  √εr⁄ , matching the 

single mode frequency span of the fixed RWG. Adjusting the lengths of the ridges formed by 

vias on the stretched bend side, the distance between the two transmission poles can be 

controlled, directly determining how wideband the transition is. 

7.2.2 Results 

In Figure 7.13 are shown horizontal cross sections of the upper and lower SIW layers, 

respectively. The view is oriented into the bottom sides. All dimensions are given in millimetres. 
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Figure 7.13 a) Top and b) Bottom SIW layer with bottom side slot. 

In Figure 7.11 are presented S-parameters of the transition as a 2-port microwave network, 

calculated in CST Microwave Studio [CST]. 
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Figure 7.14 Simulated reflection and transmission frequency characteristics of the transition. 

The return loss is above 20 dB in the range between 15.86 GHz and 20.89 GHz (27.4 % 

fractional bandwidth), whereas the insertion loss is lower than 0.2 dB in the range between 

15.31 GHz and 21.15 GHz (32 % fractional bandwidth), both spanning through almost entire 

useful frequency band between 15 GHz and 22 GHz. 

7.3 A Fully Planar Substrate Integrated Probe-Based Wideband Orthomode 

Transducer 

Orthomode transducers (OMTs) are microwave components used for separating/exciting two 

signals inside metal waveguides transferred by a pair or orthogonally polarized dominant 

degenerate modes. They are widely found in applications like wireless communications and 

radiometry, especially in radio astronomy receivers. Waveguide OMT implementations use 

4-way junctions [7-28]-[7-31] (2 output branches), 5-way Bøifot junctions [7-32]-[7-35] 

(3 output branches) and 6way turnstile junctions [7-36]-[7-43] (4 output branches). (In fact, 

turnstile junction precedes Bøifot one, being described within MIT Radiation Laboratory book 

series [7-44].) However, although bringing quality in terms of low losses and power handling 

capacity, these all-waveguide components are naturally large, heavy and expensive solutions, and 

this problem gets worse as the wideband isolation and polarization purity are improved by adding 

more side branches coming out of the main dual-polarized waveguide, thus increasing the level of 

symmetry. (This way, waveguide OMTs also become less suitable for higher frequency 

applications, especially if designs include septa and tuning pins, since in millimeter and terahertz 

bands tolerances become much more stringent.) Coaxial (probe) transducers like [7-45] are less 

bulky, but still relatively complex and expensive solutions. They can also spread over a long 

section of the main waveguide such in [7-46], even though this can be used to increase the 

bandwidth using finlines or ridges [7-47]. OMTs in [7-48], [7-49] are planar inside the 

waveguide, but still have vast external circuitry for combining/dividing signals. Moreover, [7-49] 

has several orthogonal PCB elements. Fully planar OMTs like [7-50] [7-51] and [7-52] are 

relatively narrowband. Although simple, [7-50] does not have full symmetry and microstrip 

circuits increase losses. [7-52] is very compact, but its integration with the radiating elements 

limits flexibility, especially for higher performances. 
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The motivation for development of a new OMT came from need to provide feeding for dual 

band waveguide filters using orthogonal polarizations to separate signals in different frequency 

bands and have them independently processed. A number of different structures was tested at the 

beginning, however, whether they had centrally positioned slots with rotational symmetry, SIWs 

directly connected to the waveguide side walls or probes, all these early attempts were futile 

because they used just one pair of feed lines, and the lack of symmetry resulted in strong 

coupling between the two port supposed to be mutually isolated. 

The proposed OMT is entirely planar, including line transitions and power combining 

microwave circuits. It is implemented through shielded substrate integrated waveguides and 

rectangular coaxial lines, hence practically eliminating radiation losses and spurious couplings. 

Apart from manufacturing advantages, a PCB OMT design allows direct integration with other 

planar circuit components. There is a “full sy  etry” inside the  ain waveguide - 4 planes of 

symmetry, having an identical probe coming out of each of 4 waveguide side walls. Thus, the 

inherent symmetry of the square shape of the waveguide is preserved and isolation and cross-

polarization minimized. Other waveguide shapes with at least four planes of symmetry, most 

notably the circular one, can directly replace the square one and minimal parameter changes are 

required to optimize the performance. Another essential attribute of the OMT is its fractional 

bandwidth wider than 44%, which required wideband design of each of its elements. 

7.3.1. OMT Structure 

The OMT is implemented inside a two-layered PCB inserted transversally into metal square 

waveguide having common physical port with two orthogonal polarizations at one end and short 

termination at the other. As the PCB substrate is chosen 0.81 mm thick ceramic based Rogers 

RO4003C for its favourable fabrication properties. A layout of the OMT is given in Figure 7.15. 
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Figure 7.15 Layout of the proposed substrate integrated probe-based wideband orthomode 
transducer. 

The footprint of the OMT can in fact be reduced in size if the substrate integrated lines are 

positioned tighter with the main metal waveguide inner walls. However, these areas are left for 
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bolts to go through and connect together the stacked structure, providing good contact between 

the conductive surfaces of PCB layers and waveguide sections. Another reason is to reduce the 

number of corner bends of the lines and diminish reflections. 

The presented design is also scalable. For example, it can be made more compact by using 

three probes and shorter SICL to SIW transition tapers at the cost of worse isolation, polarization 

purity as well as smaller bandwidth. On the opposite side, it can be made very wideband by using 

ridged square waveguide. 

Non-standard square waveguide and flange are based on standard WR 90 rectangular 

waveguide and standard square UBR 84 flange for WR 112 rectangular waveguide. Nevertheless, 

there exist International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standards for hollow metallic 

square-shaped waveguides [7-53], as well as for their flanges [7-54]. 

As it is more often used in such a way, the OMT will be, without loss of generality, referred 

to from the receiver perspective. 

Probes 

The coupling between the side lines and the main waveguide supporting propagation of 

orthogonally polarized modes is made through balanced substrate integrated coaxial electric 

probes (Figure 7.16). They have good wideband characteristics even with electrically thin 

substrate, which is a considerable problem if a turnstile waveguide junction is tried to be 

implemented in this way.19. 

Since the width of a substrate integrated coaxial line (SICL) outer conductor has negligible 

effect on the dominant TEM mode, and directly determines the first upper waveguide mode [7-

55], it was chosen to be              so that the TE10 cut off frequency is significantly above 

the X band. With the substrate height fixed by the PCB laminate thickness, the flat inner 

conductor width was selected to be              in order to have characteristic impedance 

around 50 Ω and relatively easy fabrication regarding tolerance. In turn,       has miniscule 

effect on TE10 mode (slightly lowering its cutoff frequency as it gets wider). 

The probes have been optimized having wider inner conductor ends to improve overall 

matching and with ground plane stubs parallel to the inner conductors, having the roll of 

improving the matching at the higher frequency side of the passband. Optimization process could 

be made almost four times faster by using two symmetry planes – PMC along the center E-plane 

of the square waveguide and PEC along its H-plane relative to the polarization of the selected 

input TE10 mode. Since the SICL probe on the opposite side of the measured output port is 

actually not used in such simulation because of the PEC plane, the transmission between the 

square waveguide port and the SICL port is optimized with the goal of 0 dB, rather than -3 dB. 

                                                           
19

 From antenna perspective, using probes is analogue to using wire (monopole) antennas, using slots [7-51] is 

analogue to using slot antennas, using junctions like turnstile for each branch is analogue to using horn antennas, 

whereas approach [7-50] is analogue to using microstrip patch antennas. 
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Furthermore, the square waveguide is terminated with a quarter-wave short circuit stub on top of 

the cross section containing probes, with its exact length also being an optimization variable. 
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Figure 7.16 Input short circuited square waveguide with inserted loaded SICL probes. 

Dielectric inside the main waveguide follows the shapes of the planar metal probes, both to 

give mechanical support and provide smoother transition between the SICLs and the hollow 

square metal waveguide interfaces. Removal of the rest of the substrate inside the waveguide 

reduces dielectric losses. 

SICL to SIW transition 

Apart from realizing SICLs, the second substrate layer is needed because intersection of arms 

belonging to different polarizations within the same layer (Vertical Left Arm and Horizontal 

Right Arm in Figure 7.15) has to be avoided. Substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) was selected 

to be used in the arms crossing over region as a shielded and low loss single layer guided wave 

structure. Thus, there was a need for developing a wideband inline SICL to SIW transition 

(Figure 7.17). 
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Figure 7.17 Wideband double layer SICL to single layer SIW transition. 

The central piece of the transition is linearly tapered metallization between the two PCB 

layers, starting as the narrow inner SICL conductor and spreading to the full width of SIW broad 

wall. The transition medium is piece-wise homogeneous. Only the bottom layer is laminate, 

whereas the upper one is air. This way, the signal is guided through only one substrate layer, 

without strong reflection coming from the other layer. There is  resemblance with the microstrip 

taper, both in the way how it is connected to SICL and SIW as well as inhomogeneous dielectric. 

However, unlike microstrip taper, this SICL to SIW transition is shielded at all four sides. 
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Phase difference management 

The proposed design makes possible to route both arms of one polarization through the same 

layer or have them in different layers. This is controlled by selecting the layer in which SIW is 

coupled through the transition from SICL. Interesting aspect is that if same polarization equal 

length  IWs are in unchanged layer, the signals in ar s have opposite phases (180° phase 

difference), whereas if these  IWs are in different layers, signals are in phase (0° phase 

difference). 

Different power dividers and directional couplers have different inherent phase shifts between 

their output ports (0°,  0° or 180°). If phase correction needs to be  ade, a suitable way is using 

the self-compensating phase shifter [7-56]. Taking only SIW delay line leaves the phase shift 

almost linearly increasing with the frequency. The self-compensating phase shifter adds opposite 

phase characteristic of equal-length unequal-width SIW phaser with declining trend of phase shift 

relative to the frequency. This minimizes the frequency dependence of the total phase shift. 

Power dividers and directional coupler 

Using symmetrical 3-port power dividers has advantage in exactly equal split of power 

between the output ports and same phases at any frequency as the result of the symmetry between 

the output ports and central position of the input port, but disadvantage in terms of matching 

ports since lossless reciprocal 3-port networks cannot be matched on all 3 ports. Moreover, 

neither two ports can be matched, because that would leave the third port completely mismatched 

[1-1]. In addition, isolation between two output ports is weak. 

4-port hybrid (3 dB) directional couplers have advantage in terms of port matching and 

isolation. What is more, all hybrid couplers have matched ports, and all 4-port matched networks 

are hybrid couplers [7-57]. Symmetrical couplers with perfectly matched and isolated ports have 

 0°phase shift between their output ports. Also, sy  etrical hybrid couplers have equal 

magnitudes of their reflection and isolation characteristics. However, power distribution is 

actually never equal between the through and coupled ports of a hybrid coupler in wider band. 

Likewise, phase difference between these two ports is also frequency dependent. 

Rat race (hybrid ring) coupler, although having interesting and useful properties of 0° and 

180° phase shifts between its output ports being antisy  etrical coupler, has not been tested 

because it has unpractical geometry for the developed OMT design, and has been regarded 

outdated for its narrowband characteristics for a long time. Even its planar (microstrip) version 

has not been very successfully implemented regarding bandwidth in OMTs [7-50]. 

The first structure that was experimented with was single layer SIW H-plane T-junction 

power divider using inductive post (via) inside the junction for port matching (Figure 7.18) [7-

58] [7-59]. Although reflection loss at the input port better than 15 dB could be accomplished in 

entire band, using two different ar s to create 180° phase difference using self-compensating 

phase shifter adds phase and magnitude difference fluctuation between them. The biggest 

problem is that complete OMT structure has response which in unsuitable for use being filled 

with spikes (Figure 7.19). 
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Figure 7.18 Power dividing network based 
on H-plane SIW T-junction, with additional 

180° phase difference in two ar s provided by 
self-compensating phase shifter. 

 

Figure 7.19 Glitches in the response of 
OMT using H-plane SIW T-junction from 

Figure 7.18. 

Similar bandwidth problem exists with single layer SIW H-plane Y-junction power dividers 

(Figure 7.20), both straight and having angles >0° and <180° between the two output branches. It 

is not possible to both move up the TE30 cut off frequency above 12 GHz and have good 

matching in the entire 8 – 12 GHz band with only TE10 as the propagating mode in the junction. 

 

Figure 7.20 Electric field distribution around the TE30 cutoff frequency in a straight H-plane SIW 
Y-junction. 

Riblet short-slot hybrid [7-60]-[7-62] is a narrow-wall coupler essentially similar to H-plane 

Y-junction, having the isolated port symmetrical to the input port instead of just one central input 

port (Figure 7.21). Now, the interplay between the even TE10 mode and the odd TE20 mode in the 

central part along the slot results in constructive interference at the coupled and destructive 

interference at the isolated port [7-63]. Phase difference needed from self-compensating phase 

shifter is here halved to  0°. Although its pro is co pact size, this hybrid coupler is also not 

capable of utilizing full 4 GHz bandwidth due to undesired appearance of TE30 mode propagation 

(Figure 7.22). Testing different shapes of the central junction area did not bring any significant 

improvements. 
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Figure 7.21 Power dividing network based on Riblet short-slot hybrid quadrature directional 
coupler, with additional  0° phase difference in two ar s provided by self-compensating phase 
shifter. 

 

 

Figure 7.22 Amplitude reflection and 
transmission responses on through, coupled 

and isolated ports of the structure in 
Figure 7.21, when input port is excited. 

 

Figure 7.23 Through and coupled port 
output signals with 180±7° phase difference 

when input port of the structure in Figure 7.21 
is excited. 

The bandwidth issue in a single layer could, expectedly, be resolved by scalable Transvar 

directional coupler design [7-64], [7-65], switching from continuous to multiaperture coupling. 

Nevertheless, its size (length) is very large. Being even more massive and complex, branch-guide 

directional couplers [7-66] have been excluded without testing. 

Nevertheless, broad-wall variation of multihole coupler (Figure 7.24) turned out to be smaller 

(shorter), and Bethe’s s all-hole coupling theory [7-67] shows that broad-wall couplers have 

inherently better wideband properties than narrow-wall couplers. The design with two 

longitudinal rows of equidistant circular holes set apart symmetrically in transverse direction was 

used [7-68] [7-69], with the increased number of rows reducing the sizes of individual holes so 

they do not overlap when strong coupling is needed. If the same designation of probes and 

input/isolated coupler ports is kept like in single layer cases, the phase difference between the 

two arms is - 0°, which can be utilized by swapping input with isolated ports rather than 

swapping phase shifters between the arms. This directional coupler finally provided very good 

overall wideband OMT response. 
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Figure 7.24 Substrate integrated probe-based OMT using broad-wall directional coupler with two 
rows of round coupling holes. 

 

Figure 7.25 S-parameters of the OMT given in Figure 7.24. 

Finally, even better results were obtained using E-plane straight Y-junction (Figure 7.15). (It 

is used in  ost turnstile and Bøifot junction waveguide O T i ple entations.) Essentially, two 

SIW layers separated by metalized broad wall are turned into a single SIW of double substrate 

thickness by removing metallization of this sandwiched broad wall. There are no remaining 

problems with equal power or phase delivery because complete arms in each polarization, from 

the square waveguide to the power divider, can be transformed one into another by composition 

of two plane symmetries. However, the output SIW is two layered, so if further signal needs to be 

in a single layer, at least one additional transition is needed. Of course, for direct measurement, 

coaxial connectors can be directly put on two layered planar transmission line. 

7.3.2 Results 

SIWs and SICLs were designed with the following constraints regarding vias:      ⁄  and 

    , where   is the via diameter,   is the via pitch (distance between adjacent vias), and    is 

the guided wavelength. The diameter for all the OMT vias was selected to be         , and 

the via pitch to be flexible in order to have the first and the last via of a wall at particular 
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locations. However, the number of vias in a wall was determined so as to have the distance 

between the consecutive vias around 0.4 mm. 

In Figure 7.26 are given the layouts of the OMT PCB layers, and the numerical values of their 

dimensions are presented in Table 7.3. In addition, the length of the square waveguide backshort 

is             . Except for the tuning stubs, the top and bottom substrate layer are mutually 

symmetrical with respect to the diagonal as the axis of symmetry. (Consequently, the central 

metal layer has the diagonal as its own axis of symmetry.) 
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Figure 7.26 PCB layouts of the wideband planar substrate integrated OMT: a) top/bottom 
metallization, b) top/bottom substrate and c) central metallization layer. 
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Table 7.3 OMT dimensions in millimeters 

aSWG 22.9 LPROBE 5.7 

aSIW 12.1 LLD 3.9 

aSICL 5.2 WLD 2.9 

LSICL 5.3 WCOND 1.0 

LTRANS 14.1 LTAP 16.0 

WTRANS, N 8.7 WTAP 5.5 

WTRANS, W 12.8 RCOR 14.1 

LGS 1.5 RCUR 33.8 

Since the structures with long via fences are computationally intensive, this OMT has 

practical advantage coming from the shielded nature that its operation can be simulated relatively 

accurately piece by piece, and the total response can be found as the response of the microwave 

circuit having the aforementioned parts as its components. 

Figure 7.27 gives the S-parameters of the OMT calculated in CST Microwave Studio [CST], 

accurately modelled with line walls made out of vias, lossy RO4003C dielectric and lossy copper 

metallization that takes the surface roughness into account. The insertion loss does not exceed 

1.2 dB in the frequency band between 8.07 and 12.53 GHz. In the same band, return loss is better 

than 19 dB. If narrow spikes attributed to numerical errors are disregarded, cross-polarization 

discrimination is higher than 65 dB and inter-port isolation higher than 62 dB within this span. 
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Figure 7.27 Return loss (RL), insertion loss (IL), inter-port isolation (IPI) and cross-polarization 
discrimination (XPD) characteristics of the proposed OMT. 

The OMTs have been fabricated in modified design with no plated routing, but with all the 
metal walls realized by via fences. Also, because of limited facilities of the PCB fabricator, 
Supreme Circuits in Delhi, 2-layered PCBs of OMTs were fabricated as two independent 
1-layered PCBs. Rectangular waveguide sections were machined from 1 cm thick aluminium 
board and entire structure was assembled and measured in back-to-back configuration at the 
Indian Institute of Technology Delhi (Figure 7.28). Bolts completely penetrate the structure, hold 
PCB layers together instead of using adhesives, and help the alignment. Their number was 
increased to 8 in order to have more even distribution of pressure. Wider cylindrical holes are used 
to have heads of bolts inside the backshort and leave the surface flat, as well as to decrease the 
weight of the backshort. Nuts are used instead of threading the aluminium, so that higher torque 
can be applied with the wrench, as well as because they are made of stronger material (steel). 
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Figure 7.28 Back-to-back measurement of a pair of OMTs: a) setup, b) top view of OMTs, c) 

bottom view of OMTs, and d) sh2,h1 measurement. 

Results of the measurement are shown in Figure 7.29. Expected reasons for discrepancies 
between simulated and measured frequency responses include manual machining of aluminium 
block, marking and drilling holes in them with relatively low accuracy, as well as inherent 
problem with misalignment between the layers of a stacked structure. 
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Figure 7.29 Measured return loss (RL), insertion loss (IL), inter-port isolation (IPI) and cross-

polarization discrimination (XPD) of a pair of fabricated OMTs in back-to-back configuration. 
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8. Conclusion 

Starting with E-plane filters, major improvements achieved with ultra compact pseudo-

elliptic inline waveguide bandpass filters that use bypass coupling are in compactness, 

although fabrication is also still simpler than for machined waveguide filters. We have put 

these filters against further challenges occurring in real environments, and they showed well 

balanced characteristics. They are able to satisfy wide range of passband bandwidths 

(demonstrated 5.3%-12.0% range of fractional bandwidths for 3
rd

 order filter, though these are 

not the most extreme values), have versatile ways to obtain the same network response, are not 

very sensitive, have mechanical tuning possibility and are suitable for making higher order 

filter units (successfully simulated response of 5
th

 order filter). 

Regarding use of filters with I-shaped resonant insets, they are a new type of compact 

E-plane waveguide filters with inline geometry and quasi-elliptic response. Such resonators 

designed at 10 GHz have Q factors of 1873, 2610 and 2821 for the three lowest modes, 

respectively. The resonators have been experimentally tested. Also, equivalent circuits aimed 

for synthesis have been developed and their accuracy inspected. By producing transmission 

zeros at either 11.6 GHz or 8.85 GHz, possibility to introducing steep transition by a 

transmission zero in either upper or lower stopband has been demonstrated. Additionally, a 3
rd

 

order filter using all three lowest cavity modes was modeled at 11 GHz center frequency. Its 

total length is 41.8 mm, which is 23% shorter than its conventional all-pole E-plane equal. 

Furthermore, novel waveguide bandpass filters optimized for low-cost hybrid 

additive/subtractive manufacturing have been presented in this letter. The flexibility of 3D 

printing is suitable for realization of contactless discontinuity geometries like the rectangular 

ring ones. A resonator of 11.13 GHz centre frequency fabricated with 40 % fill density was 

experimentally evaluated to have Q factor > 620. In addition, a third order filter with two pairs 

of transmission zeros in the lower stopband has been designed, being 34.3% shorter than its 

E-plane counterpart. Its minimum measured insertion loss in the passband when printed with 

15 % infill was 0.6 dB. Even more, a 4
th

 order filter with multiple transmission zeros both in 

the upper and lower stopband was also demonstrated by building a prototype. A very good 

matching of simulation and measurement results has been obtained. 

Still staying with 3D printing, a high Q alternative for substrate integrated waveguide 

filters aimed for 5G mm-wave wireless technologies has been developed utilized 3D printing 

for fabrication of otherwise complex geometries. Resonator Q factors are up to 5000 for TM010 

mode and up to 5500 for TM110 modes. Designing a sample 4
th

 order filter, two transmission 

zeros of were asymmetrically located on different sides of the passband, where the negative 

coupling was utilized through a dual mode cavity. 

As the probably most significant result, a novel, wholly planar orthomode transducer in 

mixed SIW/SICL technology has been presented. The square waveguide carrying two 

orthogonal polarizations is fed by four SICL probes of the OMT. Tapered center conductor 

sections in nonhomogeneous dielectrics are used for inline transitions between SICLs and 

single layer SIWs. Finally, each pair of signals belonging to the same polarization and 

travelling through two branches of SIW is combined in an E-plane straight Y-junction. 
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Excellent wideband, high isolation and polarization purity performances have been achieved 

wider than in standard WR 90 X band rectangular waveguide recommended frequency range. 

8.1. Contributions of the Thesis 

The main contributions of the thesis are new and original designs of passive microwave 

components, most numerous being filters, that have performance or fabrication improvements 

in certain segments in comparison with previously known designs: 

 A Fully Planar Substrate Integrated (SI) Probe-Based Wideband Orthomode 

Transducer (OMT) 

combining excellent isolation, polarization purity and especially wideband 

characteristics with a low profile design; 

 Stepped-bend Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW) to Rectangular Waveguide 

(RWG) Transition 

having 27.4 % fractional bandwidth for an easy to design structure entirely implemented 

inside two PCB layers, without need for any external matching elements; 

 Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW) Filters Using Dual-Mode Cavities With 

Diagonal Slot Line Perturbations 

where using diagonal slots as elements for intracavity field perturbation has advantages 

of not being overly sensitive, accurate fabrication, tuning and miniaturization; 

 Low-Profile High Q Integrated 3D Printed Cavity Filters 

use resonators with the lowest surface area to volume ratio to maximize their Q factors 

when their heights are confined, and are tailored for additive manufacturing; 

 Low-Cost Hybrid Manufactured Waveguide Bandpass Filters with 3D Printed 

Insert Dielectric 

combine additive manufacturing of dielectric parts with subtractive manufacturing of 

metal parts to get the best of both worlds, also using rectangular ring resonator as 

waveguide discontinuities appropriate for implementation of this design; 

 E-plane dual band waveguide resonators 

extend use of fins between septa of E-plane filters for independent control of two 

passbands by being offset in longitudinal direction, relying on different field 

distributions of even and odd resonances, realizing compact filters with steep skirts and 

entire geometry utilizing the filter function in a single plane; 

 Compact Inline E-plane Waveguide Resonators and Bandpass Filters with 

I-shaped Resonant Insets 

are able to realize all the filter functions like E-plane modules using fins, but in balanced 

design that does not require electrical contact between resonant insets and waveguide 

housing. 

In addition, there have been contributions regarding explaining working principles of 

E-plane filters such as which higher order modes contribute to filter responses, their 

eigenmode responses, and passband matching using Smith diagram. Furthermore, suitability 

of E-plane filter for many uses such as in diplexers, high order filters, tunability and their 

sensitivity have been investigated for the first time. 
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8.2. Future Work 

The process which is already under way is fabrication of the stepped-bend substrate 

integrated waveguide to rectangular waveguide transition, as well as of planar substrate 

integrated probe-based wideband orthomode transducer. Their experimental verifications, 

together with further explanations about working principles, parameter analysis, scalability 

testing and applications to different hollow waveguides should wrap up the topic. It would 

also be interesting to investigate some other attempted ways of coupling planar orthomode 

transducers to waveguides through slots, but with corrected problems regarding asymmetrical 

feeds that were producing unwanted couplings between signals with orthogonal polarizations. 

Regarding dual band filters, cross-coupled E-plane resonators and filters with back-to-back 

geometry are also candidates for this application. If this proves to work, there can be 

possibility for combining them with extracted pole E-plane dual band filters into dual band 

filters of mixed topologies. Furthermore, diplexers made from compact E-plane filters would 

benefit from developing a synthesis procedure. Also, non of these filters and diplexers has yet 

been prototyped using 3D printing. 

Although there has been quite few applications for which compact E-plane filters have 

been tested, a good future step could be designing them at lower frequencies and seeing how 

they compare with coaxial filters, which are standard in base station applications. 

Another topic of interest is to simulate and practically test behaviours of the used low-cost 

and compact structures under harsh working conditions like high temperatures causing 

mechanical deformations and breakdown levels at high power inputs. 
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Appendix A: Fabrication of waveguide filters and related microwave 

components 

This chapter is dedicated to the process of transforming structure models with functionality 

verified by electromagnetic simulation into fabricated prototypes. Each section describes a 

different fabrication method, individually very broad and polyvalent subjects, from a niche 

perspective of application in microwave engineering. Furthermore, hands on aspects like 

particular steps taken in preparing files for machine input and practical tips for machine 

settings and control are given. 

A.1 Fabrication of filter inserts using LPKF ProtoMat C60 mill/drill unit in 

WCRG laboratory 

A.1.1 From CAD to machine input 

Program CircuitCAM 5.0  by LPKF [A-1] (combined Computer Aided Design 

(CAD) and Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) software for data processing [A-2]) is 

used to prepare a layout to be exported in format suitable for the plotter to perform 

fabrication. It is useful to point out straight away that, although ideally in PCB fabrication we 

would like a seamless automated and standardized transition from the drawing board to the 

plotter, in reality it is still far from that. There are several intermediate steps to be taken and 

attention is required in order not to lose required properties along this transition. 

Even though a layout drawing can be directly created in CircuitCAM, it is easier to have 

Gerber [A-3] files
20

 of individual layers exported from the 3D model of the structure in CST 

or other EM simulation program. The layer which is exported from CST is the one laying in 

the z-plane, or what is usually more comfortable, the one laying in the w-plane when local 

working coordinate system (WCS) is activated. In the Gerber file export dialog box inside 

CST, units and decimal places before and after the decimal point of a number can be set. For 

instance,  stands for units in millimetres, 3 digits in the 

integer part and 4 digits in the fractional part. This translates to %MOMM*% and 

%FSLAX34Y34*% commands in the output Gerber file, respectively, where leading zero is 

omitted and coordinates are absolute. When E-plane waveguide filters are modelled and 

simulated in CST Microwave Studio, the waveguide housing should be deselected/removed 

when exporting (extended) Gerber file of the insert. In CircuitCAM, GerberX (RS-274X) file 

of the insert conductor is imported into the TopLayer. Although it has not been used, it is 

                                                           
20

 Gerber is a relatively old ASCII file format, originally created for vector photoplotter drivers in 1980, widely 

criticised for its downsides. There have been numerous attempts to have it replaced with other allegedly 

improved file formats, most notably with ODB++ [A-4] by Mentor Graphics, now a subsidiary of Siemens. 

Nevertheless, it has remained the dominantly used format with currently more than 90% share in PCB 

fabrication and being universally supported. There is an ongoing heated debate questioning whether the future 

lies in further Gerber improvement, arguing that with its simplicity, readability and high volume of use it is 

easier for it to be debugged, or a format of different foundation [A-5]. The photoplotting origin is also the reason 

why the basic element for drawing (2D shape that is stroked or flashed) is, confusingly, called aperture, referring 

to the opening through which the light shines and exposes images on lithographic film. 
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possible to have PCB designed on both sides, and the alignment is accomplished by drilling 

holes through the substrate before turning it round. In this case, another GerberX file is 

imported into the BottomLayer for MillingBottom operations. (Use of older Standard Gerber 

or RS-274-D file format, having multiple output files, is strongly discouraged - officially 

revoked and no longer valid - by Ucamco, who claim that it does not have a single advantage 

over the newer versions.) 

For all-metal inserts, Insulate Top Layer command  is used after having selected the 

Top Layer areas to be left covered with copper, and stores the insulation line in the 

InsulateTop_Std Layer. It corresponds to electrically isolating conductor tracks and pads of a 

standard low frequency PCB by milling isolation channels around them. The active layer is 

the TopLayer from the first drop-down list in the CircuitCAM interface, and the plotter uses 

End Mill (RF) 0.15 mm (6 mil) from LpkfMillingTools, which should be selected from the 

other two drop-down lists. This limits the minimum gap width to be 0.3 mm. On the other 

side, LPKF ProtoMat C60 resolution (smallest step of the mill/drill head) is better than 

0.01 mm. Nevertheless, this is significantly better than the actual fabrication process precision 

due to many imperfections such as how the metal foil differs from the perfectly flat one. 

For PCB inserts, Rubout Top Layer command  is additionally applied, opening Rubout 

Top Layer for drawing the outline of the area to be rubbed out. Alternative and more elegant 

way is to import GerberX file of the PCB profile into the RuboutTop Layer. This difference 

exists because copper sheet inserts only need to be cut along the edges, whereas on printed 

circuit board inserts all extra copper cladding needs to be removed from the substrate surface. 

After pressing Insulate Top Layer command for the second time, the rubout area of residual 

copper is covered with milling path and stored in the InsulateTop_Big Layer. 

Although End Mill (RF) 0.15 mm (6 mil) can be used for all milling production phases, 

other similar surface machining carbide tools available are bigger diameter cylindrical non-RF 

End Mills as well as conical Micro and Universal Cutters [A-6]. RF End Mill has advantage 

when forming insulation tight around copper areas, however, it is more expensive and less 

durable solution. For rubbing out larger copper areas it is inferior option, being also slower, 

whereas not being able to utilize any advantages in terms of precision, apart from no need for 

changing the tool. 

Unlike thin metal inserts, which are milled out of their copper sheet through insulation of 

the top layer with an end mill tool, PCB inserts are milled out through contour routing
21

. 

Contour Routing dialog box is opened by pressing , where Outside is selected and 

CuttingOutside is the Destination Layer. As the source is selected layer/current selection in 

which boundary contour has been drown in CircuitCAM, or, more comfortably, Gerber file 

with the outline/filled surface of the entire structure cross section (i.e. the profile) imported. 

Layers are stacked one on top of the other (higher ones covering lower ones when viewed 

together) and designated by different colours and fill-in patterns. Top to bottom order, colour, 

as well as visibility and selectability can be changed fro  Layers window (View>Layers…). 

                                                           
21

 Another situation in which contour routing (inside option) is used is for drilling holes larger than 2.4 mm. This 

is performed automatically by 2.0 mm routing cutter, instead of direct use of large diameter drill tools. 
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A.1.2 Circuit board plotter control 

Driver program BoardMaster 5.0  (machine control software) [A-7] is used for 

operating the physical machine – ProtoMat C60 circuit board plotter [A-8] to fabricate a 

prototype. Prior to its use, the design should be exported from CircuitCAM by selecting 

File>Export>LPKF> LPKFCircuitBoardPlotter. A .cam file is generated, but also LPKF 

binary file with .LMD extension (LpkfMillDrill format) containing data needed to drive the 

plotter. File>I port>L D LPR… option is used to i port the production data inside 

BoardMaster. However, if BoardMaster is open while LMD file is being exported from 

CircuitCAM, it is automatically imported into BoardMaster. 

In the left-hand side section of the BoardMaster function bar (Figure A.1.) from the top 

drop-down list can be selected the appropriate active tool element inserted into the ProtoMat 

C60 shaft of the high-speed spindle to perform the fabrication process. As it is already known, 

for cutting out metal insert of an E-plane filter from a metal sheet or insulating (we can say 

complete rubbing for si plicity’s sake) the  etal surface of a PCB we use End  ill (RF) 

0.15 mm (6 mil) tool, as given in the Figure A.1. After having selected the appropriate 

production phase from the lower drop-down list as well, all the activities with chosen tool 

within the selected phase can automatically be performed corresponding to the previous 

assignments in CircuitCAM. For example, End Mill (RF) 0.15 mm (6 mil) and Milling Top 

pair (Figure A.1.) is selected both for complete all-metal insert processing and for top layer 

PCB insert copper insulation and rubbing at the same time. Contour Router 2.0 mm [79 mil] 

and CuttingOutside pair is selected for cutting out PCB inserts from their laminate boards. 

 

Figure A.2. Left section of the BoardMaster Function Bar for selecting current production 

phase and active tool. 

Next, the central part of the function bar (Figure A.2.) is used to navigate the mill/drill 

head of the machine represented by the crosshair cursor  over the board. As in reality, the 

board is static and both the head and the layout positions can be moved inside the 

BoardMaster working area. 

 

Figure A.2. Central section of the BoardMaster Function Bar with functions for manual 

control of the mill/drill head. 

Initially (parking or pause position ), the machine head (cursor) is in the top right 

corner. When  button is pressed, wherever on the board is clicked with the mouse left key, 

the head moves to that location. Discrete steps along the main axes can be made by using the 

arrow keys, inserting in the centre text entry box the step length in millimetres. 
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In order for project layout (single imported LMD file such as one waveguide filter insert) 

translation by mouse dragging to take effect, it needs to be preceded by pressing  button 

(location in Figure A.3.). More numerically accurate and complete transformations, including 

rotation, can be made from the window that can be opened on the right mouse click on the 

layout. 

 

Figure A.3. Right section of the BoardMaster Function Bar with functions for changing the 

layout position and data selection. 

In general, before production phase of fabrication job is started (  button is pressed 

for that action), all data need to be marked by pressing All+. However, if fabrication is done 

step by step, in a certain order,  button is pressed to do rectangular area selection with the 

mouse, and then + is pressed to add the selected data to the marking. 

When the mouse cursor is hovered over any of the tools, in the status bar in the bottom left 

corner is given the explanation of the actions of that tool. For example, it can be found out 

that the previously used command only selects lines that are entirely encompassed within the 

selection area, whereas the similarly looking command also selects the lines that are crossed 

by the selection area, and can alternatively be used when it is handy. 

Before setting out the fabrication process, it is important to verify that the working tool 

position is upwards (not directly on the board) before it is moved, in order not to damage the 

board and the tool itself. Also, the knob on the spindle that opens and closes the collet with 

the tool must be in the top position. Otherwise, the spindle is blocked from rotating, and the 

tool is statically pushed through the board. 
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Figure A.4. ProtoMat C60 mill/drill head with high-speed spindle having end mill tool in its 

shaft. 

Fabrication process can be improved if the order of segment milling is chosen manually, 

rather than being left for BoardMaster to execute it automatically. Here is given an example 

of such a procedure (Figure A.5.), where individual lines are enumerated in the order of 

plotter cutting the metal sheet along them. The most critical is milling of thin fins. If their 

edges are cut consecutively, very often, while changing direction, milling tool bends the fin. 

This is aggravated by the fact that cut parts tend to distort and pop out from the metal sheet 

layer. After segment 7 is milled, it is useful to remove the central cut out metal segment in 

order to prevent the machine head pulling it and damaging the insert. 
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Figure A.5. Layout of dual band resonator insert inside BoardMaster with its line sections 

numerated in the order for milling. 

Selection of substrate can vastly affect how difficult PCB fabrication is. For LPKF milling 

plotters, it is very suitable to use ceramic based substrates like RO4000 series from Rogers 

Corp [A-9], having similar processing like FR-4. RO4003C laminate, used here, is considered 

a good choice up to 20 GHz, whereas for higher frequencies there is LoPro option [A-10], 

having lower surface roughness. This series of substrates is by far the most used one, 

outnumbering all others together. Nevertheless, RT/duroid 5880 [A-11] is often seen in 

research papers for its smallest losses, as authors typically want to showcase best 

performance. However, this glass microfiber reinforced polytetrafluoroethylene composite 

(PTFE - Teflon based dielectric) does not work well with milling tools. Its threaded structure 

results in copper cladding not being fully removed. Interestingly, although crude and lengthy 

process of manual rubbing was used for resonators with I-shaped insets to remove the residual 

copper, obtained results were very good. 

File> ave As… option lets saving the co plete job as a .job file, so next ti e the 

prototype can be prepared in its entirety for fabrication from BoardMaster through 

File>Open… and selecting the sa e .job file. 

Current LPKF ProtoMat machines [A-12] have become smaller, faster and more precise 

over time. Successors of C60 (E series) have improved vertical adjustment of tools (now 

having distance rings) in the collet of the spindle, and, as comparable new devices, are even 
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significantly cheaper than C60 originally was. Higher class LPKF machines (S series) are 

enclosed and have automatic tool change. Even higher range products (D series) use laser, but 

come as well at much higher cost. The precision, speed and production capabilities are 

noticeably better with higher product class. 

A.2 Sending files for professional external PCB manufacturing 

When Gerber files are sent to a PCB manufacturer for fabrication, layers can be exported 

one by one from CST Microwave Studio and then added to a common zip archive. Even if 

designs are exported from electronic design automation (EDA) software packages specialised 

for PCBs such as Altium Designer, Cadence OrCAD or Autodesk Eagle in one go, still the 

output contains multiple Gerber files. This characteristic of Gerber files has been criticised, 

and formats like ODB++ are readily exported as archive files [A-5]. When the structure is 

complex enough (e.g. double layered OMT with vias compared to a single layered E-plane 

resonator insert), it is important to include a ReadMe file in the archive, so that it is 

maximally clear to the CAM engineer what we aim to do. 

The essence of the discussed process is that CAD output is PCB  anufacturer’s CA  

input (their equivalent of CircuitCAM), not machine input (their equivalent of BoardMaster). 

One of the reasons for it is that PCB fabricators typically do panelization, i.e. fabricating 

different prototypes from the same production panel. Main tips regarding sending files for 

professional PCB manufacturing are summed up in [A-13]. In addition, large PCB 

manufacturers give their own recommendations [A-14]. 

Common Altium (Protel) filename extensions can help CAM engineer identify layers. For 

E-plane PCB inserts, three layers have been used: Top (.gtl), KeepOut (.gko) and Bottom 

(.gbl), where the Gerber extensions are noted within the brackets. Nevertheless, Ucamco 

advises to always use .gbr file extension for all the Gerbers, meaning that the aforementioned 

files would have .gtl.gbr, .gko.gbr and .gbl.gbr endings. Furthermore, there is Gerber Standard 

File Naming (GSFN) convention, with the most universal way of explaining the file function 

within the file name [A-13]. 

Gerber X2 revision, introduced in the autumn of 2013 and compatible with Gerber X1, 

supports attributes. Among the rest, it is the answer to the Gerber format criticism that it had 

not contained the information about how the layers had been stacked up. In Table A.1. is 

given a sample comparative use of GSFN and Gerber X2 file function attributes. 
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Table A.1. Example of GSFN Gerber file names and .FileFunction file attributes used for 

substrate integrated orthomode transducer. 

Gerber Standard File Name .FileFunction file attribute 

Copper$Top.gbr %TF.FileFunction,Copper,L1,Top*% 

Copper$Inner.gbr %TF.FileFunction,Copper,L2,Inr*% 

Copper$Bottom.gbr %TF.FileFunction,Copper,L3,Bot*% 

Plated$Top$Drill.gbr %TF.FileFunction,Plated,1,2,Blind,Drill*% 

Plated$Bottom$Drill.gbr %TF.FileFunction,Plated,2,3,Blind,Drill*% 

NonPlated$Top$Route.gbr %TF.FileFunction,NonPlated,1,2,Blind,Route*% 

NonPlated$Bottom$Route.gbr %TF.FileFunction,NonPlated,2,3,Blind,Route*% 

Plated$Through$Drill.gbr %TF.FileFunction,Plated,1,3,PTH,Drill*% 

NonPlated$Through$Route.gbr %TF.FileFunction,NonPlated,1,3,NPTH,Route*% 

Outline.gbr %TF.FileFunction,Profile,NP*% 

For the Profile, Outline or Keepout Layer, giving the essential information to the fabricator 

regarding the extent of the PCB, it is best to have it exported as simple planar inner solid 

region from CST Microwave Studio. It is easiest to do it from a dielectric layer that is not 

perforated. Alternatively, it can be defined just by the zero size boundary closed contour, even 

if it is not filled (G36/G37 commands not included), assuming that the structure is on the 

inside. If the contour is not zero size (finite size aperture in Gerber language), the centre line 

of the stroke is taken as the boundary. Although technically it is not needed as the same 

coordinate system should be used, fabricator may prefer to have outline in all the layers in 

order to align them in the case of an offset problem [A-14]. Related to this issue, layers 

should never be mirrored. Each one of them ought to be viewed from the top. 

If vias are included into the design, for which exemplars are SIW structures, or any other 

drilling/routing jobs are required, Excellon format NC (numerical control) files are typically 

used and many fabricators prefer them [A-14]. More precisely, there are other file formats 

very similar to Excellon, like IPC-NC-349 or Sieb & Meyer, which are all G-code variations 

that mutually differ only in minor details. Excellon files store data for driving CNC drilling or 

routing machines to make round holes or other apertures of different shapes and sizes in the 

PCB, hence can be used directly for the machining process. Tool list (sizes) and other 

machine parameters like speeds can but do not need to be embedded. Metallization (if needed) 

is independently specified to the manufacturer. Nevertheless, as the CAD to CAM transfer is 

the topic here, image description files, in particular Gerber ones, can be used without 

problem, just as it is anyway usually done with the outline routing. Moreover, Gerbers are 

even more appropriate for this task for the reasons like better registration of drill files and 

copper layers and better resolution. In this work, Gerbers were used to store via and non-

plated routing data mostly for simplicity since they are anyway used for transferring 

information regarding fabrication of metal layers. Although Gerbers standardly keep via 

information as inner diameters after plating, which is meaningful for through-hole 

technology, in SIW and related microwave applications, the outer (drill hole, Excellon 

information) diameters are the ones that matter because vias are used to guide signal 
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propagation between them. The only constraint for the minimum via plate thickness is that 

signal does not leak. 

There are several different via types in multilayer PCBs. Plated through holes connect top 

and bottom copper layers, and are naturally the only via type for single-layer boards. PCB 

with two or more layers can have vias that come to the surface on only one side of the board 

and are called blind vias. Starting with three layers, there can be vias that connect two inner 

copper layers, which are called buried vias. In addition to these taxonomy terms, there are 

several different ways of closing and protecting vias according to IPC-4761, namely tenting, 

plugging and filling [A-15]. In tenting, vias are only surface covered with dry film. Plugging 

implies deeper sealing with a non-conductive material which partially enters the via. Finally, 

filling extends to complete loading with a non-conductive paste. Each of them has several 

variations such as being used on just one end or both ends of a via. Filled vias can also be 

capped – overplated on both sides after filling. In fact, via filling itself can be conductive 

epoxy (DuPont CB100 and Tatsuto AE3030 are widely used) instead of non-conductive one, 

however, this implementation is more expensive and has larger mismatch with the thermal 

expansion of the surrounding substrate material [A-16]. 

If standard chemical processing of etching the residual copper using alkaline solution is 

used, both Teflon and ceramic based substrates show clean fabrication results. Nevertheless, 

ceramic based substrate still have better mechanical properties, which for instance mean 

easier drilling and routing. 

So far, only rigid substrates have been discussed, but flexible substrates, as the foundation 

of flexible circuits and flexible electronics [A-17], have growing importance. Flexible circuits 

have already had numerous significant applications ranging from beginnings with thin single-

crystallline silicon solar cell arrays to improve power-to-mass ratio on satellites, over 

connectors, electronics in smart cards, to booming technologies in displays like TFT and 

OLED. The substrate flexibility is closely related to its thickness – everything thin is flexible, 

and for most materials, stiffness increases proportionally to the cube of thickness. Typical 

thicknesses of flexible films are in the range from 13 µ  to 125 µ . Even the thinnest 

conventional substrates can be considered as flexible, e.g. 125 µ  thick nearly pure PTFE 

Rogers Corp RT/duroid 5880, which is particularly suitable for high frequency application 

being low loss [A-18], though it lacks mechanical properties of standard flexible circuit 

materials. Fundamental difference between dielectric materials designed for flexible circuits 

compared to the rigid ones is that they are generally manufactured without glass 

reinforcement, on large rolls of coated film, instead of resin impregnation into a glass cloth 

[A-19]. 

In microwave engineering, among most widely used flexible substrates are Kapton, LCP, 

PEN, PET and paper [A-20]. Kapton (polyimide) is the most prevalent flexible electronics 

material in general. It is known for temperature stability, excellent flexible-mechanical 

characteristics, and its relative permittivity and loss tangent were extracted from the 

measurement between 5 and 40 GHz to be around 3.2 and 0.002 respectively. LCP (liquid 

crystal polymer) is noted for good millimetre-wave performance, having low water absorption 

and relative permittivity of 3.16 and loss tangent of 0.0049 nearly steady from 30 to 110 GHz 

in [A-21]. Likewise, it has been commercially used for a long time. PEN (polyethylene 

naphthalate), although considered as improvement of PET with better water absorption 

characteristics, is still more lossy than LCP (e.g. has tan δ = 0.0035 compared to 0.0024 of 
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LCD at 1 GHz), and is less often used in high frequency applications [A-22]. PET 

(polyethylene teraphthalate) is omnipresent thermoplastic polymer encountered in objects 

such as clothes or food and liquid containers, with obvious strongest side in low cost. In [A-

23] it was found that PET has stable εr = 2.85 and tan δ = 0.009 up to 20 GHz. Papers come 

with even lower cost and are, importantly, degradable and recyclable, though having high 

surface roughness and high losses. Same DC to 20 GHz measurement found Teslin paper to 

have εr = 2.23 and tan δ = 0.046, whereas E4D paper had εr = 2.54 and tan δ = 0.05. 

Flexible substrates like Rogers Ultralam 3000 LCP [A-24] or DuPont Pyralux Kapton [A-

25] can be purchased readily metallized on one side or both sides and processed with 

conventional PCB photolithography and chemical etching. Unlike rigid substrates, flexible 

ones are more often covered with rolled than electro-deposited (ED) copper foils, being more 

appropriate for dynamic applications due to its smooth surface, though having disadvantages 

in weaker bonding and adhesion [A-26]. Attention should also be paid to which flexible 

circuit adhesives are used, since traditional acrylic and epoxy ones are high-loss [A-27]. 

A.3 Fabrication of waveguide cavities using CNC machining 

Computer numerical control (CNC) machining [A-28] is dominantly automated modern 

implementation of classical subtractive manufacturing processes like milling, drilling, routing 

and sawing. In contrast with CNC machining using LPKF ProtoMat plotters, here is mostly 

considered machining of bulk metal. For example, the E-plane split waveguide housings that 

have been used to accommodate filter inserts, had been manual machined using such 

manufacturing processes (Figure A.6.). CNC machining can also use non-lathe based 

operations like electrical discharge or laser machining. 

Figure A.6. University of Westminster FST workshop manually operated machine tools: 

a) milling machine, b) metal lathe, c) cut-off saw, and d) drill press. 

Most CNC machine shops facilitate machining with vertical machining centre (VMC), 

which means vertically oriented main spindle and is more affordable variant. On the other 

side, horizontal machining centre (HMC) CNC machines can have larger capacities. Common 

CNC machine tolerances are around 0.5 mm [A-29]. Nevertheless, micrometre precision 

sufficient for extremely stringent terahertz applications is also achievable [A-30]. However, 
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special micromachining
22

 technologies [A-31], [A-32] like Deep Reactive Ion Etching 

(DRIE) [A-33] or SU-8 photolithography [A-34] are more suitable for mass production at 

such high frequencies. Since silicon as material is the core of microfabrication processes, 

additional, very fine metal plating is required. 

In Figure A.7. is shown a CNC  achine on display in London’s  cience  useu . FANUC 

company pioneered broad engineering use of CNC outside defence industry. 

 

Figure A.7. Colchester 200L Lathe and FANUC control system, part of permanent exhibition 

in the Science Museum, London. 

A.4 3D printing 

Additive manufacturing (AM) [A-35], [A-36], also known as 3D printing
23

, refers to 

manufacturing processes in which objects are built layer by layer directly in their required 

forms, where in each layer material forms a solid shape by one of available techniques under 

computer control. Even though developed in early 1980s for rapid prototyping (RP), we are 

presently witnessing heydays of additive manufacturing, which has been even described as 

starting the third industrial revolution. Unlike machining, AM could not have been 

implemented before computer technology matured enough. It can be compared with millennia 

old human practice of constructing buildings layer by layer from stone blocks or bricks. 

Although it may appear that additive manufacturing has overwhelming advantages 

compared to traditional subtractive manufacturing processes, they have rather different 

upsides and are likely to be applied in different scenarios. 3D printing indeed has edge in 

producing less waste or objects of greater shape and inner construction complexity. Unlike 

standard processes in which complexity, if feasible at all, comes with increased cost, in AM 

not just that the cost is not increased, but it is reduced provided that less build material is 
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 Integrated circuit (IC) fabrication is the oldest and most famous application of microfabrication processes, 

with CMOS still being the most voluminously microfabricated device without close competition. 
23

 In fact, terms 3D printing (3DP, coined by MIT researchers) and stereolithography (SL or SLA, coined by 3D 

Systems) started as referring to two competing technologies of AM, both implying extension of well-established 

2D technologies into the third spatial dimension. However, the former has been adopted as the most popular 

synonym for AM, and not only for binder jetting, whereas the latter has kept the meaning of a particular 

technology. Before being replaced by the more accurate formal ter  ‘additive  anufacturing’, now also 

recognized by ASTM International [A-37], rapid prototyping was used as the most general name of the 

technology, but has since then reduced to only one of its applications. 
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spent. Also, fabrication is in general simpler and can be done in less stages. Nevertheless, AM 

lacks speed and low cost per unit in mass production of elements such as screws or 

mechanical durability and single part size in elements such as plane wings. For instance, 

metal springs are in essence antithesis of additive manufacturing. One, possibly overlooked, 

concerns about AM is repeatability. Still, 3D printing is mostly used for prototyping, and it is 

yet expected to take its share in product manufacturing industry – direct digital manufacturing 

(DDM). Anticipated performance enhancements when using AM of RF and microwave 

passive components are in mass, geometry, interface simplification and reliability [A-38]. On 

the positive side, engineers using AM can rethink constant use of right angles in designs. In 

general, sturdiness and safety can benefit from blended edges. In microwave applications, 

losses can be reduced and power handling capability increased in this way. 

Even though it promises direct link between an idea shaped into its 3D model using a CAD 

tool and the final prototype, additive manufacturing has not yet reached the stage where a 

designer can completely focus on the designing process and not consider fabrication itself. 

E.g. screw holes are better build if they are vertical than if they are horizontal. Likewise, with 

metal printing, care should be taken about how metal powder residue can be eventually 

removed when fabrication is completed. One of the first questions users come across is the 

threshold for overhangs without support. The rule of thu b is the angle of 45°. However, A  

methods that build structures from powder beds have inherent support, so this does not apply 

to them. 

In fact, many fabrication processes based on additive manufacturing actually contain 

subtractive corrective stages as well. At very least, almost always certain clean-up of bits of 

excess build material or removal of support structure is needed. In microwave engineering 

fabrication, surface smoothing and metal plating post-processing stages are of particular 

interest. 

STL (STereoLithography) file format, which describes only the triangulated surface of an 

object in either binary or ASCII code, has risen as de facto standard for exporting geometry of 

CAD models to the 3D printer software. Its origin is in the early days of 3D printing by 

stereolithography as the first commercial AM process, and is today the best supported file 

format for this purpose, available and used in CST Microwave Studio. Nevertheless, new 

formats like 3MF [A-39] are trying to address interoperability limitations of STF files, 

promising to send full-fidelity 3D models to a variety of services and printers. 

In the 3D printer software (CAM), the structure needs to be sliced – turned into a series of 

2D geometries to be printed one at a time, representing all the cross sections along the z-

coordinate after setting the layer resolution. Interestingly, the STL files do not even contain 

the units in which are the original model dimensions. There is a number of other settings 

related to how the actual printing should go such as infill percentage, thicknesses of outer 

walls (shell, perimeter), bottom and top layers, etc. that can be customized before the model is 

exported in a numerical control (NC) format used by the machine. For all the 3D printing 

done here, Ultimaker Cura software [A-40] available under LGPLv3 license has been used 

with G-code output files. Interesting option available in Cura is ‘Load Profile fro  GCode’, 

which allows recovery of the print settings used for particular output file. 

Officially, there are 7 categories of additive manufacturing recognized by the American 

Society for Testing and Materials [A-37]: 
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 Vat Photopolymerisation 

Material form: photopolymer liquid resin in a vat 

Process activity: curing (solidifying resin through light-activated polymerization) by 

selectively delivering laser or projected light energy 

 Material Extrusion 

Material form: mostly filaments, but can be liquid, pellets, granules, powder, paste 

Process activity: depositing highly viscous material extruded through nozzle by 

pressure 

 Material Jetting 

Material form: ink, such as waxy polymer or acrylic photopolymer 

Process activity: jetting droplets of ink 

 Binder Jetting 

Material form: powder bed 

Process activity: printing liquid bonding agent (binder) to join the powder 

 Powder Bed Fusion 

Material form: container filled with powder 

Process activity: powder is melted and its particles fused by scanning laser or electron 

beam as the energy source 

 Directed Energy Deposition 

Material form: predominantly metal powder or wire 

Process activity: energy, typically from laser or electron beam, provided 

simultaneously with material deposition to fuse it by melting, in contrast with having 

pre-laid material and comparable with extrusion 

 Sheet Lamination 

Material form: sheets, originally and most popularly paper 

Process activity: entire layer of material deposited at a time, needed cutting just along 

the outline as well as additional bonding between the stacked layers 

To find co  on sides between the 7 listed categories, it is good to use Pha ’s 2-dimensional 

classification method [A-41]. One dimension describes the state of raw material before part 

formation, and the other technique how the layers are constructed. Comparing figures of merit 

is mostly relevant within the same technology, as there are other hidden factors that influence 

the quality of the final product. For instance, SLA technology, although older, typically 

obtains finer details and smoother surfaces than FDM even at the same resolution due to 

effects like bonding between layers, their misalignment, applied force during printing, etc. It 

is interesting to note that photoresists used in photolithography PCB fabrication and other 

processes involving etching like microfabrication are nothing else than single layers of SL 

with different tolerance requirements. 

In AM of conductive parts for microwave applications, the process can be separated 

between printing stage and plating stage. In this section is only considered the former, 

whereas the latter is covered in the following section, although if 3D printing is readily made 

with metal, the second step is not necessary. The major issue characteristic for this type of 

manufacturing is with surface roughness caused by layered fabrication. Even though it has 

specific geometry, like with any other form of surface roughness, the conductor’s boundary 

surface is enlarged and loss with it. In addition, materials in powder form are also prone to 

resulting in grained finish and increased surface roughness [A-42]. Certainly, other problems 

like mechanical and thermal characteristics of the material or precision of the fabrication 

process remain as well. 
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On the other side, when non-conductive elements are 3D printed, dielectric loss tangent of 

the material starts being significant. Unique for AM, in particular FDM, is the possibility of 

using fill density <100% (infill, the percentage of volume filled with printing material). As the 

infill gets lower, up to 0%, and Cura has text entry box to directly set its value, more of so 

called bridging with the top layers between the outer walls is needed. By reducing the infill 

factor, dielectric can be made less lossy at the expense of increased structure size. There are 

different infill patterns available: grid, lines, triangles, etc. In order to significantly simplify 

simulation of objects with reduced infill, equivalent complex permittivity is used instead of 

exact geometry of the print structure [A-43]. It can be calculated from effective medium 

theory Brugge an’s  odel or  easured. 

A.4.1 Polymers (plastic materials) 

As a matter of fact, the idea of using air-filled metallized low-cost and lightweight polymer 

waveguide filters and other related components is not exclusively linked with 3D printing and 

use of injection moulding technology for that purpose precedes the modern expansion of 

additive manufacturing [A-44]. (Resin casting could be considered as more cost effective 

alternative for smaller-scale production.) However, plastics have really become much more 

viable solution with added benefits of 3D printing, especially its availability with no tooling 

upfront costs. Since polymers have been vastly used as dielectric materials in electrical 

engineering over years of its existence, there is a substantial technical literature data on their 

complex permittivity relative to the frequency and temperature [A-45]. 

Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM)
24

, belonging to the material extrusion category of 

processes, is the most widely used 3D printing technology, dominating the consumer model 

mass market. Its prevalence coming from affordability and ease of fabrication has granted it to 

be how we usually visualise a present day 3D printer (Figure A.8.). FDM is ideal for RP in 

the product design stage, not just having less expensive printers compared to the competing 

SLA technology, but also the material for it is cheaper and can be reused more times, as well 

as the initial post-processing stages of cleaning and support removal are significantly easier 

than for SLA. FDM uses thermoplastic filaments coiled on spools in two standard diameters 

of 1.75 and 2.85 mm. Thermoplastic filament is pushed into the heating chamber in the print 

head by the tractor wheel arrangement (feeder), heated up to melt and deposited in layers by 

the nozzle, using the pressure produced by the feeder for extrusion. This can be compared 

with glue gun operation. On the build plate, the material turns again into solid while bonding 

occurs. 

                                                           
24

 Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) is another name of this technology, and Plastic Jet Printing (PJP) term is 

seldom used as well. 
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Figure A.8. 3D printing service bureau in a street of Amsterdam. 

Most frequently used thermoplastics are ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) with its 

different versions (i, plus, M-, etc.), and PLA (polylactic acid) bioplastic, made from 

renewable resources like corn starch or sugarcane and biodegradable. ABS has slightly better 

mechanical (stronger, more flexible and durable) and thermal properties than PLA, at the cost 

of more difficult fabrication. FDM printed ABS materials have relative permittivity 

approximately between 2.10 and 2.83, and loss tangent approximately between 0.003 and 

0.021 in the frequency range between 1 MHz and 60 GHz [A-46], [A-47], [A-48]. Frequency 

trends agree with standard physical models of polarization mechanisms in dielectrics, notably 

variants of Debye relaxation equation, and Kramers-Kronig relations imposed by causality, 

having the real part of permittivity after initial rise dominantly monotonously decreasing after 

100 MHz with a modest slope and imaginary part relatively constant with narrow peak at 

about 10 GHz. Environmentally friendly PLA has very stable relative permittivity and loss 

tangent of 2.7 – 2.8 and 0.009 - 0.015 respectively in the wide range between 0 and 60 GHz 

[A-49], [A-50]. What has not been considered so far is that the very process of layered 

fabrication results in dependence of the complex permittivity on how the electric field is 

decomposed into the sum of component orthogonal to these surfaces and the one parallel with 

them. In [A-49], this anisotropy for PLA at mm-wave frequencies was measured to be nearly 

7%. 

Some other thermoplastics used in FDM filaments include nylon (it is more typical for 

SLS), PC (polycarbonate) and PP (polypropylene). Extensive comparative broadband 

characterisation of 3D printing materials for FDM can be found in [A-46]. Complex 

permittivity is of concern when printed material is inside the EM field (such as substrate, 

filling, or like in hybrid manufactured waveguide filters presented here), and in that case, 

FDM materials even have the edge over SLA materials being in general less lossy. Although 

SLA has superior surface finish after printing, important for plating, there are post-processing 

steps that can improve the results for FDM. For example, ABS dissolves in acetone, which 

can be used for smoothing the object surface, making it glossy without visible layer lines. 

It should be noted that these are all standard (commodity) and engineering thermoplastics, 

which adds to their lower cost, but they do not utilized complete material potential of high-

performance thermoplastics. Interesting blend of materials is addition of graphite to an FDM 

polymer, like Proto-pasta composite PLA [A-51]. Although this conductive PLA has too high 

resistivity for direct use in microwave components (it is anisotropic, between 0.30 and 

1.15 Ω· , with higher resistivity in the z direction against the layers), it allows easier 
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electroplating process. Considering the microwave applications of FDM materials as 

dielectrics rather that support for metallization, very promising high dielectric permittivity 

and low loss ceramic-thermoplastic composites for FDM have been recently reported. In [A-

52], BaTiO3/ABS polymer composites have been characterized with weight loading of 

BaTiO3 ceramic varying from 10 to 70% to reach relative permittivity of 8.72, made by 

dispersing BaTiO3 microparticles in the extrusion processable ABS dissolved in acetone. 

Composites in [A-48] have Zeonex RS420 COP (cyclo-olefin polymer) as the thermoplastic 

matrix with loss tangent not exceeding 0.0009 up to 17 GHz, which is not only lower than for 

ABS, PLA, PC or PP, but being almost at the level of PTFE (Teflon) [A-53]. After being 

loaded with different cera ic filler particles sintered at te peratures surpassing 1100°C, of 

which TiO2 has the lowest losses, tan δ of the cera ic-thermoplastic composite materials 

were measured going as low as 0.0012. 

University of Westminster Faculty of Science and Technology (FST) currently has several 

3D printers (Figure A.9), and all of them are FDM. Every 3D print in this work has been 

made using Ultimaker 2+ Extended [A-54] professional desktop printer and Ultimaker or RS 

Pro PLA filaments. For FDM technology, it has high maximum resolutions, the vertical being 

20 μ  (z direction, thinnest layer), and horizontal being 0.25 mm (x and y directions, smallest 

nozzle diameter). Accompanying accuracies are 5 μ  in vertical direction and 12.5 μ  in 

horizontal directions. Nevertheless, maximum resolutions in the horizontal and vertical 

directions cannot be reaches simultaneously as the maximum vertical resolution with 

0.25 mm nozzle is 60 μ , and the nozzle with 0.40 mm diameter is the smallest one that can 

do printing with 20 μ  vertical resolution. Obviously, there is tradeoff between building 

speed and precision, and the fastest printing is possible with 0.80 mm diameter nozzle, which 

can print layers up to 600 μ  thick. The G-code files with complete instructions of model 

fabrication exported from Cura are transferred to the Ultimaker printer on SD card.  

Another printer located at the faculty’s ca pus is low cost XYZprinting da Vinci 1.0A. It 

has enclosed design, which gives it better temperature stability, but it lacks good enough 

resolution for intended microwave applications. Although both printers can be used with 

either PLA or ABS, XYZ is being used with ABS only and Ultimaker with PLA only. This is 

for the reason of preserving the higher quality printer by using it with the material favourable 

for printing, and also because enclosure is much more important for ABS than PLA printing. 

ABS uses higher printing temperature (210-250°C co pared to 180-230°C) and higher print 

bed temperature (80-110°C co pared to 20-60°C) and is  ore prone to warping and cracking. 

Nonetheless, PLA has disadvantage in being more susceptible to clogging the nozzle. 

More recent purchase is dual extrusion Ultimaker 3 Extended. The main difference 

compared to the previous generation is that it uses additional dissolvable support rather than 

the same material one, which is difficult to remove and clean without trace. Hence, there is 

more freedom of design, though at the cost of increased print time. In particular, it can be 

used to fabricate filter elements such as thin septa and fins in horizontal layers, which are 

otherwise difficult to fabricate vertically with good quality. Ulti aker’s support  aterial is 

water-soluble PVA (polyvinyl alcohol). 

In [A-55] can be found different surface roughness parameters found from measurements 

of PLA 3D prints with different shell thicknesses made by Ultimaker 3D printer. The 

measurements confirmed the surface becoming smoother as the printing temperature was 

increased fro  210°C to 230°C. 
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Another model of high-end general-purpose desktop FDM 3D printer, 5
th

 generation 

Makerbot Replicator, belongs to the University of Westminster Faculty of Architecture and 

the Built Environment (FABE). Moreover, they are also in possession of industrial-grade 

Dimension Elite FDM 3D printer. Dimension Elite is enclosed and uses soluble support 

technology. 

Figure A.9. University of Westminster FST 3D printers: a) Ultimaker 2+ Extended; b) 

XYZprinting da Vinci 1.0A (left) and Ultimaker 3 Extended (right). 

One of fabrication problems that can occur with FDM printing of larger base objects is 

bottom side bending (warping and sometimes curling are terms used in 3D printing 

community for this issue) due to too fast thermoplastic cooling [A-56]. Excessive cooling 

results in intense material contraction, which causes the print corners and edges to lift up from 

the build plate. Warping happened multiple times during project, especially when printing of 

low-profile resonator started, although the build plate was heated and fans were not switching 

on for the first layer. There are several other ways how this problem can be reduced like 

decreasing temperature, manually slowing down opening print speed or using adhesive (glue 

from a stick, hair spray) on the print surface. The most convenient (built-in features in Cura) 

and effective solution that has been applied is printing with a brim or raft. 

Another typical problem with FDM prints is stringing – polymer threads that are left in the 

places where nozzle travels over open space. Stringing can be controlled by tuning filament 

retraction (pulling back) settings. For the filter insert PLA holders, stringing was minimized 

by changing insert geometry so that there are less disconnected surfaces within one layer. 

SLA (stereolithography) technology uses photopolymer liquid resin which is hardened by 

being exposed to focused light, one point or entire layer at a time, the process known as 

curing. However, SLA here primarily refers to point-wise laser-based photopolymerisation 

method in contrast with layer-wise DLP (digital light processing) method. DLP projects mask 

with matrix of square pixels and has obvious advantage in speed, but details degrade for 

horizontally large prints as the pixels increase in size since their maximum number is limited. 

Moreover, SLA vector scanning is in general higher quality technology, and when used with 
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good optics for precision focusing, it can suppress DLP quality even if the laser spot size is 

not smaller than the DLP pixel size. SLA is not only one of the very oldest AM processes, but 

high frequency components including microwave filters were first produced by it more than 

10 years ago [A-57], and is still the most popular 3D technology in microwave engineering 

research [A-58], [A-59]. This comes from combination of fine details and smooth surfaces it 

is able to fabricate with availability and usability, being second in widespread consumer 

popularity only to FDM. Main advantage in resolution SLA has over FDM is in horizontal 

direction (xy-resolution). First startup company dedicated to development and 

commercialisation of polymer SLA AM RF antennas, waveguides and filters has already 

appeared [A-60]. 

Most of commercially available SLA resins are epoxides with some acrylate content and 

react to light in the UV (ultraviolet) and visible spectrum regions. Unlike FDM filaments that 

are mostly in standard size and open form, SLA resin tanks are usually proprietary and cannot 

be refilled or exchanged with those from other vendors. Classical right-side up industrial SLA 

printers have light source on the top and new print layers are added above others, at the 

surface of the resin, while the build platform descends. Modern desktop SLA printers take 

upside-down (inverted) approach with light source on the bottom and new layers added under 

old ones through transparent non-stick tank bottom while the build platform ascends [A-61]. 

The main reason for this change is that the right-side up printing requires the resin tank to be 

filled at least as  uch as the printed object’s height is. In addition, structures in  LA process 

are typically printed having certain acute angle to the platform and using vast support. The 

leftovers of the support are not easy to be completely removed, so the structure side attached 

to the support should not be the one requiring accuracy and smoothness. 

However, there are engineered photopolymers highlighting different properties plastic print 

can have. For instance, one of the most affordable high quality SLA printers comes with a 

choice of materials simulating a range of injection-moulded plastics, such as durable resin 

(FLDUCL01) simulating PP, having impact resistance (IZOD impact strength test) of 109 J/m 

[A-62]. Of special interest is high temp resin (FLHTAM01), having Heat 

Deflection Distortion Te perature (HDT) of 28 °C at 0.46  Pa and of 130°C at 1.81 MPa. 

Post-cured high temp is also stiff with Young’s  odulus of 3.6 GPa and flexural modulus of 

3.3 GPa. 

PolyJet, a material jetting technology, has been used to produce highest resolution and 

finest details [A-63], [A-64]. Common materials used for PolyJet 3D printing are UV light 

curable photopolymers VeroWhite and VeroClear, the former being opaque and the latter 

transparent. Unlike SLA, material is not cured inside vat, but first jetted in a similar way to 

inkjet printers. High quality (HQ) variants of Vero photopoly ers (εr ≈ 2.86 and tan δ ≈ 0.022 

at 10 GHz) have accuracy in x and y directions of about 100 μ  and in z direction better than 

10 μ . In addition, their horizontal surface roughness r s is about 5 μ . 

Selective Laser Sintering (SLS), belonging to the powder bed fusion category, is a popular 

industrial AM method. Like SLA, SLS uses laser technology. However, lasers in SLS 

typically have several times higher power, which makes them less affordable than SLA. 

Standard polymer material choice is nylon (polyamide, PA), having excellent combination of 

strength, flexibility and durability. It is suitable for end products, rather than just for 

prototyping. There are different types of nylon to satisfy particular design requirements, such 

as nylon 11 and nylon 12, of which 11 is more elastic. Support can be removed very easily, 
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essentially without visible traces, and that powder reused. Since recently, SLS consumer 

printers are starting to be released [A-65]. 

FABE is in possession of two Z Corp 3D printers, Zprinter 250 and 450
25

, which use 

Binder Jetting (BJ) process with two different materials involved. One of them is again the 

powder bed, but now there is also a liquid binder that comes out of an inkjet-like head to stick 

together the powder particles. In each successive step, a new powder layer is spread across the 

base with a roller and the build platform is lowered down by a single layer thickness after 

application of the adhesive binder where required by the structure geometry. Yet again, the 

rest of the powder filling what are supposed to be hollow volumes is removed and reused. 

Like in conventional inkjet printing, Zprinter 450 horizontal resolution is expressed in dots 

per inch, being 300 x 450 dpi, which is around 85 x 56 μm. Its single layer is 89 – 102 μ  

thick. 

A.4.2 Metals 

Full metal AM, although conceptually similar, is significantly more difficult and expensive 

than polymer AM, and at the moment it is not on the horizon for non-professionals. Typical 

raw material is metal powder, that is, powder bed fusion method is mostly used, but binder 

jetting has the metal printing capability as well. However, the printing requires much higher 

power (lasers are in hundreds of Watts) and has slower scanning speed than for polymers as 

the energy density required to melt a metal powder is much greater than for a polymer 

powder. As the direct consequence of this, there are rigorous requirements for temperature 

control and heat isolation. Furthermore, high temperature gradients around the melting area 

cause strong stress in the material requiring the print to be firmly metal connected with the 

build platform. Eventually, this support is removed by conventional metal machining 

techniques. 

Possibility to make weight saving designs, prominently by using lattice structures, are of 

great aid for aerospace applications, where reduced fuel consumption implies massive cost 

benefit. Airframes on series production commercial aircrafts have already started being 

equipped with metal AM parts, and metal AM waveguide RF components including filters 

and antennas are planned to be used in satellite payloads [A-66]. Emphatic expectations from 

this branch of manufacturing are confirmed with acquisitions of the leading metal AM 

machine manufacturers by some of the best known names in the world of industry [A-67]. 

Selective Laser Melting (SLM) is the most popular metal AM technology for RF, 

principally equal of SLS for non-metal powders. Subtle difference between SLM and SLS is 

that SLM goes a step further, not only sintering, but melting the powder. SLM of microwave 

waveguide devices has been tested with aluminium alloy AlSi10Mg and titanium alloy 

Ti6Al4V (TC4) at Ku/K band [A-68]. Ti6Al4V had better surface finish (Ra = 4-10 μ  

compared to Ra = 5-15 μ ) and higher  anufacturing accuracy of the two (0.05 mm 

compared to 0.1 mm in the worst cases), but worse electrical resistivity (2.0 x 10
-6

 Ω  

compared to 1.6 x 10
-7

 Ω ).  tainless steel  L  print of a  ode converter, traditionally 

requiring difficult electroforming fabrication, is presented in [A-64], and its measured 

conductivity is 8.2 x 10
-7

 S/m. Cu-15Sn bronze (copper alloy) has also been a popular 

material of choice for SLM [A-69]. Another AM method from the powder bed fusion 
                                                           
25

 After Z corporation was acquired by 3D Systems in January 2012, Zprinter technology was rebranded as 

ColorJet, addressing its colouring capabilities inherited from 2D inkjet technology. 
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category that can be used for metal printing, but is not found so often in practice, is Electron 

Beam Melting (EBM). 

The basic way of controlling surface roughness, but not trivial in practice as the parts can 

lose dimensional accuracy, is with temperature. The roughness increases with the rise of 

scanning velocity. In [A-69], after manual polishing, Cu-15Sn surface roughness was 

Ra = 2.79 μ . In TE AT [A-38], ultrasonic cleaning and chemical polishing are used at the 

stage one of the post-processing. 

Binder jetting can be used with metal powders as well, and has lower cost than SLM or 

EBM. In addition to the adhesive jetting stage, common with the polymer printing, metals 

require the green part to go through several furnace cycles: to burn of the polymer binder, to 

lightly sinter the metal particles together and to improve density by infiltrating another metal 

into the material pores. In [A-70], waveguide circuits and antennas were fabricated using BJ 

technology at Ka band (WR-28 waveguide) from 316 stainless steel powder of 30 μ   ean 

diameter. The surface roughness was Ra = 6.26 μm, and when steel was infiltrated with 

bronze, unloaded Q of almost cube shaped rectangular cavity resonator with resonant 

frequency of around 30 GHz was 466, whereas when steel was infiltrated with copper, 

unloaded Q increased to 616. In comparison, [A-69] gives Ra = 12.89 μ  for the sa e 

material. 

Since recently, there have been FDM PLA filaments with copper and other metal fills 

available from the leading electronic component distributors. However, apart from metal feel, 

colour and several times increased weight, these materials are essentially non-conductive even 

though metals have contents as high as 80% because metal particles are mutually separated 

with the PLA. 

A.4.3 Ceramics 

The temperature limitation encountered when using a conventional polymer can be shifted 

higher if it is replaced with a ceramic material, even though it is more difficult to have it 

processed. In addition, characteristic feature of ceramics is high hardness. Some of them have 

very high permittivity combined with very low losses, properties desired for dielectrics, 

especially resonators. Powder bed based AM processes have the widest range of materials 

available for manufacturing, and apart from plastics and metals, they can print ceramic objects 

as well. Some of the ceramic powders that can be consolidated by sintering are silica/glass 

and porcelain. 

Nonetheless, in RF applications 3D printing from resins compatible with SLA process is 

preferred way of fabricating ceramic device parts. In [A-71] and [A-72], X and Ka band 

bandpass filters with spherical and hemispherical resonators were printed from Somos 

PerFORM resin [A-73] having HDT of 268°C at 0.46  Pa and of 11 °C at 1.81 MPa. In 

addition, in the 25-60°C te perature range it had about 40% lower frequency shift co pared 

to Accura Xtreme standard polymer resin. Similarly, Formlabs ceramic resin has HDT of 

2 0°C at 0.46  Pa and of 104°C at 1.81 MPa [A-74]. At the cutting edge end, HRL 

Laboratories have produced polymer-derived ceramic with ten times improved strength, being 

able to withstand te peratures higher than 1700°C [A-75]. 
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A.4.4 Flexible materials 

Material flexibility can be realized by extruding thermoplastic elastomers (TPEs – 

materials having both thermoplastic and elastomeric properties), with NinjaTek [A-76] being 

notable manufacturer of thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) filaments. Using the ring resonator 

setup for material characterization at 2.4 GHz and changing infill percentage of inner 

substrate layers from 40% to 100%, NinjaFlex showed shift of the relative dielectric 

permittivity from 2.32 to 2.98, at the same time having loss tangent increased from 0.034 to 

0.061 [A-77]. Related NinjaTek Cheetah flexible filaments are optimized for user experience 

with fast and easy printing. 

A.4.5 Printed Circuit Boards 

One of the latest developments in additive manufacturing is 3D printing of professional 

multilayer PCBs [A-78]. DragonFly 2020 Pro 3D PCB Printer [A-79], [A-80] is available on 

the market for performing this task. It prints high resolution PCBs from nanotechnology based 

dielectric and conductive inks. In addition, it supports fabrication of full range of PCF 

features, including different types of vias. 

A.5. Metal plating and inkjet printing 

Iron and steel sheets used to be coated with a thin layer of tin for corrosion prevention as 

far back as in thirteenth century in Bohemia. Splitting a structure into the support and metal 

coating segments, it is possible to independently optimize both of them with different 

objectives that can be mutually exclusive. In microwave devices, support may require 

sturdiness, lightweight, isolation and low cost characteristics, whereas metal surface may 

require smoothness, good electrical conductivity and low reactivity. Plating is used even for 

conventional metal waveguide filters with high performance demand (good example are 

satellite applications), when a layer of higher conductive metal, typically silver, is deposited 

over the walls of waveguide housing. 

Silver is not the material with highest electrical conductivity – superconductors [A-81] can 

attain higher conductivity at low temperatures and graphene [A-82] at room temperature. 

Actually, at microwave frequencies superconductors do not have zero losses like at DC, but 

are still not less than an order of magnitude lower than for any standard metal conductor, with 

surface roughness depending on the square of frequency rather than on the square root like in 

standard conductors [A-83]. However, superconductor components are more expensive and 

require relatively complex cooling systems that consume energy and add volume and mass, 

even though high-temperature superconductors (HTS, now with critical temperatures reaching 

133 K for HBCCO at ambient pressure and 203 K for H2S under extremely high pressure [A-

84]) have been available to replace low-temperature metallic superconductors, so significantly 

cheaper, less power-hungry and with larger heat vaporization high temperature cryogenics 

(liquid nitrogen cooling) can be used instead of liquid helium. 

After the discovery of first high-temperature superconductor YBCO more than 30 years 

ago, there had been aggressive campaign for use of microwave superconductivity in space 

communications and surveillance systems led by High Temperature Superconductivity Space 

Experiment (HTSEE) program, and significant effort was made for application in mobile 
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telephony base stations too [A-85]. A number of microwave devices have been developed in 

the upcoming decades, most prominently microwave filters (HTS thin-film filters based on 

planar filters; hybrid dielectric/HTS filters, based on dielectric resonator filters; and HTS 

thick-film coated filters, based on full 3D microwave filters). Although there are still 

publications on this topic [A-86] and commercial production [A-87], the progress has largely 

diminished with superconductor microwave devices having additional issues in reliability, 

especially of the cryocooler technology, as well as power handling. Power handling capacity 

is limited by critical current density (10
6
 A/cm

2
 is its typical value for thin-films), which 

exceeding switches superconductors to the normal state. Surface resistance increase with the 

applied field causes nonlinearities that also reduce superconductor power handling capability. 

With 2D zero-gap semiconductor graphene, record room temperature electrical 

conductivity was achieved in laboratory in small exfoliated pure graphene pieces having 

charge carrier mobility in excess of 200 000 cm
2
 V·s [A-88]. Electron scatterers were largely 

reduced to intrinsic ones like phonons that cannot be removed at 300 K and gate voltage was 

50 V. So far, this has not been even remotely replicated in real-life use conditions with 

graphene of larger size and custom-shape, because such an extremely thin material is very 

sensitive to effects that rapidly reduce electron mobility like charge impurities, microscopic 

ripples and substrate on which it is laid down. As an illustration, few-layer graphene in 

practice often shows better electrical performance than single-layer one, being more resilient 

to external influences, and graphite, although composed of stacked graphene layers, does not 

keep the same characteristics described in superlatives. Hence, silver is still the preferred 

choice in most wireless communications applications that demand maximizing electrical 

conductivity. 

There are two kinds of electrochemical deposition of metals – electroplating and 

electroless plating [A-89], [A-90]. In electronics, electrochemical deposition has 

revolutionized IC manufacturing, enabling copper to replace aluminium for interconnections, 

and has numerous other applications like in deposition for magnetic recording devices. In a 

nutshell, in the electrolytic cell for electroplating, the component to be plated is the cathode, 

the metal used for plating is the anode, both electrodes are submerged into electrolyte 

solution, and there is external power supply keeping the ion current flowing between the 

anode and the cathode. The electrodeposition occurs as the metal cations are reduced on the 

structure acting as cathode, while at the same rate metal is oxidised at the anode and 

associated with the remaining anions in the solution to replenish the electrolyte, keeping the 

electroplating process going. Electroplating is often done in several stages and there are many 

aspects of electroplating process like plating solution type, electrolyte concentration, 

additives, temperature and electric current that can be varied to achieve desired results. For 

instance, thin initial layer with good adherence, called strike, is formed by a high cathode 

current density in a bath with low concentration of ions. 

The most interesting metals for electroplating in microwave applications are copper, silver 

and gold, all chemical element in group 11 of the periodic table, which apart from being the 

most electrically conductive metals have excellent thermal conductivity and are unreactive. 

Copper plating is among the most widely used ones in general, with copper being only 

marginally worse conductor than silver, but significantly less expensive, hence being the 

electrical conductor of choice in most applications. As a plating material, copper has high 

plating efficiency, consequently having good coverage even on difficult-to-plate surfaces, and 
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is able to cover small imperfections in the base metal. Copper is also suitable for plating 

thermoplastics, because they have large coefficients of thermal expansion, and copper can 

absorb stress. Acid sulphate simple ion system is by far the most common copper plating 

solution, being low cost and easy to control. Other commercially used plating systems are 

fluoborate simple ion system as well as alkaline cyanide and pyrophosphate complex ion 

systems. Silver is the most electrically and thermally conductive metal. Cyanide baths, known 

since the 19
th

 century, are still most frequently used silver plating solutions because of good 

stability and adhesion. There exists high demand for gold in electronics industry because of 

its high inertness (most noble metal) that prevents formation of surface oxides, excellent wear 

resistance, and because it is the most malleable metal. Therefore, it is common to see gold 

plated coaxial connectors and mechanical calibration kits for electronics measurement 

instruments. Similar to silver, cyanide plate solution is the most important one for gold. 

Needless to say, cyanide solutions are tried to be avoided if there is a good alternative 

available because of their toxicity (also, they are usually operated at temperatures of not less 

than 80°C), like it is the case with copper electrodeposition. 

Electroplating is used for achieving high quality surface finishes in microwave 

components. In addition, electroplating can produce wide range of deposit thicknesses. The 

ability to produce thick finishes goes to the extent of electroforming – making entire parts on 

top of models. Rigid PCBs most often come with copper foils that are first electrodeposited 

on a titanium rotating drum attached to the cathode and immersed into copper sulphate 

electrolyte solution [A-91]. The drum rotation speed determines the cladding thickness. 

Copper clad lamination to the substrate usually occurs at the same time with substrate resin 

impregnation into glass cloth. In addition, copper electrodeposition is used for plating 

through, blind and buried holes. This used to be area for application of pyrophosphate 

solutions, but are now as well largely replaced by high-throw acid sulphate solutions. 

Naturally, at the same time additional layers of copper are deposited over laminated copper 

foils. 

Presently, very interesting application of electroplating is for 3D printed components. In 

[A-69], gold electrodepositioning has improved 316SL stainless steel BJ AM surface 

roughness (Rq) from 16.10 μ  to 6.73 μ  and Cu–15Sn bronze SLM AM Rq from 3.52 μ  to 

1.67 μ . Engineers in Airbus Defence and Space have silver plated best samples of 

waveguide filters with enhanced performances using AM, under development for future 

satellite payloads [A-38]. Silver plated 3
rd

 and 5
th

 order direct coupled filter prototypes 

manufactured using laser melting of AlSi10Mg had measured insertion losses better than 

0.3 dB. Another set of experiments with silver plated 1
st
 order 3D printed filter by researchers 

from Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche found equivalent electrical surface resistivity 

droping from 20 to 8 μΩ·c  for Al i10Mg SLM base and from 250 to 8 μΩ·c  for Ti6Al4V 

SLM base [A-38]. 

However, electroplating has limitation in that it cannot directly cover with metal non-

conductive surfaces like polymers and ceramics. Nevertheless, electrodeposition can still be 

utilized even in these cases, provided that some other process is used to apply the initial 

conductive layer [A-92]. Electroless (non-galvanic) plating is suitable for the purpose of 

depositing thin layers of metal even to non-conductive surfaces. It is different from the 

electroplating in that there is no external power supply involved to be source of electrons, but 

it is reducing agent present in the solution instead. When apertures in PCB dielectrics need to 
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be plated, standard procedure used for decades is to first catalyse their surfaces using 

palladium [A-93]. Following this, formaldehyde oxidises on palladium catalyst generating 

electrons, which are then spent for the reduction of copper ions, that is, electrolessly plating 

the PCB dielectric. On the other side, in [A-94] is given overview of five microwave 

waveguide components 3D printed in SLA from polymers and electroplated with copper. An 

alternative to electroless copper plating, which is predominantly used for flexible circuits, is 

direct matallization with graphite colloids [A-95]. It offers reduced consumption of chemical 

and energy resources. 

It should be added here that there are multiple other available methods of metal plating 

such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD, which is a popular way of graphene production), 

evaporation, and sputtering. They are used for high-quality thin-film deposition, but have 

higher process complexity and cost. 

There exist conductive adhesive silver paints (RS Pro Silver, Maplin, Reichelt Elektronik, 

to name a few) designed primarily for repairing electrical connections, such as those on PCBs. 

Coating plastic 3D prints with them is good for small series prototyping, especially with Ferro 

6290 0341 (L204N) silver conductive lacquer [A-64], because it has the highest conductivity 

from all the products in this range (20-60 μΩ·c  electrical surface resistivity). Another 

similar product are paints for electromagnetic shielding of electronic equipment, like Soliani 

emc electrically conductive paints with silver, copper (Figure A.10.) and nickel filler options 

[A-96]. If surfaces to be covered are not complex, inexpensive adhesive copper tape can be 

used as ad hoc solution for testing. 

 

Figure A.10. Low-profile high Q integrated cavity, 3D printed from PLA and coated with 

Soliani emc conductive copper paint for single-port Q factor experimental verification. 

Printed electronics methods can be considered as a special case of horizontally controlled 

additive metal plating. A popular choice is inkjet printing with conductive inks [A-97] on 

flexible substrates. In flexible circuits, cladding with copper is usually made independently 

from substrate formation, even when it is done with rolled annealed copper foils. Inkjet 

printers used vary from paper printers filled with conductive ink toner to industrial ones, most 

commonly used being Fujifilm Dimatix Materials Printers (DMPs) and Super Inkjet (SIJ) 

Technology printer. Compared to material jetting 3D printers, these printers are not designed 

for multilayer printing, although they have been used printing in several passes and same 

companies that produce 3D printers often produce conductive inks. It should be highlighted 

that inkjet printing is not exclusively combined with flexible substrates, but with others as 

well, such as 3D printed polymer ones [A-98]. 
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In Figure A.11. a) are shown E-plane waveguide filter inserts with I-shaped insets printed 

using Dimatix DMP-3000 on 75 µ  thick Kapton substrate (εr = 3.4). However, since the Sun 

Chemical nanosilver conductive ink (σ = 1.0-1.5 x 10
7
 S/m) on them is only about 1 µ  thick, 

which is less than the skin depth at 10 GHz, the experimental results did not show good 

filtering performance. To simulate this wave transmission effect in CST Microwave Studio, 

standard ‘Lossy  etal’  odel is not appropriate because it uses perturbation  ethod, 

calculating the field distribution as if insert metal was opaque – PEC, and then independently 

adding losses assuming that the incident wave enters metal orthogonally and decays to zero 

inside it (metal surface impedance is reduced to the wave impedance inside it,        

  √      [1-1]). Instead, silver ink printed metal can be modelled as general full-wave 

analysed ‘Nor al’  aterial, again inserting its conductivity value, or to have faster 

si ulation, with ‘Oh ic sheet’  odel [A-99]. However, for ‘Oh ic sheet’ resistance and 

reactance values (Oh  sq) cannot be used the si plified expression fro  the ‘Lossy  etal’ 

model, but they should either be calculated including finite material thickness and wave 

reaching the back side, or measured. This analysis found that for satisfactory filtering 

performance with the given silver ink conductivity at least 10 µ  thick  etallization is 

needed. 

Figure A.11. Inkjet-printed E-plane inserts with I-shaped insets for compact waveguide 

filters: a) Kapton substrate, Dimatix DMP-3000 printer; b) PET substrate, Epson Stylus C88+ 

printer, without (up) and with (down) copper electroplating. 

In Figure A.11. b) are shown inserts for the same filter implementation, but printed on PET 

flex material using Epson Stylus C88+ inkjet paper printer. (A problem with this low-cost 

approach is clogging after printing stops.) In addition, the problem with printed ink thickness 

(as well as to increase conductivity) was tried to be resolved by copper electodeposition [A-

100], [A-101]. The electroplating was made at FST chemistry lab using CuSO4·5H2O solution 

(Figure A.12.). Although a much thicker layer of copper was coated, as it can be seen at the 

bottom of Figure A.11. b), the eventual substantial peeling of copper occurred and prevented 

any response improvement. One more approach used in printed electronics industry, and 

tested for RF circuits is combining inkjet printing- and electroless plating [A-102]. On the 

other side, screen printing using stencil, even though it is one of older printing technologies, is 

capable of directly depositing much thicker layers of conductive ink than other print methods, 

in [A-103] demonstrating range from 10.9 µ  to 58.8 µ  by a single print press. 
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Figure A.12. Setup for copper electroplating: A vessel with CuSO4 water solution 

(concentration of 100 gL
-1

); Anode is residue of copper sheet used for filter insert fabrication; 

Cathode is the ink on thin PET foils that needs to be copper plated (area of several cm
2
); DC 

bench power supply with controllable current output. 

One recent cutting edge technology considering joining metals and plastics is Plasma-

SealTight (PST) [A-104]. Direct bonding of finely tuned plastic compounds to metals in the 

injection moulding process is enhanced by atmospheric plasma coating. 
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Appendix B: MATLAB Scripts 

 

Synthesis of generalised Chebyshev filter function 

 

f0=10e9; % center frequency 

fu=10.13e9; % lower passband limit 

fl=9.88e9; % upper passband limit 

BW=fu-fl; % bandwidth 

FBW=BW/f0; % fractional bandwidth 

fz1=9e9; % lower stopband TZ 

fz2=10.265e9; % upper stopband TZ 

fNRN=6.29e9; % Nonresonant TM010 node 

 

Omegaz1=1/BW*(fz1-(fu*fl)/fz1); 

Omegaz2=1/BW*(fz2-(fu*fl)/fz2); 

OmegaNRN=1/BW*(fNRN-(fu*fl)/fNRN); 

 

Omega=(-25:0.01:25); %Lowpass prototype frequency, real numbers as in Chapter 6.3.1 

N=uint8(4); %Filter order (unsigned 8-bit integer) 

Ntob=4; 

 

OmegaZ=[Omegaz1, Omegaz2, inf, inf]; %TZs p.227 

P=poly(OmegaZ); 

Ps=P; %initialization of Ps as analytic continuation of P 

LP=length(P); 

for i=1:LP 

    switch rem(i,4) 

        case 2 

            Ps(LP+1-i)=-1j*Ps(LP+1-i); 

        case 3 

            Ps(LP+1-i)=-Ps(LP+1-i); 

        case 4 

            Ps(LP+1-i)=1j*Ps(LP+1-i); 
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    end 

end 

 

% General Chebyshev polynomial synthesis 

x=zeros(N,length(Omega)); %(6.40) initialization 

C4=zeros(1,length(Omega)); %(6.36a) initialization 

for i=1:N 

 x(i,:)=(Omega-1/OmegaZ(i))./(1-Omega/OmegaZ(i)); %(6.40) for each TZ 

 C4=C4+acosh(x(i,:)); %(6.36a) argument summation 

end; 

C4=cosh(C4); %(6.36a) 

RL=20; % max return loss in the passband 

eps=1/sqrt(10^(RL/10)-1); % ripple factor - same as for conventional Chebyshev (Ch 3.6.2; 3.7.1; (6.34)) 

figure 

plot(Omega,10*log10(1./(1+(eps*C4).^2))) %(6.35) graph 

xlabel('\Omega') 

ylabel('S-parameters (dB)') 

hold on 

plot(Omega,10*log10(1-1./(1+(eps*C4).^2)))  
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